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ABSTRACT

An internet search with a modern search engine involves iterations of composing
a query, submitting the query to the search engine via a text box, reviewing the returned
search results list for relevant web pages, and visiting potentially relevant web pages.
Often times, one iteration of search steps does not satisfy a search engine user’s
information need, especially if the user knows few keywords that are relevant to the
information need. After a few search iterations, the user’s patience and determination
levels will be tested.
For the purpose of making information searches on the internet more efficient and
productive, in this thesis a distance measure that takes advantage of past user queries is
developed. In presenting the distance measure, the internet search process is described as
a dialogue between the user and the search engine and methods are defined in the context
of Belief, Desire, and Intention Theory. The distance measure is formulated using
topology and the measure calculates distances between queries based on the search
results of those queries. The tested hypothesis is that mathematical modeling can be used
to express relationships between user behavior and search engine performance..
To test the hypothesis, analysis was performed on data from a survey
administered to 39 subjects. The survey gathered relevant subject background
information, queries related to two different search tasks that were presented to the
subjects, and subjects’ intentions behind their queries with regards to recall and precision.
A total of 390 queries were collected from the subjects, of which 334 queries were
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unique. The proposed distance measure was applied to the search results of those queries
and statistical analysis was performed on the survey data to find correlations between
query distances and subject background information, experience, and intentions. The
results indicate that query surveys show potential for learning more about search engine
user behavior and that the proposed distance measure shows potential as a basis for
developing internet search tools.
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CHAPTER 1:

INTRODUCTION

A typical internet search engine has a database of documents, or web pages, from
the internet. On June 20, 2002, the Google search engine indexed approximately
2,073,418,204 such web pages. On March 20, 2005, Google indexed approximately
8,058,044,651 web pages. Given such a large and growing collection, it is impossible for
a person to manually find web pages that are relevant to a particular interest. Therefore,
search engines were designed to find quickly a relatively small number of web pages that
are highly relevant to a user’s interest.
A typical search engine home page includes a text box where a user can type
keywords, or terms, that the user believes are most relevant to their interest. Words,
phrases, characters, and numbers supplied individually or collectively by the user form
the keywords. The user then submits those keywords to the search engine. The
keywords, as the user submits them, compose a query. There are other possible
components of a query, including Boolean operators, keyword proximity constraints, etc.,
but keywords form the basis of any query. When a query is submitted to a search engine,
the search engine applies an algorithm for finding web pages that are somehow measured
to be most relevant to the user’s query. Based on some minimum relevance criteria,
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websites are selected for inclusion in a search results list. Websites in the search results
list are ranked in order of decreasing level of relevance and the list is then presented to
the user. The search results list typically includes the title of each web page in the list
along with a brief description of the web page and the URL of the web page.

1.1. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
Often times, a search engine user will not know what to look for or how to
translate their information needs into a search engine query [89]. Even so, a user will do
the best he can to compose an initial query. Based on website titles and descriptions in a
user’s initial search results list, the user might conclude that there are no websites in the
list that are relevant to the user’s interest. Consequently, the user will not be satisfied
with their initial search results list, even though the search engine may be highly capable
of returning relevant search results when given the appropriate query. The user will then
conclude either that the query was not a good query, that the search engine is poorly
designed, or that there are no web pages on the internet that are relevant to the user’s
interest. If the user believes the problem is with the query, then he will need to submit a
different query to the search engine in order to retrieve a different search results list.
Multiple queries are often required in order to find adequately relevant websites, with
each query analogous to a fisherman casting a line into the ocean with few clues as to
what lies in the ocean’s depths. This is a source of inefficiencies in the search process.
Recall and precision are two popular measures of search engine performance.
From the user’s point of view, the most important measure is the one that better addresses
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the user’s background and information needs. For instance, users that know exactly what
they are searching for will believe they know the most relevant and effective keywords to
include in their queries. The user will then submit those queries with the intention of
retrieving precisely the web pages that are highly relevant without retrieving irrelevant
web pages.
This thesis posits that there is a potential for information exchange that is
currently unexploited by today’s search engines. In particular, not only do search
engines possess information about web pages on the internet, but they also have
information about queries that have been submitted to the search engine and about the
search results obtained by those queries.
A problem addressed in this thesis is the formulation of mathematical constructs
that calculate distances between queries and that enable improved search engine dialogue
using the concepts that users attempt to communicate with search engine queries and
from the search results of those queries.
The hypothesis tested is that mathematical modeling can be used to express
relationships between user behavior and search engine performance.

1.2. APPROACH
In this thesis, the approach to the problem is to treat the search process as a
dialogue scenario involving two dialogue agents, namely the user and the search engine.
In this type of scenario, the beliefs of each agent are affected by the dialogue actions of
the other agent. Consequently, an agent will adjust its actions according to the actions of
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the other agent as the dialogue progresses. Currently, the user is the only agent that
adjusts its beliefs over the course of the search process. The search engine, on the other
hand, responds only to the current user query without any regard for historical user
behavior. In this thesis, concepts from topology are employed to formulate a
mathematical distance measure that is applied to the search results of historical user
queries. The distance measure is designed for analyzing and comparing user queries and,
with an eye towards increasing the dialogue nature of internet searches, to act as a
mediator between the search engine and search engine users.
To test and verify the measure, a survey that collected queries related to two
different search tasks was administered to a sample of internet users. Data collected with
the surveys included queries, subject background information, and query descriptions.
The distance measure was applied to the search results of those queries after submitting
the queries to a search engine. Statistical analysis was performed on the survey data and
the calculated query distances to look for relationships between the survey data and the
calculated distances.

1.3. UNIQUENESS AND CONTRIBUTIONS
The uniqueness of approach in this thesis lies in the development of a
mathematical model in the context of describing the search process as a dialogue between
the user and the search engine. In describing the problem this way, search results lists
become a product of the interaction between the user and the search engine which can be
compared to the interaction products between other users and the search engine. As
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described in Chapter 7, it is believed that the distance measure has potential as a basis for
future query tools and as an analysis tool for understanding search engine users and for
search engine comparison and development.

1.4. THESIS ORGANIZATION
In Chapter 2, literature is surveyed to summarize research that has been done in
fields related to this thesis. In Chapter 3, the methodology is described, including
describing the problem in terms of Belief, Desire, and Intention Theory and speech acts.
In Chapter 4, the mathematics of the proposed distance measure are described. In
Chapter 5, the survey for collecting user backgrounds and queries is described. Statistical
analysis of the survey results is in Chapter 6. Conclusions and comments on future work
are in Chapter 7. Appendix A contains the survey described in Chapter 5. Appendix B is
a description of a simulation that was built to model users performing a search with a
search engine. The model is difficult to validate and no simulation analysis is performed
in the thesis. Appendix C describes the main tasks performed during the statistical
analysis of the survey results.

1.5. NOTE
This work is original in content. We tried to be faithful to the literature and
included all the references that have been used in the current work. Whenever we have
used a source, we have referenced the original work. Any omission is only accidental
and not intentional. No research work is ever complete, so is this one. In this work we
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tried exploring a new path for searching the internet; search through analyzing distance
between user queries.
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CHAPTER 2:

LITERATURE REVIEW

In this chapter, literature is reviewed to summarize topics that are relevant to this
thesis and to information retrieval. The chapter is organized into four sections, which are
Knowledge and Information Need, Search Engines for Information Retrieval,
Presentation of Retrieval Results, User Search Behavior, and Query Assistance.
2.1. KNOWLEDGE AND INFORMATION NEED
[98] defined an information need as being visceral, conscious, formalized, or
compromised. A visceral information need is the actual information need of a person,
although it may be unrecognized by the person as the actual information need. A
conscious information need is that which the user tries to formalize in some fashion, e.g.
in a sentence. A compromised information need is the information need formed in an
expression that can be represented in an information system, e.g. a query.
As described in [78], there is “explicit” user modeling, which constructs models
“explicitly by the user”, and “implicit” user modeling, which constructs models that are
“abstracted by the system on the basis of the user’s behavior”. The problem with explicit
modeling systems, and even some implicit modeling systems, is that the user is required
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to provide explicit feedback, e.g. a numerical rating of viewed documents. This is a
problem, because it increases the cognitive load on the user and because single-valued
numerical ratings are often inadequate descriptions of a document. Implicit feedback
about a user can include such evidence as whether the user read or ignored a document,
whether the user saved or deleted a document, and whether or not the user replied to a
message [94]. Other implicit evidence has been found in reading duration [72].
A model for anticipating contextually-motivated inferences addressees are likely
to draw from information that is presented to them was developed by [49]. Their model
is in the context of consecutively uttered propositions, e.g. “It rained yesterday” followed
by “Mary took an umbrella to work”, and they cite empirical evidence ([60], [37], and
[100]) suggesting that humans draw causal inferences during reading to close gaps left
implicit in narrative texts as support and motivation for their approach. Inference
reasoning is presumably done by building forward-oriented expectations and by drawing
backward-driven inferences.
Regression was used in [47] in a home video recommendation service. In that
study, users supplied numerical evaluations of movies they had seen and regression was
performed on the evaluations of users with correlated interests to recommend unseen
movies. One peculiar aspect of that study was that the movie database and user interests
were relatively stable.
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2.2. SEARCH ENGINES FOR INFORMATION RETRIEVAL
This thesis is concerned with information retrieval as opposed to information
filtering. As described in [12], information filtering (IF) systems are designed for large
streams of unstructured data that must be filtered based on individual or group
preferences, called profiles, which typically represent long-term interests. After a stream
of data is filtered, the user of the system is presented with the unfiltered data, not the
extracted data. For example, some email systems filter out spam from a user’s email box.
Information retrieval (IR) systems, on the other hand, differ from IF systems in the
following ways:
a. The user typically has a one-time information goal that the user tries to achieve
during a single information seeking episode.
b. IR systems recognize the inadequacies of queries as representations of
information needs.
c. IR systems typically are concerned with the collection and organization of
texts.
d. IR systems are concerned with the selection of texts from a relatively stable
database.
Internet search engines are described in the following two sub-sections, which are
Indexing and Retrieval.
2.2.1. INDEXING
Internet search engines today automatically compile their web page indexes
through the use of computer programs called “spiders”, although the web page publisher
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can also manually submit web pages to the search engines. A spider traverses the web by
following links from web site to web site. The search engine then indexes web sites that
the spider finds along the way. Each search engine has its own criteria for deciding
which web sites to index. For example, some search engines are programmed for depth,
so they index not only main sites, but also subsidiary pages to main sites. Search engines
that are programmed for breadth are concerned with indexing more main web pages, but
are not as concerned with indexing subsidiary web pages.
Different search engines index different parts, or fields, of web pages. Some
search engines claim to index the entire text from every web page, while others only
index keywords from fields such as a web page’s title, URL, metatags, etc. Most search
engines index the “high value” fields that appear at the top of a web page, such as the title
and the URL.
Often times, “stop words” are not indexed at all. Stop words are common words
that appear frequently in web pages and they are considered insignificant by the search
engine because they contribute very little information about the content of a web page.
For example, words like “it”, “the”, “of”, etc., are often listed as stop words by search
engines. Some search engines also do not index words less than three characters long
[53].
Inverted File Structures (IFS) are common in information retrieval and database
systems. An IFS tracks which documents contain which index terms, or keywords, by
organizing information into an abbreviated list of terms, which then reference a specific
set of documents. In a web search engine, for example, a word that is indexed may be
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indexed along with the URLs in which it appears. The word may also be indexed along
with the number of times the word appears in each web page, the position(s) the word
holds in each web page, and the fields where the word appears in each web page. The
position of a word is defined according to the number of words, including stop words,
which appear before the word in the web page. For example, in the sentence “The buck
stops here”, the word “buck” holds position 2 [13].
Given a document collection and its corresponding inverted file structure (IFS),
vector space models can be used to represent both terms and documents in the text
collection. In vector space models, a document collection composed of n documents
indexed by m terms can be represented by an m × n term-by-document matrix A. The n
columns of A represent the n documents in the collection and are interpreted as the
document vectors. The m rows of A are interpreted as the term vectors. The matrix
element, aij, is the weighted frequency with which term i occurs in document j. With
large document collections such as the WWW, the number of terms is much smaller than
the number of documents, i.e. m << n. Consequently, a typical document vector will
contain mostly 0’s, because the document will use only a small portion of the English
language (assuming English documents). In order to avoid the storage and processing of
zero elements, sparse matrix storage formats have been developed that require only 2nnz
+ m + 1 storage (array) locations compared with mn for the complete matrix A, where nnz
is the number of nonzero values in A. Sparse matrix storage formats include compressed
row storage (CRS) and compressed column storage (CCS).
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As the semantic content of each document in a collection is represented by the
relative frequencies of terms, the elements in A are sometimes scaled so that the
Euclidian norm of each column is 1. The Euclidian norm of column j, a⋅j, is then defined
by Equation 1, i.e. Eq. 1.
m

aj

2

=1=

∑ aij2

Eq. 1

i =1

Each matrix element, aij, is defined to be the weighted frequency with which term i occurs
in document j and the purpose of weighted frequencies is to improve retrieval
performance. Retrieval performance is measured by a search engine’s ability to retrieve
relevant information (recall) and its ability to dismiss irrelevant information (precision).
There are a number of ways to compute each element aij. Let each element aij be
defined by Eq. 2,
aij = lijgidj,

Eq. 2

where lij is the local weight for term i occurring in document j, gi is the global weight for
term i in the collection, and dj is a document normalization factor. Table 1, Table 2, and
Table 3 contain some popular weight formulas used in automated indexing systems. For
convenience, let
⎧1 if r > 0,
,
⎩0 if r = 0

χ (r ) = ⎨

define fij as the number of times that term i appears in document j, and let
pij = f ij

∑ f ij .
j
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Symbol

Name

Formula

B

Binary

χ ( f ij )

l

Logarithmic

log(1 + fij)

N

Augmented normalized
Term frequency
Term frequency

T

(χ ( f ij ) + ( f ij

max k f kj

)) 2

fij

Table 1. Local term weight (lij) formulas in automated indexing systems. Source: [13].

Symbol

Name

Formula

X

None

1

E

Entropy

⎛
1 + ⎜ ∑ pij log( pij )
⎜ j
⎝

(

)

Inverse document
frequency (IDF)

⎛
log⎜ n
⎜
⎝

G

Gfldf

∑ f ij ∑ χ ( f ij )
j

j

N

Normal

1

∑ f ij2

Probabilistic Inverse

⎛⎛
⎞
log⎜ ⎜ n − ∑ χ ( f ij ) ⎟
⎜⎜
⎟
j
⎠
⎝⎝

F

P

⎞
log n ⎟
⎟
⎠

⎞

∑ χ ( f ij )⎟
⎟
⎠

j

j

⎞

∑ χ ( f ij ) ⎟
j

⎟
⎠

Table 2. Global term weight (gi) formulas in automated indexing systems. Source: [13].
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Symbol

Name

Formula

x

None

1

Cosine

⎞
⎛
⎜ (g l )2 ⎟
i ij
⎟
⎜∑
⎠
⎝ j

c

−1/2

Table 3. Document normalization (dj) formulas in automated indexing systems.
Source: [13].

2.2.2. RETRIEVAL
Given a user query, a search engine retrieves documents that are calculated to be
relevant to the user’s interest. Judgment of a document’s relevance is based on
keywords, although the mere presence of matching keywords is not enough for a web
page to earn a high ranking. In addition to keywords, a web page’s ranking can be based
on link popularity, click popularity, stickiness, and themes [53].
The contribution of keywords to a web page’s ranking is a function of keyword
prominence, proximity, density, and frequency. Keyword prominence refers to keyword
location in the web page. The two most prominent places to locate keywords are the
URL and the title, which are located at the top of a web page. Relevant keywords, i.e.
query terms, located at the top of a web page will significantly boost a web page’s
ranking. Keyword proximity refers to how close keywords are to each other in a web
page. The closer two keywords are to each other, the higher the ranking for the web
page. Keyword density and frequency are related to each other. The more frequently a
keyword appears in a web page and, consequently, the higher the keyword density for the
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web page compared to a web page of the same length, the higher the ranking for the web
page [53].
Given a user query, a search engine must perform some query matching technique
to find documents in the database that are most similar to the query. With vector space
models, this can be viewed as searching the columns of the term-by-document matrix A
for the most similar documents. A common similarity measure for query matching is the
cosine of the angle between the query vector and the document vectors. If the jth
document vector is defined as aj and the query vector q = (q1, q2,..., qm)T, then the cosine
between aj and q is defined by Eq. 3.
m

cos θ j =

∑ aij qi

a rj q
aj

2

q

=
2

i =1

m

m

i =1

i =1

Eq. 3

∑ aij2 ∑ qi2

Documents that produce cosines with the query vector that are greater than some
threshold value, e.g. ≥ 0.5, are judged to be relevant to the user query. This technique,
however, does not always adequately model the similarity in semantic content between
queries and documents. Term weights are an approach to improve the results. Another
approach is based on low-rank approximations to the original term-by-document matrix
A. Improved retrieval results using low-rank approximations are achieved through noise
reduction due to problems like synonymy and polysemy [53].
A web page’s link popularity refers to links to the web page from other web pages
on the internet. It is important to note that link popularity is not just about the number of
links to a web page. Although more links to a web page is better, the relevance of those
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links is also significant. For example, if Joe’s web page is about his furniture
manufacturing business, links from other furniture companies will contribute a great deal
more to his web page’s ranking than will a link from his mother’s cinema review web
site. Another factor in link popularity is the text that is used by other web sites to
describe the link. For example, consider these two links to the same World Cup of
Soccer web site.
FIFA World Cup
Click here
Keywords in the text of a link that are used to describe a web site are considered to be
relevant to that web site, thus increasing that web site’s ranking with regard to those
keywords. The publisher of the example World Cup of Soccer web site would probably
much prefer the first link over the second one, even though the publisher has little control
over the link text that is used by other publishers [53].
Click popularity is a measure of how often users select a web page for viewing
whenever the web page is listed among the documents in the search results list. The idea
is that a web page that is often selected from among all other retrieved documents is
probably a good document that is highly relevant to that particular query, or topic. One
argument against click popularity is that low scoring documents will never achieve high
click popularity, because they appear low on the search results list. However,
programmers claim to counter that problem by placing higher weight on the first clicks
that a web page receives.
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When users spend a lot of time on a web page, the web page is said to have high
stickiness, although the amount of time spent by a user on a web page must be monitored.
Web pages with high stickiness are assumed to be good web pages. Consequently, some
search engines will give higher rankings, if possible, to web pages with high stickiness.
Themes are another criteria used by some search engines for ranking web pages.
The presence of a theme in a web page is signaled to a search engine by the presence of
the same keywords in the title, metatags, text, links, and the sites that links lead to. The
presence of a theme that is relevant to the user’s query will boost the web page’s ranking
[53].
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2.3. PRESENTATION OF RETRIEVAL RESULTS
Conventional search engines commonly present their search results in the form of
a list that is sorted in decreasing order of relevance to the user’s query [26]. Alternatives
to conventional search results lists include graphical displays of interdocument similarity
[22] [35] [99] relationship to fixed attributes[61] [93], query term distribution patterns
[45], and clustering [28] [46], e.g. the Northern Lights search engine [39]. Clustering
applied to entire corpora has also been investigated [28] [29] [58] [62] [75] [103] [105]
and [107]. Methods for category specific web searching [38] [39] [40] and [50] organize
or narrow search results to specific categories, e.g. personal homepages, product reviews,
research papers, etc. Clustering, query modification, and relevance feedback have been
employed in these methods.

2.4. USER SEARCH BEHAVIOR
After studying a large corpus of web search queries extracted from recorded
server logs, [63] constructed Bayesian networks for predicting user search behavior over
time. The networks were modeled in terms of probabilistic relationships among temporal
patterns of activity, i.e. the length of time between query submissions by a particular user,
informational goals, and classes of query refinement. The authors defined seven intervals
of time, ranging from the interval of 0 to 10 seconds to the interval of greater than 20
minutes. They also defined 14 categories of informational goals, such as Entertainment
and Career Opportunities, and seven query refinement classes, such as Reformulation
and Specialization.
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Among the key statistics derived form the server log data were that users made an
average of 4.28 queries over the course of a day, they averaged 1.31 informational goals
per day, 3.27 queries per goal, and the average length of queries was 2.30 words.
Distinct relationships were found between the time interval separating adjacent queries
and the refinement class of the successive query. For example, the probability that a user
will specialize a previous query rises to a maximum in the 20-30 second interval. Such
relationships may have implications for anticipating user interactions with search
engines.
A study was performed by [92] on an AltaVista query log that contained
approximately 1 billion entries for search requests, composed of approximately 150
million unique queries, and over 285 million user sessions over a six-week period. It was
found that of all non-empty requests, i.e. requests that contained at least one query term,
32% consisted of a request for a new result screen and 68% consisted of requests for the
first result screen of a new query. 63% of all sessions consisted of only one query and
one result screen examined. The average number of queries per session was 2.02, with
77.6% of all sessions having only one query, and the average number of screens per
session was 1.39. The 25 most common queries in the query log formed 1.5% of the total
number of queries asked over the six week period covered by the query log, despite being
only 0.00000016% of the unique queries. The average number of times a query appeared
in the query log was 3.97, with a minimum of 1, a maximum of 1,551,477, and a standard
deviation of 221.31. 63.7% of all unique queries were submitted only once over the six
week period. Another study of a different query log [57] found the average number of
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queries per session to be 2.8 and the average number of screens per session to be 2.21.
[92] found that in situations where a query is modified, about 12% of the queries were
modified by adding or deleting terms or operators. In about 35% of the cases the queries
were totally changed and in about 53% of the cases query terms were replaced.
The relatively low number of queries per session found in [57] and [92] would
seem to indicate the possibility that users’ information needs require the submission of
only one or two queries to a search engine. However, user surveys from other sources
seem to indicate that user information needs are frequently not satisfied. For example, a
British survey found that 72% of British adult internet users were frustrated by the quality
of information from searching, while 31% of all respondents stated that they “often” do
not find what they need on the internet [52] [54]. A different survey [51] [52] found that
20% give up when they are unable to find what they are looking for on a specific search
site, but most simply try another search site. Based on these statistics, there is a good
possibility that two significant contributors to the low average number of queries per
session found by [57] and [92] are that users sometimes change search engines and they
sometimes give up on their search out of frustration.
Studies addressing user strategies and usability of closed hypermedia systems,
databases, and library information systems [20] [27] distinguish between browsing and
searching by categorizing two to three browsing strategies:
1. Search browsing: a directed search where the goal is known
2. General purpose browsing: consulting sources that have a high likelihood of items
of interest
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3. Serendipitous browsing: purely random
Marchionini [67] designates open and closed tasks. Closed tasks have a specific answer,
while open tasks are more subject-oriented and less specific. Bates [11] challenges the
classic model of information retrieval, in which user queries are matched with
representations of relevant documents in a document database. Bates’ argues that
searches are more often like berrypicking. When a person picks huckleberries or
blueberries in a forest, the berries are scattered on the bushes, rather than growing in
bunches. According to [11], searching for information is done in a similar fashion, with
the user picking up bits of information at different points in their search. As a user
progresses through their search, each new piece of information gives the user new ideas
and directions to follow and, consequently, the user’s conception of their query changes.
As the user’s conception of their query changes, the query itself is continually shifting,
e.g. query terms are changed. Not only can the user’s conception of their query change,
but the user’s information need can change, too. Bates calls this type of search an
evolving search. At the end of an evolving search, the information need is not
necessarily satisfied by a single final retrieved set of documents. Instead, bits of
information are gathered from different locations along the path of the user’s search.
Bates’ [11] review of research by [66], [48], [95], [96] and [33] attests to the popularity
of this approach in a variety of environments. However, these studies were conducted in
closed systems, while the world wide web (WWW) is an open and dynamic system. The
first study of user browsing strategies on the web was performed by [21], which
supplemented knowledge of user navigation strategies. Since [21], there have been
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additional studies of user patterns in web-based information seeking, e.g. use of webbrowser history lists to re-visit web pages [97] and of web browser interfaces, e.g. [24].
Various browsing advisors, including agent-based advisors have been offered, e.g. [56]
and [65].
2.5. QUERY ASSISTANCE
There are a few approaches to automatically assisting the user with formulating
queries, including query expansion, query refinement, phrase browsing, intelligent
agents, relevance feedback, and query distance/similarity, each of which is discussed
below.
Query expansion is an automatic process that modifies a query based on the
relevance of documents in a preliminary retrieval system output, e.g. search results list.
Query expansion systems have used the Rocchio algorithm [81], the technique of Local
Context Analysis [108], probabilistic models [80], the cluster hypothesis [1] and [101],
word co-occurrence in documents [84], information theory [19], and Hidden Markov
Models [69], among other techniques.
Query refinement is the incremental process of transforming a query into a
different query through iterative term changes in previous queries.

A query refinement

facility automatically recommends query terms to the user for the user to add to, subtract
from, or otherwise modify a previous query. For example, a domain-specific thesaurus
may be used for automatically suggesting terms to users, such is in [18], which uses a
semantic distance function for calculating distances between words for linguistic support
in an information broker. The Hyperindex Browser (HiB) works in conjunction with a
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search engine and produces reformulations of a query in the form of linguistically wellformed phrases [16]. With the HiB, user queries are passed to the associated search
engine and the search results are then analyzed by the HiB. Using a shallow natural
language parsing technique, phrases are derived from the titles of web pages in the search
results list and a hyperindex of refinement possibilities is computed and presented to the
user. A hyperindex is a union of lattices, in which a lattice is a collection of expressions.
Each expression is composed of terms connected with operators, e.g. prepositions such
as of, by, in, etc. The refinement possibilities are more specific than the user’s current
query. Query by navigation is the process of navigation through the hyperindex, such as
HiB. At any point, the user can choose a desired phrase that is then submitted to the
associated search engine. The search engine’s results for the chosen query are then
presented to the user.
The Paraphrase Search Assistant [2] is similar to HiB in that it supports query
reformulation through interactive use of linguistic phrases that are derived from
documents in a search results list. [70] take the approach of using WordNet to expand
internet queries.
A study in [17] included performing experiments with 54 human subjects to
compare the effectiveness of
1. standard internet query search as supported by the Google search engine
2. directory browsing as supported by Yahoo
3. phrase-based query reformulation as supported by HiB.
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Comparisons between the three internet search mechanisms listed above were based on
three measures. The three measures were
1. independent relevance ratings of documents perused by subjects during their
search
2. the length of time before the user first bookmarked a relevant page during their
search
3. the demands placed on the user while interacting with the search mechanisms.
Demands were measured by the amount of time users spent in each phase their
search, e.g. reading through document summaries, and by the cognitive load
experienced by the users. Cognitive load was measured using a dual task
methodology.
Experimental results indicated that using the HiB versus the standard internet
query search can improve the relevance of documents perused by users, but at the cost of
increased search time and cognitive load.
Phrase browsing [9] [31] [74] [106] is a technique for exploring the document
database for words that occur in the context of query terms and phrases. Words that are
found in the context of query terms and phrases can then be shown to the user as
suggestions for additional or alternative query terms.
Various intelligent agents [3] [10] [23] [36] [43] [58] [65] [68] [73] have been
developed whose purpose is to search the web and retrieve documents that are relevant to
the user’s interest. These agents are often, although not always, geared towards users
with a persistent interest in a particular domain and they use a number of tools such as
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term weighting schemes, neural networks, competitive learning, and fuzzy logic. The
agents themselves are autonomous and/or interface agents. Autonomous agents operate
in parallel with the user. Interface agents are capable of affecting objects in a direct
manipulation graphical interface without explicit instruction from the user.
Relevance feedback is a process that automatically reformulates a user’s query
based on relevance judgments about documents that are initially retrieved. Relevance
feedback from the user about query terms is has also been proposed [102].
Reformulations of user queries include changing terms and/or changing the weights of
query terms. Relevance judgments may be automatic [87] or fixed directly by the user
[44]. Salton’s [83] contribution was a system that would successively modify and
improve a user’s query formulation based on user feedback about search results.
However, the presumption was that the information need remains unchanged, regardless
of new information that is obtained from retrieved documents by the user.
With regards to query distance/similarity, [77] proposes two similarity measures
between queries based on the retrieval output of queries. The similarity measures
proposed by [77] were developed in the context of so-called optimal queries. An optimal
query is defined to be a linear classifier, e.g. [79], [85], and [86], that uses relevance
feedback from the user to separate relevant documents from irrelevant documents.
Although the similarity measures proposed by [77] may not necessarily be restricted to
optimal queries, they are defined on queries that retrieve the same set of documents and is
based on the rankings of those documents. If the set of retrieved documents is not
defined to be the entire corpus, then the similarity measures are useless for queries that do
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not retrieve the same documents. If the set of retrieved documents is defined to be the
entire corpus, then the retrieval output of a query would be the ranking of all documents
in the corpus with respect to that query. Since users will typically only view the first one
or two pages of a search results list, the similar measures may not reflect what the user
actually sees. Another weakness of the measures is that they were developed in the
context of a static information need. The assumption of relevance feedback is also a
drawback.
Another query similarity measure is offered by [34]. However, their similarity
measure has numerous weaknesses. First of all, their measure is not symmetric and,
therefore, is not a metric. Second, for two queries that do not share documents in their
search results lists, the similarity equation does not differentiate between them with
respect to a third reference query. Third, it assumes the same number of documents, i.e.
the top 200, in each of the two results lists used to compute the similarity between
queries. Fourth, it essentially is a query refinement tool, i.e. it adds terms to the user’s
query, which amounts to a search within a search results list. This assumes a static
information need.
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CHAPTER 3:

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

3.1. INTRODUCTION
When a user initiates an internet search session, the user’s motivation is to find
information, which implies an information retrieval scenario. However, a search session
is often lengthier and more complicated than a single query followed by a single search
results list. A search session often involves multiple iterations of information retrieval
events. Consequently, internet searches with search engines are analogous to a game of
“20 Questions”, in which search engines only offer information involuntarily in response
to queries, never voluntarily. From a user perspective information is pulled and never
pushed. In contrast, in human-human interactions each person learns about the other
person as their dialogue progresses and each participant often volunteers information
based on their own past beliefs and understanding of the other participant. For example,
a helpful librarian will often query an inquiring patron about specific topics and subtopics
that may be unknown to the patron in order to identify the patron’s particular area of
interest and to retrieve the appropriate material. By querying the patron, the librarian is
voluntarily offering knowledge to the user to make the patron-librarian interaction more
productive. The patron-librarian interaction is therefore more accurately described as a
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dialogue session of information exchange rather than a sequence of information retrieval
events.
Information exchange between people involves not only the information itself, but
also the speech acts humans employ to aid in exchanging information. For example, a
simple “Yes” is a very informative response to the question “Are you interested in
Abraham Lincoln speeches only from the year 1864?”, even though the content of the
response, i.e. the word “Yes”, is minimal. Of course, the information in the response is
dependent on the question, which is part of the nature of dialogue, and the meaning of
each statement must be interpreted in the context of the dialogue. Although speech acts
play an important role in human communication, information is inherent in the purpose of
communication and it must be possible for information to be represented linguistically or
graphically before it can be exchanged. If information can be iteratively exchanged in
two directions between two agents in a dialogue, e.g. between a helpful librarian and an
inquiring patron, then searching for relevant information can be more efficient than when
it is limited to information retrieval in one direction, e.g. a game of “20 Questions”.
To increase the dialogue nature of interactions between two agents, it is necessary
to increase the understanding that at least one actor has of the other. For example, a
librarian is more helpful if the librarian has more knowledge of subjects that are of
interest to library patrons and if the librarian is familiar with the type of questions that
patrons ask and the intentions behind those questions. In the user/search engine scenario,
a search engine could be more helpful if the search engine had more knowledge about the
intentions behind user queries.
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For a search engine to have more knowledge of user intentions, it would be
necessary for search engine designers to code such a capability into search engine
software. This brings up the issue of what to automate and what to leave entirely to the
people, or users. Anything that is coded into the search engine is automated and is an
attempt to add “understanding” of users to a search engine. Of course, the coding of any
capability into a search engine must be based on search engine designer knowledge and
understanding of that capability. All automated and non-automated search tasks, when
taken together, comprise something that is analogous to an information search system.
The purpose of that system is to fulfill user information needs.
If a task is not automated, then it is up to the users to better understand how to
perform the task with or without the aid of the search engine. For example, a person
using a search engine might be unhappy with the search results obtained with the first
few queries of a search. Because search engines only return search results that are
relevant to a single query and search engines are not capable of deducing a user’s
intentions from a single query, it is entirely up to the user to improve the search results
and the success of the search by adjusting his understanding of the search engine and his
expectations of future search results. The performance of the system, of which the users
are a part, then depends on the performance of current system users when they are
performing non-automated tasks. When users have only themselves on which to rely
when interfacing with the search engine, they cannot benefit from the experience of
others. If people want to share knowledge about non-automated tasks, then it is up to the
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people to communicate knowledge and understanding about that task, including
experience, between each other.
Without a search engine, the task of finding websites and sifting through them to
find relevant information would be so enormous as to be practically impossible. Among
the benefits of search engines is that they have an algorithm for automatically finding
websites, indexing them, and ranking them in response to user queries. However, there is
much of the search process that is not automated by search engines, although the search
engine/user interface dictates the common steps involved in a search. The search process
involves a number of steps that form an information-finding heuristic comprised of both
automated and non-automated tasks. The steps are listed below in the left hand column
of Table 4 and the actors who perform the steps are listed in the right hand column.
Table 4 is not meant as a description of a search heuristic, but as a listing of components,
or steps, in a system that extracts information from the internet and funnels that
information to the user partly via interactions between the user and the search engine.
Any step performed by the search engine is automated. Some user steps are mechanical
in nature, e.g. Step 5. User steps of a cognitive nature are tasks that typically are not
aided by automated tools. For example, Step 4, formulating a query, is a cognitive
exercise approached in a manner of the user’s own choosing.
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Search Step
1. Define the information need
2. Go to a search engine website
3. Present the user/search engine interface
4. Formulate a query
5. Type the query into the query text box
6. Submit the query
7. Receive the query
8. Rank documents relative to query
9. Present search results
10. Read search results
11. From search results list, visit websites that seem relevant
12. Read contents of visited websites
13. From within visited websites, follow links that seem relevant
14. Decide whether information need is satisfied
15. If necessary, repeat the process

Actor
1. User
2. User
3. Search Engine
4. User
5. User
6. User
7. Search Engine
8. Search Engine
9. Search Engine
10. User
11. User
12. User
13. User
14. User
15. User

Table 4. Steps in the information search process.
The goal of automating a search task is to make the overall system more efficient
to the benefit of both the user and the search engine. The effects of automating a task
may include, but is not limited to, the following:
1. Consistency and predictability: everybody does the same thing.
2. Once a good automation is found, the automated task is performed for everyone,
including those who would normally be incapable.
3. Established automations do not allow new and better ways of doing things.
4. Massive tasks can be greatly simplified for individuals.
5. The efficiency of the population can be improved by providing an automatic tool
that facilitates either coordination or knowledge sharing among the population.
6. The efficiency of the population can be decreased if a far-from-optimal program
is automated.
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Given the number of tasks that currently are performed by the user, there is room for
further automation in the information retrieval system with the potential benefit being
more efficient searching. However, choosing tasks to automate should be based on
which tasks are better automated and which tasks are better left to the users.

3.1.1. PRECISION VS. RECALL
It is assumed here that the usefulness of a query, as well as a search engine, is
determined ultimately by the search results that it obtains. The assumption is based on,
arguably, the most visible performance characteristic of any search engine, which is the
degree of relevance to a query of the documents that a search engine retrieves and ranks
highly in response to a query. In relation to this performance characteristic, the two most
common performance measures in information retrieval are precision and recall. It is
precision and recall that search engine designers are trying to improve when perfecting
their search engines. Precision is the ability to retrieve documents that are relevant to a
user’s interest at the maximum exclusion of irrelevant documents. Recall is the ability to
retrieve the maximum number of documents that are relevant to a user’s interest.
Typically, there is a tradeoff between precision and recall with any search engine [8]. As
an example, a generic precision-recall graph is illustrated in Figure 1.
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Precision vs. Recall

Precision

Recall

Figure 1. The tradeoff between precision and recall.
For example, search engines often give document ratings between 0 and 100 based on the
relevance of a document to a particular query, with 0 being least relevant and 100 being
most relevant. To achieve higher precision, a search engine will sometimes increase the
minimum rating required for documents to be included in a search results list. To achieve
higher recall, the minimum rating will be lowered, e.g. a minimum rating of 70 will result
in lower precision than a minimum rating of 80. A lower minimum rating will result in
lower precision, because a lower minimum rating decreases the average document rating
in a search results list. The benefit of higher recall is that more documents are retrieved,
thus increasing the probability of retrieving the documents that best satisfy the user’s
information requirements. On the other hand, the benefit of higher precision is that fewer
irrelevant documents are retrieved, thus reducing the amount of information the user
needs to sift through manually to find the best documents within the search results list.
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3.1.2. TYPES OF SEARCHES
Precision and recall are relevant to the type of search being performed by the user.
In general, there are two types of information searches. One type of search is analogous
to finding a needle in a haystack. In that type of search, the user knows precisely the
information he or she is searching for, e.g. a particular website, but the size of the
database is enormously large. In such cases, precision is more desirable than recall,
especially since the user likely knows the specific terms to include in the query for best
retrieval performance. The second type of search is a comprehensive search in which the
user doesn’t know precisely the information they’re searching for, e.g. the user’s goal is
to educate himself on a particular subject, such as the causes of the American Civil War.
For a comprehensive search, the user typically requires more recall than precision from
the search engine, partly because the user might expect multiple websites to be necessary
for accomplishing the user’s goal.
No matter the type of search being performed, when a series of queries are
required for a search on a particular subject, the desired degree of precision and recall
will fluctuate over the sequence of query submissions. Therefore, the degree of precision
and recall desired for the overall search session may be different from the degree of
precision and recall desired for a particular query that is submitted during that search
session.
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3.1.3. BELIEFS, DESIRES, & INTENTIONS
There are dialogue characteristics inherent in human-search engine (HSE)
interactions and those characteristics present an opportunity for improving the search
process through the application of intelligent agents, although such agents are not
developed in this research. Belief, Desire, and Intention Theory (BDI Theory) [15] is
often employed in the development of intelligent agents and the terms “belief”, “desire”,
and “intention” are useful here, because they aid in describing the phenomena exhibited
in HSE interactions.
The beliefs of an agent are those propositions that represent the state of the world
to the agent. For example, an agent might have the belief that all birds fly. The desires
of an agent represent those states that an agent finds positive and would like to achieve.
For example, a thirsty person might have the desire to drink water. The intentions of an
agent arise from rational deliberation and are those actions that an agent plans to follow.
For example, a golfer might have the intention of hitting a golf ball down the middle of a
fairway. The terms “belief”, “desire”, and “intention” are used in the following
description of the search process, which leads to the five steps in the proposed
methodology.
On average, a typical user submits more than two queries to a search engine
during a search on a particular theme [92] [57]. The total number of queries during a
search can be as many as 10 or more with query modifications often serving the purpose
of gaining either more precision, more recall, or of shifting the focus of the search. The
sequence of queries submitted by a user during a search session usually will exhibit a
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user adapting query formulations according to new information the user obtains during a
search. Such behavior is often referred to as a search tactic [104]. A search tactic will be
exhibited by such characteristics as adding terms, deleting terms, substituting terms, etc.
Some steps in that sequence will be more drastic than others, e.g. the number of common
terms between two consecutive queries may be relatively few or many. For example, a
person doing a comprehensive search on the relationship between indoor carpets and
allergies might submit a sequence of queries like those in Table 5.

Query Number

Query

1

carpet allergies

2

indoor carpet allergens

3

dust mites

4

carpet animal dander

5

hepa filter

Table 5. An example sequence of queries on the relationship between indoor carpets and
allergies.

All else being equal, it might be concluded that fewer common terms between
consecutive queries indicates a more drastic shift in the user’s search intentions, i.e. the
distance between the queries is large. This is in contrast to a shift in the user’s
information desires. For example, a user that submits the query “Battle of Gettysburg”
and then submits the query “Emancipation Proclamation” might be intending to switch
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their focus from one aspect of the American Civil War to another, although it might
remain their desire to do a comprehensive search on the American Civil War.
If it is true that the usefulness of a query is determined ultimately by the search
results that it obtains, then the degree of change from query to query typically will be
some type of a reflection on the user’s beliefs about previous search results. For instance,
the degree of change might be directly proportional to user beliefs about the relevance of
the previous search results. On the other hand, a significant change in term usage might
indicate a shift in the user’s intentions. The exact terms that a user includes in their next
query will depend additionally on the user’s beliefs about term usage in the language,
term usage in the database, and search engine performance.

3.1.4. DIALOGUE
An important and basic claim, especially for purposes of human-computer
interaction, is that communication presupposes asymmetries of knowledge and
participation of various kinds. For this particular problem, the dialogue of interest is that
which takes place between the user and the search engine at a search engine website. On
one hand, the user has knowledge about the theme of the search. On the other hand, the
search engine has knowledge about documents in the database, i.e. internet websites. The
user communicates knowledge via queries and the search engine communicates
knowledge via search results. Although both the search engine and the user are
communicating, their communications are not eliminating asymmetries of knowledge and
participation if the dialogue leaves the user unsatisfied, i.e. the user quits the search.
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Human-machine oral dialogue is one potential solution to eliminating asymmetries of
knowledge, e.g. see [14], with efforts that are based on one of several dialogue models,
such as dialogue grammars, e.g. see [76], plan-based models, e.g. see [3], and joint action
models, e.g. see [24]. In this thesis, however, human-machine oral dialogue is not
attempted. Instead, the attempt is to develop a tool that will promote interactions
between search engines and users that exhibit more dialogue characteristics.
With respect to user knowledge about how a search tool works, common
knowledge [6] [64] [88] between a user and a search engine about the basis for a search
tool is a potential factor that influences the way a user interacts with the search tool.
For example, consider a query suggestion tool that is based on the number of
shared documents between the search results of queries. Such a basis is simple, intuitive,
and easy for the user to understand, so controlling common knowledge about the query
suggestion tool would be possible in human experiments. If the user is informed of the
basis, then common knowledge is established, because the search engine and the user
would both know, the search engine and the user would both know that the other knows,
and the search engine and the user would both know that the other knows that they know
about the basis for the query suggestion tool. If a particular mathematical construct
doesn’t capture any semantic meaning between queries, it still might capture some
meaning in the way humans interact with search tools that feature common knowledge.
For example, if a person chooses not to submit a suggested query, it’s possible that the
user purposely avoids the suggested query because, due to common knowledge, the user
knows the type of search results the query will retrieve.
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In human dialogue, there are three speech acts performed whenever something is
spoken [7] [91] . The first act is a locutionary act. A locutionary act is the act of uttering
a sequence of words, e.g. “That apple pie looks delicious”. The second act is an
illocutionary act. An illocutionary act is the act that the speaker intends to perform when
saying words. For example, the remark “That apple pie looks delicious” may be intended
as only a compliment to the person that baked the apple pie. If the remark achieves its
intended purpose, the baker might reply with something like “Thank you”. However, a
speaker’s locutionary act might not necessarily result in the intended illocutionary act.
The speech act that actually results from a locutionary act is the third type of speech act,
which is a perlocutionary act. For example, instead of interpreting “That apple pie looks
delicious” as just a compliment, the baker of the pie might interpret the remark as a
request for a slice of the apple pie and reply with “Thank you. You may have a slice.”
The importance of precision and recall manifests itself in the dialogue nature of
HSE interactions. The goal of search engine designers is to retrieve documents that are
the most relevant to a user’s query, but not to overwhelm the user with irrelevant
documents. This goal is captured in Grice’s Maxims, which are listed in Table 6.
Grice’s Maxims were introduced as a set of guiding principles that underlie all
communication [41]. Of particular interest are the Maxims of Quantity and Relation,
which bear a strong resemblance to the definitions of precision and recall. Search
engines achieve the Maxim of Quality, because search results are based largely on term
frequencies in the database itself, i.e. internet websites. The Maxim of Manner is
important, because users must avoid submitting queries that may have two or more
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possible interpretations. For example, the phrase “Rochester hotels” has at least two
interpretations, one being “hotels in Rochester, New York” and the other being “hotels in
Rochester, Minnesota”. The most useful interpretation to the user will depend on the city
of interest to the user.

Maxim

Description

1. Maxim of Quantity

Make your contribution as informative as
required, but not overly informative.

2. Maxim of Quality

Do not say things for which you lack
evidence.

3. Maxim of Relation

What you say should be relevant to the
current topic.

4. Maxim of Manner

Avoid obscurity of expression and
ambiguity.
Table 6. Grice’s Maxims.

When a user submits a query to a search engine, the content and form of the query
is chosen by the user based on the user’s beliefs about search results that will be given in
response to the query. However, what the user believes and what the search engine’s
response will actually be are not necessarily the same thing. Therefore, the degree of
change between consecutive search results might not mirror exactly the degree of change
between the respective queries. Making such comparisons between query differences and
search results differences requires some measure that can be applied equally to both
search results and queries. Given that there is not yet a direct measure of the difference
between search results, nor a direct measure of the difference between queries, it would
be more appropriate to develop these measures before developing a unified measure that
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can be applied to both search results and queries. A direct measure of the difference
between queries would most likely employ linguistic tools involving syntax and
semantics. Such a measure is not the interest here. Instead, the focus here is on a direct
measure between search results and to indirectly apply that measure to queries.

3.2. POSTULATES
In this research, it is claimed that acts performed by users and search engines are
analogous to speech acts. A query is a locutionary act. The illocutionary act behind a
query is a request, although there may be additional illocutionary acts behind the query.
For example, a user that is dissatisfied with the results of their first query might submit a
second query, or request, with the hope of receiving a more relevant response. In this
case, the second query is not only a request, but it is also a retraction of the first query.
Since a search engine is capable of performing only one type of speech act, as described
next, a user is capable of producing only one type of perlocutionary act, which is a
request. When search engines become capable of distinguishing between user
illocutionary acts, users will then be capable of producing more than one perlocutionary
act.
Following the submission of a user query, the search engine will perform a
locutionary act in the form of a search results list. The illocutionary act behind the search
results list is a response. Because a search engine is a search tool that is designed to be
submissive to the user, a response is the only possible illocutionary act from a search
engine. Therefore, even if search engines were capable of perceiving the consequences
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of their acts, any resulting perlocutionary acts would neither be expected nor unexpected
by a search engine. That is an important reason for the one-dimensional nature of HSE
interactions.

3.3. METHODOLOGY STEPS
The five main methodology steps are listed here.
1. Formulate a Query Distance Measure.
2. Survey User Queries and Intentions.
3. Statistically Analyze User Queries and Intentions.
4. Apply Distance Measure to Search Results.
5. Compare Statistical Analysis with Query Distances.
The following five sections describe the methodology steps in more detail.

3.3.1. STEP 1: FORMULATE A QUERY DISTANCE MEASURE
The distance measure is based on search results lists. Search results lists are the
primary mode of communication employed by search engines and, therefore, act as a
form of language between users and search engines. By comparing search results lists,
the usage of terms in queries is taken into account, because a search results list is a
response to a query. Comparing search results lists also takes into account term usage in
the database, because a search engine includes websites in a search results list based on
the usage of the query terms throughout the database.
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Applying set theory to information retrieval, [32] and [82] studied the topology of
retrieval systems and their precision and recall. To compare queries, set theory is
similarly applied here to the search results obtained by those queries. At first, a simple
but intuitive idea was employed for comparing the search results of queries, which
resulted in an initial equation. From that initial equation, a more useful equation was
developed. The inputs into both formulations are the number of shared and unshared
websites between the search results lists of the queries being compared. A calculated
distance between two search results lists is the output of the expressions. That distance is
used to represent the distance between the queries that retrieved the search results. If the
mathematical distance captures a relationship between search results lists and their
respective queries, the captured relationship may or may not be a semantic one and it is
not hypothesized that any semantic relationships are being captured. Instead, the
captured relationship, if there is one, will be one that is based at least on term usage in the
database, term usage in queries, and the performance of the particular search engine.
Mathematical formulations are discussed in Chapter 4.

3.3.2. STEP 2: SURVEY USER QUERIES AND INTENTIONS
It’s difficult to judge accurately a user’s meaning and intentions, e.g. whether the
user is trying to achieve more or less precision with a particular query, when they submit
a query to a search engine, thus making search engine query logs insufficient for that
purpose. Therefore, a survey was composed containing two different search tasks and
subjects were asked to compose queries for each search task. By providing subjects with
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a search task, the subjects were given an information need, or desire. To gain some
knowledge about each subject’s beliefs, each subject taking the survey also was asked to
provide relevant background information, queries for the search tasks, and some
information about their queries. To gain some knowledge about subjects’ intentions,
each subject was asked to write sentence descriptions of each of their queries and to rate
each query with regards to the recall and precision the subject hoped to achieve with each
query. Gathering this information was an attempt to better understand how subjects
compose queries and to look for relationships between the gathered information and the
proposed distance measure.
The survey is discussed in Chapter 5.

3.3.3. STEP 3: STATISTICALLY ANALYZE USER QUERIES AND INTENTIONS
The goal of this methodology step was to summarize subject data and query data
and to find any relationships between subjects’ beliefs, e.g. background, and intentions,
e.g. recall and precision goals. To do so, after collecting query surveys and entering
queries from the surveys into an Excel spreadsheet, a number of statistics on the queries
were extracted. The statistics were based on the number of keywords in the queries, the
number of keywords in the search task descriptions, and answers to questions about each
subject’s background. To look for relationships, statistical correlations were calculated
for different pairs of data, e.g. background vs. number of keywords in a query.
The statistical analysis of user queries and intentions is discussed in detail in
Chapter 6.
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3.3.4. STEP 4: APPLY DISTANCE MEASURE TO SEARCH RESULTS
The goal of this methodology step was to find relationships between the proposed
distance measure and subjects’ beliefs, desires, and intentions. To do so, after obtaining
user queries and intentions with a survey, user queries were submitted to a search engine
to obtain search results for each query. The search results were saved and the web pages
in those search results were used to calculate query distances with the distance measure
from Step 1. For each query, all other queries were clustered based on calculated
distances and statistical comparisons were made between query clusters and subjects’
beliefs, e.g. background, and desires, e.g. search task.
Distance comparisons and clustering are discussed in more detail in Chapter 6.
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CHAPTER 4:

MATHEMATICAL FORMULATIONS

4.1. DISTANCE METHOD I
This section describes mathematical terminology and an example of one possible
method for measuring distances between queries.

4.1.1. TERMINOLOGY
The distance method will be based on calculating the distance between search
results. Comparisons between search results will be made by looking at the number of
common documents and the total number of documents in the search results lists.
A topic is defined in this thesis as a set of one or more documents. Therefore, a
document can then be referred to as either a document or a topic, although a document is
simply referred to as a document in this thesis. A search results list can be referred to
interchangeably as either a topic or a set of topics. Theoretical distances are based on
measures applied to topics.
Notation used is as follows:
I is the set of all documents available
S is a search engine
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Q is the set of all possible queries

A denotes the cardinality of A, where A is any set
qi is a particular query
T is the set of all topics = P(I) (power set of I, |P(I)|=2| I | )
Ti is a particular topic
t ik is the kth document in topic i

D(Ti, Tj) is the distance between topics Ti and Tj.
d(qi, qj) = D(Ti, Tj) = D(S(qi), S(qj)) is the distance between queries qi and qj.
The search engine S maps the set of queries Q to the set of topics T, i.e. S(Q) →
T; S is not usually surjective or injective. A search results list returned by S is a set of
documents. Therefore, a search results list is a topic. For query qi, S maps qi to Ti, where
Ti is the search results list returned by S in response to the query qi being submitted to S,
i.e. S(qi) → Ti. Ti is referred to as query qi’s topic. The cardinality of Ti, written as Ti ,
is equal to the number of documents returned by S in response to a user’s submission of
query qi to S. Typically, a search results list is sorted from 1 to Ti in decreasing level
of rating, where the method of rating is dependent on the search engine. If t ik is the kth
rated document in the topic Ti, then Ti is equal to
| Ti |

∪ t ik .

k =1

The distance between topics Ti and Tj, d(Ti, Tj), will be expressed in terms of the
intersection and union of topics. The intersection of topics Ti and Tj, written as Ti ∩ T j ,
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is the set of documents that Ti and Tj have in common. Since Ti ∩ T j is a set of
documents, Ti ∩ T j is a topic. The union of topics Ti and Tj, written as Ti ∪ T j , is the set
of documents contained in Ti and/or Tj. Since Ti ∪ T j is a set of documents, it, too, is a
topic.

4.1.2. DISTANCE MEASURE I
One possible use of a distance measure is to suggest alternative queries to the user
based on the search results of queries. For example, let’s say a comparison between
queries qA and qB is to be made by calculating a distance between them. Using search
results and the definitions above, one possible way to calculate D(TA, TB) is with Eq. 4.
D(TA , TB ) =

TA ∪ TB
TA ∩ TB

Eq. 4

Eq. 4 is a theoretical measure of the distance between topics. After calculating
D(TA, TB), it must be decided whether or not D(TA, TB) is significant, e.g. whether the
distance between TA and TB is close enough for qA and qB to be considered similar to
each other. If D(TA, TB) is significant, then for purposes of aiding the user with his
overall search, the user might be referred qB if the user submits query qA to the search
engine, and vice versa. The form of the reference chosen could be the topic TA itself.
However, this would be similar to increasing the size of the search results list presented
to the user in response to qA by simply adding TB to TA. However, since search results
lists often contain thousands of documents, adding TB to TA would most likely cause TB
to be practically invisible to the user due to the resultant large search results list.
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Alternatively, if the user has a working knowledge of the language in which the
documents in the database are written, then it can assumed that the user can form a
hypothesis about the content of a query’s topic if the user is given the query itself.
Hence, instead of employing a brute force approach of adding a topic to a search results
list, an alternative approach of suggesting alternative queries to the user in conjunction
with the search results of the user’s query would need to be tested. This would offer a
more visible and manageable search tool that takes advantage of the user’s ability to form
a hypothesis about a query’s topic if given the query itself.
Eq. 4 has the advantage of being intuitive as well as symmetric. The following
example illustrates its application.

4.1.3. EXAMPLE
Numerous environmental conditions are capable of inducing allergic reactions in
people. For those who are particularly susceptible to allergic reactions, it is necessary to
control their environment as much as possible to prevent allergic reactions in themselves.
For example, a household carpet is a potential source of allergens such as dust mites and
animal dander. Therefore, it is important that a person who is susceptible to allergies be
informed about the association between household carpets and allergens.
For this particular example, 13 different queries related to carpets and allergies
were submitted to the Google search engine and their topics, or search results, were
compared. The topics were obtained in one afternoon. The 13 queries are listed below.
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1. Allergens Carpet
2. Allergies Carpet Cleaning
3. Carpet Allergies
4. Carpet Allergy
5. Carpet Allergy Prevention
6. Dander Carpet
7. Dust Mite
8. Dust Mite Allergies
9. Dust Mite Allergy
10. Dust Mite Carpet
11. HEPA Allergy
12. HEPA Filter
13. HEPA Vacuum

The comparison of topics involved a pair wise manual review of topics and the
counting of the number of websites shared between topics. Since the number of websites
in any given topic numbered in the thousands, only the top 100 ranked documents were
reviewed for each comparison. Therefore, it is assumed that Ti = 100 for each of the
13 queries. Although this assumption gives inaccurate results, the example is still useful
for illustrative purposes.
A total of 202 websites were found to appear in two or more of the 13 Ti’s. As
already mentioned, these shared websites were among the top 100 ranked websites in the
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search results. Table 7 contains the number of shared websites between the 13 Ti’s. The
row and column headings are of the form “Qi”, which refers to query i, e.g. “Q11” refers
to the query “HEPA Allergy”. Each number in Table 7 represents a number of shared
websites, e.g. the 13 in the Q4 row and Q3 column means that 13 websites are shared
between T3 and T4. From the data in Table 7, calculated distances between query topics
are given in Table 8. When two topics do not share any documents, then the theoretical
distance between them is infinite.

Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
Q5
Q6
Q7
Q8
Q9
Q10
Q11
Q12
Q13

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

Q5

Q6

Q7

Q8

Q9

6
10
11
2
13
0
0
0
3
0
0
0

20
7
0
5
0
0
0
1
0
0
0

13
12
5
1
1
0
2
0
0
0

14
7
1
2
2
3
6
0
1

3
0
2
2
4
2
0
0

0
0
0
2
0
0
0

41
47
32
0
0
0

40
37
0
0
0

23
0
0
0

Q10 Q11 Q12 Q13

0
0
0

4
16

5

Table 7. The number of shared websites between pairs of query topics.
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Q1
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
Q5
Q6
Q7
Q8
Q9
Q10
Q11
Q12
Q13

Q2

Q3

Q4

Q5

32.3
19
9
17.2 27.6 14.4
99
∞ 15.7 13.3
14.4 39
39 27.6 65.7
∞
∞
199 199
∞
∞
∞
199 99
99
∞
∞
∞
99
99
65.7 199 99 65.7 49
∞
∞
∞
32.3 99
∞
∞
∞
∞
∞
∞
∞
∞
199
∞

Q6

Q7

Q8

Q9

Q10 Q11 Q12 Q13

∞
∞
∞
99
∞
∞
∞

3.9
3.3
5.3
∞
∞
∞

4
4.41
∞
∞
∞

7.7
∞
∞
∞

∞
∞
∞

49
11.5

39

Table 8. Distances between query topics.
There are some problems with Eq. 4. One problem is that it does not satisfy
reflexivity, because the calculated distance between any topic and itself is equal to one,
not zero. Another problem with Eq. 4 is that it calculates the same distance for any two
topics that do not intersect. Specifically, the calculated distance between any two nonintersecting topics is always equal to infinite. Finally, Eq. 4 does not satisfy the triangle
inequality. For example, consider the following case for queries qA, qB, and qC.
| TA | = 100

| TB | = 100

| TC | = 60

TA ∪ TB = 150

TA ∪ TC = 150

TB ∪ TC = 110

TA ∩ TB = 50

TA ∩ TC = 10

TB ∩ TC = 50

⇒ d(qA, qB) = 150/50 = 3;

d(qB, qC) = 110/50 = 11/5;

⇒ d(qA, qB) + d(qB, qC) = 3 + 11/5 = 26/5
⇒ d(qA, qB) + d(qB, qC) ≤ d(qA, qC).

d(qA, qC) = 150/10 = 15.
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To effectively measure the distance between queries, need a more useful distance
equation is needed. Other candidates include Jaccard’s [55] index and the MarczewskiSteinhaus metric [82], although both are incapable of differentiating between two nonintersecting topics of the same cardinality.

4.2. DISTANCE METHOD II
This section describes the chosen method in this thesis for measuring
mathematically the distances between queries.

4.2.1. INTERSECTING TOPICS
A distance measure should be consistent with the notion that the distance between
similar objects is less than that between dissimilar objects. The documents that appear in
search results lists offer such a measure of the similarity between topics. When
comparing the topics of two queries, assume that each unshared document increases the
distance between the two topics and thus increases the distance between the two queries.
Likewise, assume that each shared document between two topics decreases the distance
between the two topics and thus decreases the distance between the two queries. This
relationship between queries with intersecting topics is captured in Eq. 5.
d(q A , q B ) = D(TA , TB ) = TA ∪ TB − TA ∩ TB

Eq. 5
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4.2.2. Eq. 5 AND THE TRIANGLE INEQUALITY
Eq. 5 is symmetric and it satisfies reflexivity. It also satisfies the triangle
inequality. To prove that the triangle inequality is satisfied, consider the topics TA, TB,
and TC, in which TA intersects TB, TB intersects TC, and TA intersects TC. Eq. 6 needs to
be shown true.
d(qA, qB) + d(qB, qC) ≥ d(qA, qC)

Eq. 6

To begin, let’s rewrite Eq. 6 in the same form as the right side of Eq. 5. The
result is Eq. 7.
TA ∪ TB − TA ∩ TB + TB ∪ TC − TB ∩ TC ≥ TA ∪ TC − TA ∩ TC

Eq. 7

Next, refer to Figure 2.

B
A
C

Figure 2. A diagram representing the topics A, B, and C.
In Figure 2, topics A, B, and C are represented as a group of intersecting circles.
The portions of circles that overlap represent documents that are shared between topics.
Although the diagram shows a set of documents that are shared among all three topics,
this need not be the case.
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As illustrated in Figure 2, a document can appear in only one of eight possible
regions. For example, an unshared document in TA will appear in the region
TA ∩ T B ∩ T C . The eight possible regions in which a document may appear are listed
below.
TA ∩ T B ∩ T C

TA ∩ TB ∩ TC

TA ∩ TB ∩ T C

T A ∩ TB ∩ T C

TA ∩ T B ∩ TC

T A ∩ T B ∩ TC

TA ∩ TB ∩ TC

T A ∩ TB ∩ TC

Eq. 5 can now be written in terms of the eight regions listed above. The result is Eq. 8.
d(q A , q B ) = TA ∩ T B ∩ T C + TA ∩ T B ∩ TC + T A ∩ TB ∩ T C + T A ∩ TB ∩ TC Eq. 8
Rewriting Eq. 7 with Eq. 8, the left side of Eq. 7 becomes Eq. 9.
TA ∩ T B ∩ T C + TA ∩ T B ∩ TC + T A ∩ TB ∩ T C + T A ∩ TB ∩ TC
+ TA ∩ TB ∩ T C + TA ∩ T B ∩ TC + T A ∩ TB ∩ T C + T A ∩ T B ∩ TC

Eq. 9

The right side of Eq. 7 becomes Eq. 10.
TA ∩ T B ∩ T C + TA ∩ TB ∩ T C + T A ∩ T B ∩ TC + T A ∩ TB ∩ TC
By inspection, it can be seen that Eq. 9 is always greater than or equal to Eq. 10.
Therefore, Eq. 5 satisfies the triangle inequality.

Eq. 10
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4.2.3. NON-INTERSECTING TOPICS
Recall that Eq. 4 always calculates an infinite distance for queries that do not
share documents. Eq. 5, on the other hand, calculates a distance equal to TA ∪ TB
whenever TA ∩ TB = 0. This is not very useful, because it will result in a relatively
short calculated distance between any two queries with relatively small topics, regardless
of how irrelevant the queries are to each other. Therefore, Eq. 5 needs to be modified to
improve its distance calculation performance for queries with nonintersecting topics.

4.2.4. TOPIC CHAINS
Assume that TA and TB are two nonintersecting topics. Although TA and TB do
not intersect, there may exist other queries, stored in a query database, with topics that do
intersect with either TA or TB. Because of this, there may exist a “chain” of one or more
topics, or “links”, between TA and TB that connects TA with TB via a series of
intersections between links in that chain. In addition, there may exist multiple chains that
connect TA with TB, although the restriction will be placed on chains that any given topic
may appear no more than once in a given chain. As an example, see Figure 3 below.
Chains will be considered to be unique only if they differ by at least one topic, or link,
regardless of the sequence of topics in the chain. Although each link between TA and TB
must intersect with at least two other links, there is no upper limit on the number of links
with which a particular link may intersect.
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T4

TA

T1

T5

T6

T3
T2

T7

TB

Figure 3. A graphical example of a set of topics. Each circle represents a topic and
intersecting circles represent intersecting topics
In Figure 3, there are six unique chains that connect TA with TB. The six chains
are listed in Table 9. In Table 9, note that the topics TA and TB are included in each of
the chains. This practice will be followed when defining chains and when counting the
number of links in a chain.

Chain Number

Chain Links

1

TA-T1-T2-T3-TB

2

TA-T1-T2-T3-T7-TB

3

TA-T1-T2-T3-T6-T7-TB

4

TA-T4-T5-T6-T7-TB

5

TA-T4-T5-T6-T7-T3-TB

6

TA-T4-T5-T6-T3-TB

Table 9. The six unique chains in Figure 3 that connect TA with TB.
As another example, let’s say there exists a chain between TA and TB that contains
only topic T10. Because T10 connects TA with TB, it must be true that T10 ∩ TA ≠ {} and
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T10 ∩ TB ≠ {} , where {} is the empty set. It is certainly possible that T10 ∩ TA ≠ TA and
T10 ∩ TB ≠ TB , as in diagram (i) of Figure 4. It is also possible that T10 ∩ TA = TA ,
T10 ∩ TB = TB , or T10 ∩ (TA ∪ TB ) = TA ∪ TB , as in diagrams (ii), (iii), and (iv),
respectively in Figure 4. Right now, the case when TA ∩ TB = {} is considered;
however, a chain is not restricted to connecting only those topics that do not intersect. In
the TA, TB, and T10 example, if TA ∩ TB ≠ {} , then it becomes possible that
T10 ∩ TA = T10 or T10 ∩ TB = T10 .

T10

TA

TB

TA

(i)

T10

TB

(ii)
T10

TA

T10

(iii)

TB

TA

TB

(iv)

Figure 4. Possible scenarios when TA and TB do not intersect.
Given a chain between the topics TA and TB, the links in that chain will be labeled
from 1 to L, beginning with TA, in the sequence that they appear in the chain. TB will
then be labeled Link L. The chain can then be listed as {T1, T2,...,TL}. If so chosen, links
could be labeled beginning with TB as Link 1 and ending with TA as Link L. Either way,
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the topic represented by the chain {T1, T2,...,TL} is equal to the union of the topics in the
chain. The cardinality of this topic is written as | T1 ∪ T2 ∪ … ∪ TL | .

4.2.5. CHAIN LINKS
There are two general classes of topics within any chain of topics, the exterior
topics and the interior topics. The exterior topics are the topics T1 and TL. The interior
topics are the topics T2 through TL-1. Since a chain is composed of intersecting topics,
any document in the chain can appear in anywhere from 1 to L topics. If a document
appears in only 1 topic then it is an unshared document in that chain. If it appears in 2 or
more topics, then it is a shared document in that chain. The 11 possible locations of a
document in a chain are listed below.
1. 1 end topic
2. 2 end topics
3. 1 interior topic
4. 2 or more, but not all, interior topics
5. All interior topics
6. 1 end topic and 1 interior topic
7. 1 end topic and 2 or more, but not all, interior topics
8. 1 end topic and all interior topics
9. 2 end topics and 1 interior topic
10. 2 end topics and 2 or more, but not all, interior topics
11. 2 end topics and all interior topics
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4.2.6. CHAIN LENGTH
The concept of chain “length” is now introduced. The length of a chain between
TA and TB will be a mathematical concept and will be denoted as Χ{TA,…,TB}. If TA is
labeled as Link 1 and TB is Link L, then the length of the chain between TA and TB will
be equal to Eq. 11.
L

Χ{TA,…,TB}=

∪ Tk

k =1

− T1 ∩ TL

Eq. 11

Note that if TA ∩ TB > 0 and L = 2, then Eq. 11 simplifies to Eq. 5.
As mentioned earlier, it is possible that there exists more than one chain linking
TA with TB. The number of chains linking TA with TB will be denoted as ncAB. Chain i
between TA and TB will be denoted as {TA,…,TB}i. The length of chain i between TA and
TB will be donoted as Χ{TA,…,TB}i, which is defined by Eq. 11. The distance between
queries A and B will now be defined as the length of the shortest chain between TA and
TB, which is written mathematically as Eq. 12.
d(q A , q B ) = D(TA , TB ) = min{ Χ {TA , ..., TB }i }
i

Eq. 12

Eq. 12 is symmetric, satisfies reflexivity, and calculates distances for queries that have
either intersecting or nonintersecting topics. Eq. 12 also satisfies the triangle inequality,
the proof of which follows.

4.2.7. Eq. 12 AND THE TRIANGLE INEQUALITY
Proving that Eq. 12 satisfies the triangle inequality is begun by showing that Eq.
11 satisfies the triangle inequality for any particular chain between topics T1 and TL.
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Assum there exists three topics TA, TB, and TC in the chain {TA,...,TB,...,TC}. After
labeling TA as T1, TB as TR, and TC as TL, with 1 < R < L, Eq. 11 gives the length of this
chain as
L

Χ{T1,…,TL} =

∪ Tk

k =1

− T1 ∩ TL .

Let’s now split the chain into two pieces, {T1,...,TR} and {TR,...,TL}. According to Eq.
11, the length of {T1,...,TR} is equal to
R

Χ{T1,…,TR} =

∪ Tk

k =1

− T1 ∩ TR

and the length of {TR,...,TL} is equal to
L

Χ{TR,…,TL} =

∪ Tk

k =R

− TR ∩ TL .

To show that Eq. 11 satisfies the Triangle Inequality for a particular chain, Eq. 13 needs
to be shown true.
Χ{T1,…,TR} + Χ{TR,…,TL} ≥ Χ{T1,…,TL}

Eq. 13

According Eq. 11, the right hand side of Eq. 13 is equal to
L

∪ Tk

k =1

− T1 ∩ TL .

Eq. 14

The left hand side of Eq. 13 is equal to
R

∪ Tk − T1 ∩ TR +

k =1

L

∪ Tk

k=R

− TR ∩ TL .

Eq. 15
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R

In Eq. 15 there appears the quantity

L

∪ Tk

+

k =1

R

Since TR is included in each of

∪ Tk and

k =1
R

∪ Tk

+

.

L

∪ Tk , Eq. 16 must be true.

k =R

L

k =1

∪ Tk

k=R

∪ Tk

k=R

L

≥

∪ Tk

k =1

+ TR

Eq. 16

Therefore, Eq. 15 is greater than or equal to
L

∪ Tk

k =1

=

+ TR − T1 ∩ TR − TR ∩ TL

L

∪ Tk

k =1

=

L

∪ Tk

k =1

+ T1 ∩ TR − TR ∩ TL

+ T1 ∩ TR ∩ TL + T1 ∩ TR ∩ T L − T1 ∩ TR ∩ TL − T1 ∩ TR ∩ TL

=

L

∪ Tk

k =1

+ T1 ∩ TR ∩ T L − T1 ∩ TR ∩ TL .

Eq. 17

Since T1 ∩ TR ∩ TL is a subset of T1 ∩ TL , Eq. 17 is clearly greater than or equal to the
right hand side of Eq. 13. Therefore, Eq. 11 satisfies the triangle inequality for any
particular chain between topics T1 and TL.
The next step is to show that Eq. 12 satisfies the triangle inequality. To begin,
assume two queries, qA and qB and apply Eq. 11 and Eq. 12 to find the shortest chain
between TA and TB. The shortest chain will be donoted as {TA,…,TB}*. Since Eq. 11
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satisfies the triangle inequality for any particular chain, Eq. 18 is true for any R in
{TA,…,TB}* such that {TA,…,TR} ∪ {TR,…,TB} = {TA,…,TB}*.
Χ{TA,…,TR} + Χ{TR,…,TB} ≥ Χ{TA,…,TB}*

Eq. 18

In addition, by Eq. 12, Χ{TA,…,TB}* ≤ Χ{TA,…,TB}i for all i. Once again applying the
property that Eq. 11 satisfies the triangle inequality for any particular chain, Eq. 19 is true
for any TR such that {TA,…,TR} ∪ {TR,…,TB} = {TA,…,TB}i.
Χ{TA,…,TB}* ≤ Χ{TA,…,TB}i ≤ Χ{TA,…,TR} + Χ{TR,…,TB}

Eq. 19

Therefore, Eq. 12 satisfies the triangle inequality.

4.2.8. Eq. 12 AND INTERSECTING TOPICS
Another property of Eq. 12 is that, given TA ∩ TB > 0 , the shortest possible
chain connecting TA with TB will be the chain {TA,…,TB}. This is true, because if L ≥ 2,
then
L

∪ Tk

k =1

≥ TA ∪ TB .

Therefore, if L ≥ 2, then
L

∪ Tk

k =1

− TA ∩ TB ≥ TA ∪ TB − TA ∩ TB .

4.2.9. Eq. 12 ALTERNATIVES
Although Eq. 11 and Eq. 12 may be mathematically satisfactory, the task of
finding the minimum chain between topics may be so difficult computationally as to
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make implementation impractical. Therefore, alternative and more practical distance
equations are desired that will approximate the theoretical distances supplied by Eq. 11
and Eq. 12. An alternative to Eq. 11 is Eq. 20.
L−1

Χ{TA,…,TB} = ∑ d(q i , q i+1 )

Eq. 20

i =1

In Eq. 20, d(qi, qi+1) is equal to Eq. 5 for intersecting topics. A more general form of Eq.
20 is Eq. 21,
⎡ L−1
⎤
Χ{TA,…,TB} = ⎢ ∑ d(q i , q i +1 ) r ⎥
⎢⎣ i =1
⎥⎦

1

r

,

Eq. 21

where the parameter r could possibly be chosen by the user. This use of the Minkowski
functional for chain length is essentially Schvaneveldt’s Pathfinder semantic distance
[90], with user interregations replaced by the intersecting topic distance formula for
individual link weights. Increasing r would allow the user to better differentiate between
queries of similar distances, which might be useful to a user that prefers to make more
gradual changes in their queries. The distance between two queries can then defined
according to Eq. 12, which is the length of the shortest chain between the two queries’
associated topics. Shortest path algorithms such as Dijkstra [42] could be applied to find
the shortest chains between topics and query distances could be easily updated when new
queries are added to the query database.
An equivalent approach to Eq. 20 is to treat each topic as an object with a set of
characteristics. Each characteristic of an object would be the presence or absence of a
database document, e.g. website. Each website would be represented by a binary
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variable, with the variable equal to 1 if the website is retrieved by a query and equal to 0
if the website is not retrieved by a query. The total number of possible characteristics
would then be equal to the total number of documents in the database. With this
approach, an equation that is equivalent to Eq. 20 would be the Euclidean squared
distance between two topics, i and k, which is equal to
p

∑ ( xij − xkj ) 2 ,
j

where p is the total number of documents in the database and xij is equal to 1 if document
j is retrieved by query i and equal to 0 otherwise; likewise for xkj.

Although Eq. 20 and Eq. 21 share with Eq. 11 the same properties, i.e. reflexivity,
symmetry, and the triangle inequality [18], they are approximations of Eq. 11. Therefore,
there may be a tradeoff between practicality and accuracy and/or precision. For instance,
refer to the 1-2-3-4 chains in the two examples in Figure 5. Eq. 11 will count each
document in the chain only once, which will allow Eq. 11 to distinguish between the two
examples. However, if r = 1, then Eq. 21 will count all documents in interior topics
twice, in addition to counting all documents in exterior topics once. This will not allow
Eq. 21 to distinguish between the two examples. This may or may not be of practical
significance.
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2

3

4

2

1

3

4

1

Example 1

Example 2

Figure 5. Two examples of 1-2-3-4 chains. The only difference between the chains is
that topic 1 intersects with topic 3.
4.2.10. EXAMPLE
Returning now to the carpet and allergy example, Eq. 4, Eq. 12, and Eq. 21 are
compared. For this example, Table 7 is reproduced below as Table 10.

Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
Q5
Q6
Q7
Q8
Q9
Q10
Q11
Q12
Q13

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

Q5

Q6

Q7

Q8

Q9

6
10
11
2
13
0
0
0
3
0
0
0

20
7
0
5
0
0
0
1
0
0
0

13
12
5
1
1
0
2
0
0
0

14
7
1
2
2
3
6
0
1

3
0
2
2
4
2
0
0

0
0
0
2
0
0
0

41
47
32
0
0
0

40
37
0
0
0

23
0
0
0

Q10 Q11 Q12 Q13

0
0
0

4
16

5

Table 10. The number of shared websites between pairs of query topics.
With the data in Table 10, chain lengths and distances between queries can be
calculated. For comparison, Eq. 4, Eq. 12, and Eq. 21 are applied with r = 1. Due to the
large number of different chains between topics, it was not possible to manually calculate
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distances between Q1 and all the other queries. However, sample distances between Q1
and some of the other queries are in Table 11.

Q2
Q3
Q4
Q5
Q6
Q7
Q10
Q12

Eq. 4

Eq. 12

Eq. 21

32.33333
19
17.18182
99
14.38462

188
180
178
196
174
265
194
379

188
180
178
196
174
330
194
558

∞

65.66667

∞

Table 11. Sample distances between Q1 and some of the other 12 queries.
T1 intersects with all the other 12 topics, except for T7 and T12. According to all
three equations, the six closest queries to Q1 are, from closest to most distant, Q6, Q4,
Q3, Q2, Q10, and Q5. Eq. 4 does not distinguish between Q7 and Q12, but Eq. 12 and
Eq. 21 both rank Q7 as the 7th closest and Q12 as the 8th closest to Q1. The Eq. 12 value
for d(q1, q7) is equal to the length of chain {T1, T10, T7}. The Eq. 12 value for d(q1, q12) is
equal to the length of chain {T1, T4, T11, T12}. Distances from Q1 to queries Q8, Q9,
Q11, and Q13 were not calculated. In order to find d(q1, q8), d(q1, q9), d(q1, q11), and
d(q1, q13), chain lengths would have to be calculated for all possible chains between T1
and the topics T8, T9, T11, and T13.
In the next two sections, the search process is described in terms the distance
function’s mathematical properties and a Cartesian product of sets.
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4.2.11. SEPARATING QUERIES AND DOCUMENTS
The distance function from Distance Method 2 is a metric. Therefore, the
distance function provides a basis β for a topology on the set of queries Q and β is
defined as

β = [Bq(a); q ∈ Q and a is a nonnegative real number],
where Bq(a) is the ball of radius a about query q. Since the topology on Q defined by β
is a metric topology, Q has the following properties.
1. Q is Hausdorff (T2)
2. Q is T1 ⇒ each point of Q is closed as a subset of Q
3. Every compact subset of Q is closed
4. Q is normal (T4).
Topological separation properties are analogous to a user performing a search on
the internet. As a user performs a search, the user is searching for documents that are
relevant to the user’s information need. If the user’s initial query retrieves an insufficient
number of relevant documents, then the user’s concept function will react with a different
query. As part of this search process, a search engine provides a tool to the user for
separating irrelevant queries from relevant queries and, hence, irrelevant documents from
relevant ones. The search process is then an iterative review of topics in T in an effort to
separate the user’s initial irrelevant query, i.e. the user’s initial irrelevant search results
list, from a set of relevant queries of a topic. The distance measure in Distance Method 2
is a tool for offering to the user a list of queries from the open set containing the user’s
previous query or queries, the open set being that set defined by the ball of some radius a
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about the user’s previous query or queries. It is the concept function describing the user
that maps each search results list to the next query in the user’s search. The concept
function thus transports the user from their initial query to queries that retrieve more
precise search results containing documents relevant to the user’s information need. A
distance measure could be a tool for influencing that concept function by further
quantifying user behavior.

4.2.12. CONCEPT FUNCTIONS
A query selection policy is similar to a user concept as a function. A concept
function could be defined by a set of user parameters, including those seven
characteristics used in the simulation (Appendix B). The function parameters include all
human characteristics, both psychological and intellectual, that affect a user’s search
behavior. As a user proceeds with their search, the concept function adjusts according to
the search results and websites that the user observes.
A concept function can be defined in terms of a Cartesian product of sets. To do
so, let W be an indexing set of -tuples that include topics (search results) returned by a
search engine and user beliefs, desires, and intentions. Let {S w }w∈W be a collection of
sets where each Sw is a set of queries. Note that it’s possible for S i ∩ S j ≠ {} for any i
and j. The Cartesian product of sets {S w }w∈W is defined as the set

P=

⎡

⎤

∏ S w = ⎢⎢ f : W → ∪ S w ; f (w) ∈ S w for all w ∈ W ⎥⎥ .

w∈W

⎣

A concept function is then an element of P.

w∈W

⎦
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An example for illustrating the idea of a concept function is a search for websites
on the relationship between indoor carpets and allergies. Assume that a person submits
“carpet allergies” as their initial query to begin the search. Call the initial query Query 1.
After reviewing the search results list and downloading websites that are listed in the
search results, the user’s concept function reacts or determines a response according to
the information obtained by the user from the search results list and the downloaded
websites. For example, the user might obtain information about allergens that are
commonly found in indoor carpets, such as dust mites and animal dander. Theoretically,
there would then be a new and limited set of queries from which the user will select
Query 2, such as queries that contain the terms “dust mites” and “animal dander”. The
set of possible next queries might not be completely new, because the user might still
consider a query that he did not choose as Query 1, such as “carpet allergens”. It’s also
possible new information obtained by the user will cause the user to no longer consider
some queries that were potential initial queries. In any case, the set of candidates for
Query 2 will be included in some set Sj, say S2. The user then submits a Query 2, such as
“eliminating dust mites”. From the resultant search results list and from websites listed
in the search results, the user will obtain new information and the user’s concept function
will adjust accordingly. If the user’s information need is still not satisfied, then the user
will then select a Query 3 from another set of possible queries, say S3. This iterative
process of submitting queries and reviewing search results will continue to be driven by
the concept function until the user’s information need is satisfied. This formalization of
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users’ behavior as concept functions has not yet been applied and tested, but is included
here to foster further development by the research community at large.
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CHAPTER 5:

SURVEYING USER QUERIES

While searching the literature, no work was found that addresses issues related to
how users compose queries or if user beliefs and intentions are reflected in the form of
user queries. To gain insight into those issues, a survey to gather queries related to
specific information needs was composed. The survey is in Appendix A.

5.1. SURVEY GOALS
The goals of the survey were to address a list of issues, or questions, which are
listed below. The actual questions or tasks included on the survey were designed to
address one or more of the issues listed below.

1. Is a person’s belief about their own level of expertise consistent with their actual
level of expertise?
2. What are the differences between users in the number of keywords they use per
query?
3. What are the differences between queries given by the same user?
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a. Do some users have more variety in their queries? In other words, will the
documents retrieved by all of their queries cover the information need? This
might be similar to a breadth-first search.
b. Do some users focus their queries on a particular theme, or sub-topic? This
might be similar to a depth first search.
4. Are there statistical correlations between the distance measure and the answers to the
above questions or between the distance measure and user beliefs and/or intentions?

5.2. SPECIFYING AN INFORMATION NEED
For subjects to compose queries, they first must have an information need. For
example, one information need might be to learn about any connections between indoor
carpeting and allergies. Since an aim was to compare queries across subjects, it was
necessary to present the same information needs to all subjects.
In selecting information needs for the survey, a balance had to be struck between
choosing information needs that are familiar to many people versus information needs on
which there are few experts. Information needs that are familiar to many people have the
possible benefit of causing users to formulate many queries. However, the drawback of
such information needs is that they might not generate queries that highlight differences
between novices and experts. Although less familiar needs might highlight differences
between novices and experts, they might result in many identical or very similar queries
from novices.
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A balance also had to be struck between needs that are associated with many
words and/or synonyms versus needs that are commonly associated with very few and
specific words. Needs that are more complex are often associated with varieties of words
and/or synonyms. For example, finding information on the proper exercise program for a
college student might result in queries with such words as exercise, fitness, weight lifting,
aerobics, etc. In contrast, needs such as finding prices on a particular consumer product,
e.g. a Trek 520 touring bicycle, are very specific and not very complex, thus resulting in
not very interesting queries.
Finally, an effort was made to choose information needs that subjects could relate
to in some capacity, even if they were not experts on the stated information need. For
example, a person with little background in mathematics would have a difficult time
formulating multiple queries for an abstract need such as chaos theory. However, more
concrete information needs such as those related to the weather or automobiles can be
related to by novices because they encounter the weather and automobiles on an every
day basis and they play a significant role in their lives.
When wording the information need in the survey, an effort was made to avoid as
much as possible words that a person would include in a query. The reason for doing so
was to minimize the wording’s influence on keywords that subjects included in their
queries.
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5.3. SUBJECT BACKGROUND INFORMATION
Some questions were included on the survey to gather background information on
each subject that completed the survey. The background questions were geared towards
gaining information on the subject’s past experience with searching the internet on the
information need that was specified in the survey, the subject’s beliefs about their level of
expertise on the specified information need, and the subject’s frequency with which they
use internet search engines on a weekly basis.

5.4. SURVEY TASKS
Each survey contained two search tasks for which subjects were asked to provide
5 queries each. After providing their queries for both search tasks and without seeing the
search results of those queries, subjects were then asked to rate their queries with regards
to the subject’s intended level of recall and precision for the query. Subject’s were asked
to give their ratings on a scale of 1 to 5, with 1 being a low level of intended recall or
precision and 5 being a high level of intended recall or precision.
After composing their queries, subjects were also asked to write descriptions of
their queries in sentence form. The order of tasks was varied from survey to survey, so as
to randomize any effects that might be caused by task order. For example, if a subject
has difficulty rating their first search task queries, the subject might not put in the same
amount of effort in rating their second search task queries.
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CHAPTER 6:

SURVEY RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

6.1. NUMBER OF SUBJECTS AND QUERIES
A total of 39 subjects were administered the survey. Subjects were either
undergraduate or graduate college students. Each survey contained questions and tasks
related to two search tasks. One search task was related to the effects of weather on the
United States economy. The other search task was related to cell phone plans. The
search task descriptions for the weather/economy and cell phone tasks are below.
Weather/economy task: “Find out what yearly weather trends do to the
performance of the United States’ economy.”
Cell phone task: “Find information on selecting a cell phone plan based on
expected cell phone usage.”
For the weather/economy task, 35 of the 39 subjects supplied 5 queries in
response to the search task. For the cell phone task, 36 of the 39 subjects supplied 5
queries in response to the search task. In total, 188 queries were collected for the
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economy task, of which 169 were unique (89.89%). For the cell phone task, a total of
192 queries were collected, of which 165 were unique (85.93%).

6.2. STATISTICAL TESTS, P-VALUES, AND TYPE I & II ERRORS
To look for relationships in the survey data, hypothesis tests were formulated and
either regression analysis was performed or sample tests of means were performed for
each hypothesis test. Formulas used in performing each of those statistical tests are
included in Appendix C.
Regression analysis was performed when testing for trends in data over sequences
of data values, e.g. 1, 2, 3, 4, etc. Sample tests of means were performed when
comparing means of samples, e.g. mean information need ratings for the weather
economy task vs. mean information need ratings for the cell phone task, or groups of data
values in a sequence, e.g. mean precision ratings when the recall rating is 2 vs. mean
precision ratings when the recall rating is either 3, 4, or 5.
For each hypothesis test, a null hypothesis, H0, and one or more alternative
hypotheses, Hi, were formulated. The null hypothesis is the hypothesis that is tested, e.g.
µX = µY, by looking for evidence in the data that contradicts the null hypothesis and
supports the alternative hypothesis, e.g. µX > µY. A real-world example is a murder trial
in which the defendant is considered innocent until proven guilty. In this case, the null
hypothesis is that the defendant is innocent of murder and the alternative hypothesis is the
defendant is guilty of murder. Presenting sufficient evidence to convict the defendant is
the responsibility of the prosecution. The two possible types of errors when making
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conclusions about a hypothesis test are Type I and Type II errors. A Type I error is
committed by rejecting H0 when H0 is true, i.e. the jury finds the defendant guilty when
in fact the defendant is innocent. A Type II error is committed by not rejecting H0 when
H0 is false, i.e. when the jury finds the defendant innocent when in fact the defendant is
guilty. When performing statistical tests in this thesis, the probability of committing
Type I errors is of most concern. The probability of committing a Type I error is
commonly denoted as α and a statistical test’s estimate of α is given as a p-value. The pvalue is estimated from the statistical test’s estimated t-value, which is the estimated
number of standard deviations that the sample statistic is away from the population
statistic stated in the null hypothesis, assuming the null hypothesis to be true. In this
thesis, p-values are considered statistically significant if they are less than the critical
value of 0.05, i.e. if it can be stated with at least 95% confidence that the null hypothesis
is false.

6.3. BACKGROUND AND INFORMATION NEED STATISTICS
The following statistics are listed in Table 12. For the weather/economy task, no
subjects had performed an internet search on the task prior to taking the survey. For the
cell phone task, 12 of the 39 subjects, or approximately 30.7%, had performed an internet
search on the task prior to taking the survey. For the weather/economy task, only one of
the 39 subjects, or approximately 2.6%, claimed to have some background related to the
search task. For the cell phone task, 23 of the 39 subjects, or approximately 59.0%,
claimed to have some background related to the search task.
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Task

Task Search History

Task Background

Weather/Economy

0%

2.6%

Cell Phone

30.7%

59.0%

Table 12. Percentage of subjects with some task background.
For the weather/economy task, the average information need given by the subjects
was 4.49 on a scale of 1 to 5, with 1 being no information need, i.e. the subject
considered himself to be an expert on the search task, and 5 being the greatest
information need, i.e. the subject considered himself to be a novice on the search task.
For the cell phone task, the average information need was 3.13. Average information
need is illustrated graphically in Figure 6.

Avg Information Need vs. Search Task
5.00
4.00
Avg
3.00
Information
2.00
Need
1.00
0.00
Weather/Economy

Cell Phone

Search Task

Figure 6. Average subject information need by search task.
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Out of the 39 subjects, 8 claimed to perform from 0 to 5 internet searches per
week with a search engine, 18 claimed to perform from 6 to 10, and 13 claimed to
perform more than 10. These numbers are illustrated graphically in Figure 7.

Number of Subjects vs. Searches Per Week
20
15
Number of
10
Subjects

5
0
1 to 5

6 to 10

> 10

Searches Per Week

Figure 7. Estimated number of internet searches per week performed with a search
engine by subjects.
Average Information Need was plotted against the number of Searches per Week
for the cell phone task in Figure 8. Data from the weather/economy task was not plotted,
because for the weather/economy task there was little variation in the information need
ratings, i.e. ratings of either 4 or 5.
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Information Need vs. Searches Per Week
(Cell Phone Task)
4.00

Information
Need

3.00

3.25

3.17

0 to 5

6 to 10

3.00

2.00
1.00
> 10

Searches Per Week

Figure 8. Information Need vs. Searches Per Week for the cell phone task.
In Figure 8, average information need decreases slightly as the number of
searches per week increases. To test the statistical significance of the data in Figure 8,
three tests were performed to compare average information need for subjects who
perform 0 to 5 searches per week, µX, average information need for subjects who perform
6 to 10 searches per week, µY, and average information need for subjects who perform
greater than 10 searches per week, µZ. The first hypothesis test was to compare µX and
µZ, as stated by the following null and alternative hypotheses.
H0: µX = µY
H1: µX > µY
The survey data provided estimates of µX and µY and those estimates were 3.25
and 3.17, respectively. A one-sided t-test assuming unequal variances resulted in a tvalue of 1.7709 (13 degrees of freedom) with a p-value equal to 0.4133. The p-value is
greater than the critical value of 0.05; therefore the null hypothesis is not rejected.
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The second hypothesis test on Figure 8 data was to compare µX and µZ, as stated
by the following null and alternative hypotheses.
H0: µX = µZ
H1: µX > µZ
The survey data provided an estimate of µZ equal to 3.00. A one-sided t-test
assuming unequal variances resulted in a t-value of 1.7531 (15 degrees of freedom) with
a p-value equal to 0.2721. The p-value is greater than the critical value of 0.05; therefore
the null hypothesis is not rejected.
The third hypothesis test on Figure 8 data was to compare µY and µZ, as stated by
the following null and alternative hypotheses.
H0: µY = µZ
H1: µY > µZ
A one-sided t-test assuming unequal variances resulted in a t-value of 1.7081 (25
degrees of freedom) with a p-value equal to 0.3057. The p-value is greater than the
critical value of 0.05; therefore the null hypothesis is not rejected.
In conclusion with regards to Figure 8, there was no statistically significant
relationship between the number of internet searches per week performed by subjects and
their stated information need for the cell phone task.

6.4. QUERY STATISTICS
As an example, listed below are some weather/economy queries collected from
the surveys.
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1. United States economy factors
2. weather United States economy
3. temperature and “gross national product” data
4. weather effects US economy
5. weather trends and US economy

As another example, listed below are some cell phone queries collected from the
surveys.
1. student plans cellular services U.S.
2. cell phone plan expected usage
3. cell phone minutes price
4. verizon wireless calling plans
5. “cell phone plan” and “expected usage”
A number of query statistics were extracted from the survey queries, including
those listed below. Table 13 contains numbers for the statistics listed below and those
numbers are illustrated graphically in Figure 9, Figure 10, and Figure 11. Following each
figure, a statistically test is performed on the data represented in the figure.
1. Average number of keywords per query
2. Average number of query keywords that appear in the search task
description
3. Average percent of query keywords that appear in the search task
description
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Task

Keywords Per
Query

Keywords in
Task Description

% Keywords in
Task Description

Weather/Econ.

4.63

3.44

75.01

Cell Phone

3.94

2.64

66.63

Table 13. Query keyword averages by task.

Avg Query Keywords vs. Search Task
5.00
4.00

4.63
3.94

Avg Query
3.00
Keywords

2.00
1.00
Weather/Economy

Cell Phone

Search Task

Figure 9. Average number of query keywords by search task

To analyze statistically whether subjects use more keywords for the
weather/economy task than for the cell phone task, the following null and alternative
hypotheses were tested with regards to the Average Number of Keywords per Query for
the weather/economy task, µX, and the average Number of Keywords per Query for the
cell phone task, µY.
H0: µX = µY
H1: µX > µY
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Assuming unequal variances, a one-tailed two-sample test of means was
performed. The resulting t-value was equal to 4.27 (366 degrees of freedom), which
corresponds to a p-value of 1.27 × 10-5. The p-value is less than the critical value of 0.05;
therefore the null hypothesis is rejected.
The average number of keywords for the weather/economy search task should not
be greater due to the phrase “United States” in the search task description. Note that
keywords such as “U.S.” and “US” are abbreviations of “United States” and those
keywords were counted as two words when counting query keywords and when counting
query keywords that appear in the weather/economy search task description. Any
statistical implications caused by handling such abbreviations as two words may be offset
by considering the prevalence of the phrase “cell phone” in the cell phone task queries.
The phrase “cell phone” appeared in 139 of the 192 total cell phone queries and 112 of
the 165 unique cell phone queries. Some form of “United States” or its abbreviations
appeared in 102 of the 188 total weather/economy queries and 94 of the 169 unique
weather/economy queries.
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Avg # of Keywords in Task Description vs.
Search Task
4.00
3.00

Avg # of
Keywords in
2.00
Task
Description

3.44
2.64

1.00
0.00
Weather/Economy

Cell Phone

Search Task

Figure 10. Average number of query keywords in the search task description by task.
To analyze statistically whether subjects use more keywords from the task
description in their weather/economy queries than in their cell phone queries, the
following null and alternative hypotheses were tested with regards to the Average
Number of Keywords per Query in the Task Description for the weather/economy task,
µX, and the Average Number of Keywords per Query in the Task Description for the cell
phone task, µY.
H0: µX = µY
H1: µX > µY
Assuming unequal variances, a one-tailed two-sample test of means was
performed. The resulting t-value was equal to 5.66 (360 degrees of freedom), which
corresponds to a p-value of 1.52 × 10-8. The p-value is less than the critical value of 0.05;
therefore the null hypothesis is rejected.
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Avg % of Query in Task Description vs. Search Task
80.00
70.00
60.00
Avg % of Query 50.00
in Task
40.00
Description 30.00
20.00
10.00
0.00

75.01
66.63

Weather/Economy

Cell Phone

Search Task

Figure 11. Average percent of query keywords in the search task description by task.
As an example of the percent of query keywords in the search task description, let
a particular query be composed of five keywords. If three of those keywords are from the
search task description, then 60% of the query keywords are in the search task
description. To analyze statistically whether subjects take a larger percentage of their
query keywords from the weather/economy task description than from the cell phone task
description, the following null and alternative hypotheses were tested with regards to the
Average Percent of Query Keywords in the Task Description for the weather/economy
queries, µX, and the Average Percent of Query Keywords in the Task Description for the
cell phone queries, µY.
H0: µX = µY
H1: µX > µY
Assuming unequal variances, a one-tailed two-sample test of means was
performed. The resulting t-value was equal to 3.38 (369 degrees of freedom), which
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corresponds to a p-value of 0.00041. The p-value is less than the critical value of 0.05;
therefore the null hypothesis is rejected.
As described previously, each subject was asked to provide five queries for each
search task. The average percent of query keywords in the search task description was
calculated across search tasks by subject query number. The data is listed in Table 14
and the data is illustrated graphically in Figure 12.

Query #1

Query #2

Query #3

Query #4

Query #5

84.47%

69.92%

69.25%

65.05%

64.45%

Table 14. Average percent of query keywords in the search task description by subject
query number.

Avg % of Query in Task Description vs. Subject
Query Number
100.00
80.00
Avg % of Query 60.00
in Task
40.00
Description

20.00
0.00
1

2

3

4

5

Subject Query Number

Figure 12. Average percent of query keywords in the search task description vs. subject
query number.
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To analyze statistically whether subjects compose successive queries by using
more of their own words rather than search task words, regression analysis was
performed on the following model.
y = βo + β1x1
In the model, y is the percent of query keywords in the search task description and
x1 is the subject query number, where x1 takes on values 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5. Regression
analysis resulted in βo and β1 estimates of 84.21 and -4.54, respectively. To test the
statistical significance of the β1 estimate, the following null and alternative hypotheses
were tested.
H0: β1 = 0
H1: β1 < 0
The 95% confidence interval for β1 is (-6.25, -2.84), which does not include 0.
The t-value for β1 was equal to -5.24 with an associated p-value of 2.7 × 10-7. The pvalue is less than the critical value of 0.05; therefore the null hypothesis is rejected.
However, the R-value for the model was only 0.065, suggesting that little variation was
accounted for with the model. Although the estimated value of β1 appears small, it is
statistically significant and indicates that across both the weather/economy and cell phone
search tasks, with each successive query subjects showed a tendency to decrease the
percentage of their query keywords from the search task description. As a result, the
average percent of a query’s keywords that came from the search task description
dropped from 84.47% in subjects’ first queries to 64.45% in subjects’ fifth queries.
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6.5. RECALL AND PRECISION STATISTICS
For each of their queries, each subject was asked to rate the degree of their
intended precision and recall behind their queries. They were asked to rate their queries
on a scale of 1 to 5, with 1 being a low intended degree of recall or precision and 5 being
a high degree of recall or precision. For example, a recall rating of 5 would be
appropriate if retrieving all relevant documents was of the utmost importance. At the
same time, if a person wasn’t concerned at all about retrieving irrelevant documents, a
precision rating of 1 would be appropriate. Data for the numbers of times each query
rating was given for any query is listed in Table 15, which includes data from each search
task. Totals are plotted in Figure 13.

Rating
Property

Recall

Task

1

2

3

4

5

Weather/Economy

2

19

61

58

43

Cell Phone

5

14

42

68

59

7

33

103

126

102

Weather/Economy

21

52

56

31

18

Cell Phone

26

32

71

33

20

47

84

127

64

38

Total:
Precision

Total:

Table 15. The number of times each precision rating was given for any query. Total
tallies are given and they are also broken down by search task.
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Number of Queries vs.
Recall and Precision Ratings
140
120
100
Number of 80
Queries 60
40
20
0

Recall
Precision

1

2

3

4

5

Rating

Figure 13. Tallies of recall and precision ratings. Tallies are summed over both search
tasks.
Figure 14 shows average Recall − Precision ratings versus the number of internet
searches per week. There appear to be similarities in precision and recall ratings for
subjects that perform 0 to 5 searches per week and subjects that perform greater than 10
searches per week, with subjects that perform 6 to 10 searches per week showing slightly
different precision and recall ratings.
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Avg Recall - Precision vs. Searches Per Week
1.40
1.20
1.00
Recall - 0.80
Precision 0.60

No Background
Some Background

0.40
0.20
0.00
0 to 5

6 to 10

> 10

Searches Per Week

Figure 14. Average recall – precision rankings vs. the number of internet searches per
week performed by a subject.
To test the statistical significance of the data in Figure 14, three tests were
performed to compare Average Recall – Precision ratings for subjects who perform 0 to 5
searches per week, µX, Average Recall – Precision ratings for subjects who perform 6 to
10 searches per week, µY, and Average Recall – Precision ratings for subjects who
perform greater than 10 searches per week, µZ. The first hypothesis test was to compare
µX and µZ, as stated by the following null and alternative hypotheses.
H0: µX = µZ
H1: µX ≠ µZ
The survey data provided estimates of µX and µZ and those estimates were 1.10
and 1.09, respectively. A two-sided t-test assuming unequal variances resulted in a tvalue of 0.0838 (130 degrees of freedom) with a p-value equal to 0.9333. The p-value is
greater than the critical value of 0.05; therefore the null hypothesis is not rejected.
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The second hypothesis test on Recall – Precision ratings was to compare µX and
µY, as stated by the following null and alternative hypotheses.
H0: µX = µY
H1: µX > µY
The survey data provided an estimate of µY equal to 0.67. A one-sided t-test
assuming unequal variances resulted in a t-value of 2.1043 (147 degrees of freedom) with
a p-value equal to 0.0185. The p-value is less than the critical value of 0.05; therefore the
null hypothesis is rejected.
The third hypothesis test on Recall – Precision ratings was to compare µZ and µY,
as stated by the following null and alternative hypotheses.
H0: µZ = µY
H1: µZ > µY
A one-sided t-test assuming unequal variances resulted in a t-value of 2.7209 (273
degrees of freedom) with a p-value equal to 0.0035. The p-value is less than the critical
value of 0.05; therefore the null hypothesis is rejected.
To analyze further the data from Figure 14, precision and recall ratings were
plotted independently versus the number of searches per week in Figure 15 and Figure
16. The data Figure 15 and Figure 16 were tested for statistical significance and a
description of those tests follows Figure 16.
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Avg Precision Rating vs. Searches Per Week
4.00

3.00
No Background

Avg Precision
Rating

Some Background

2.00

1.00
0 to 5

6 to 10

> 10

Searches Per Week

Figure 15. Subjects’ average precision rating of their queries vs. the number of internet
searches they perform per week.

Avg Recall Rating vs. Searches Per Week
5.00
4.00
No Background

Avg Recall
3.00
Rating

Some Background

2.00
1.00
0 to 5

6 to 10

> 10

Searches Per Week

Figure 16. Subjects’ average recall rating of their queries vs. the number of internet
searches they perform per week.
Figure 15 suggests that, across both search tasks, subjects who perform 0 to 5
searches per week and subjects who perform greater than 10 searches per week show
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similar precision ratings, with both groups showing possibly lower precision ratings than
subjects who perform 6 to 10 searches per week. To test the statistical significance of the
data, three tests were performed to compare precision ratings for subjects who perform 0
to 5 searches per week, µX, precision ratings for subjects who perform 6 to 10 searches
per week, µY, and precision ratings for subjects who perform greater than 10 searches per
week, µZ. The first hypothesis test was to compare µX and µZ, as stated by the following
null and alternative hypotheses.
H0: µX = µZ
H1: µX ≠ µZ
The survey data provided estimates of µX and µZ and those estimates were 2.86
and 2.92, respectively. A two-sided t-test assuming unequal variances resulted in a tvalue of 1.9754 (155 degrees of freedom) with a p-value equal to 0.7087. The p-value is
greater than the critical value of 0.05; therefore the null hypothesis is not rejected.
The second hypothesis test on Precision ratings was to compare µX and µY, as
stated by the following null and alternative hypotheses.
H0: µX = µY
H1: µX < µY
The survey data provided an estimate of µY equal to 2.89. A one-sided t-test
assuming unequal variances resulted in a t-value of 1.9765 (145 degrees of freedom) with
a p-value equal to 0.8375. The p-value is greater than the critical value of 0.05; therefore
the null hypothesis is not rejected.
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The third hypothesis test on Precision ratings was to compare µZ and µY, as stated
by the following null and alternative hypotheses.
H0: µZ = µY
H1: µZ < µY
A one-sided t-test assuming unequal variances resulted in a t-value of 1.9701 (235
degrees of freedom) with a p-value equal to 0.8219. The p-value is greater than the
critical value of 0.05; therefore the null hypothesis is not rejected.
Figure 16 suggests that, across both search tasks, subjects who perform 0 to 5
searches per week and subjects who perform greater than 10 searches per week show
similar recall ratings, with both groups showing possibly higher recall ratings than
subjects who perform 6 to 10 searches per week. To test the statistical significance of the
data, three tests were performed to compare recall ratings for subjects who perform 0 to 5
searches per week, µX, recall ratings for subjects who perform 6 to 10 searches per week,
µY, and recall ratings for subjects who perform greater than 10 searches per week, µZ.
The first hypothesis test was to compare µX and µZ, as stated by the following null and
alternative hypotheses.
H0: µX = µZ
H1: µX ≠ µZ
The survey data provided estimates of µX and µZ and those estimates were 3.97
and 3.93, respectively. A two-sided t-test assuming unequal variances resulted in a tvalue of 1.9730 (183 degrees of freedom) with a p-value equal to 0.7434. The p-value is
greater than the critical value of 0.05; therefore the null hypothesis is not rejected.
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The second hypothesis test on recall ratings was to compare µX and µY, as stated
by the following null and alternative hypotheses.
H0: µX = µY
H1: µX > µY
The survey data provided an estimate of µY equal to 3.56. A one-sided t-test
assuming unequal variances resulted in a t-value of 1.9733 (179 degrees of freedom) with
a p-value equal to 0.0011. The p-value is less than the critical value of 0.05; therefore the
null hypothesis is rejected.
The third hypothesis test on recall ratings was to compare µZ and µY, as stated by
the following null and alternative hypotheses.
H0: µZ = µY
H1: µZ > µY
A one-sided t-test assuming unequal variances resulted in a t-value of 1.9695 (250
degrees of freedom) with a p-value equal to 0.0027. The p-value is less than the critical
value of 0.05; therefore the null hypothesis is rejected.
In conclusion with regards to Figure 14, Figure 15, and Figure 16, either the data
in Figure 14 shows evidence that a person’s internet search experience has an effect on
their recall and precision judgments or the degree to which a person’s judgments on
precision and recall differ is similar to the degree to which they perceive their actual
internet search engine experience. Further analysis of Figure 15 and Figure 16 indicates
that this effect due to search experience is manifests itself in subjects’ recall ratings.
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Subjects showed some interesting tradeoffs between precision and recall ratings,
as illustrated graphically in Figure 17. The graph in Figure 17 shows a precision/recall
tradeoff in user intentions that is slightly different from the typical precision/recall
tradeoff seen in search engine performance that is illustrated in Figure 1.

Avg Precision Rating vs. Recall
5.00
4.00
Weather/Economy

Avg Precision
3.00
Rating

Cell Phone

2.00
1.00
1

2

3

4

5

Recall

Figure 17. Subjects’ average precision rating of their queries vs. their recall ratings for
their queries.
To test the significance of the data illustrated in Figure 17 across both search
tasks, the following were defined.
µA = a subject’s Average Precision Rating when the subject’s Recall Rating is 1
µB = a subject’s Average Precision Rating when the subject’s Recall Rating is 2
µC = a subject’s Average Precision Rating when the subject’s Recall Rating is 3
µD = a subject’s Average Precision Rating when the subject’s Recall Rating is 4
µE = a subject’s Average Precision Rating when the subject’s Recall Rating is 5
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From Figure 17, it appears that when subjects give a recall rating equal to 1, they
tend to give a precision rating greater than 3; when subjects give a recall rating equal to 2,
they tend to give a precision rating also equal to 2. To test the statistical significance of
this data, the following hypothesis test was performed:
H0: µA = µB + 1
H1: µA > µB + 1.
A one-sided t-test assuming unequal variances resulted in a t-value of 1.2755 (7
degrees of freedom) with a p-value equal to 0.1214. The p-value is greater than the
critical value of 0.05; therefore the null hypothesis is not rejected. The failure to reject
H0 might be due to only 7 recall ratings being equal to 1, thus making the sample size too
small to make the data statistically significant.
From Figure 17, it appears that µC = µD = µE. To test the statistical significance of
this data, the following hypothesis test was performed:
H0: µC = µD = µE
H1: µC ≠ µD
H2: µC ≠ µE
H3: µD ≠ µE.
Two-sided tests assuming unequal variances resulted in t-values of 1.6523 (205
degrees of freedom), 1.6528 (191 degrees of freedom), and 1.6536 (176 degrees of
freedom) and p-values of 0.3011, 0.1198, and 0.4369 for H1, H2, and H1, respectively.
All three p-values are greater than the critical value of 0.05; therefore the null hypothesis
is not rejected.
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The final statistical test performed on the data in Figure 17 was to analyze
whether µC, µD, and µE are greater than µB. Since H0 was not rejected in the previous
test, the data for recall ratings 3, 4, and 5 were pooled together. Letting µF be a subject’s
Average Precision Rating when the subject’s Recall Rating is 3, 4, or 5, the following
hypothesis test was performed:
H0: µF = µB
H1: µF > µB.
A one-sided t-test assuming unequal variances resulted in a t-value of 6.0421 (35
degrees of freedom) with a p-value equal to 3.4 × 10-7. The p-value is less than the
critical value of 0.05; therefore the null hypothesis is rejected.
In summary with regards to Figure 17, when subjects gave a low recall rating
equal to 1, they demonstrated a clear intention to retrieve specific search results by giving
the highest precision ratings. However, the high precision ratings were not statistically
significant and further study is needed to confirm this relationship. When subjects gave
recall ratings of 2 they also tended to give precision ratings of two, which might indicate
low confidence on the part of the subjects. Subjects that gave recall ratings of 4 and 5
tended to give precision ratings of 3, possibly showing a clear intention to retrieve as
many relevant documents as possible with less importance placed on precision. It’s also
possible that subjects were hesitant about either trying to achieve more precision or about
making claims on their queries’ precision.
Subjects showed different strategies for achieving more precision with their
queries. Figure 18 and Figure 19 illustrate graphically the strategies applied between the
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weather/economy task and the cell phone task. Statistical tests on the data in Figure 18
and Figure 19 follow each figure.

Avg Query Keywords vs. Precision Rating
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Figure 18. Average number of keywords per query vs. subjects’ precision ratings
Figure 18 indicates that, with the weather/economy task, subjects tended to
increase the number of keywords in their queries as they tried to achieve more precision.
To analyze statistically whether subjects increased the number of keywords in their
weather/economy queries as their precision ratings of those queries increased, regression
analysis was performed on the following model.
y = βo + β1x1
In the model, y is the number of keywords in a weather/economy query and x1 is
the subject’s precision rating of that query, where x1 takes on values 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5.
Regression analysis resulted in βo and β1 estimates of 3.29 and 0.50, respectively,
indicating that the number of keywords in a weather/economy query increased by 0.50
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with each increase in a query’s precision rating. To test the statistical significance of the
β1 estimate, the following null and alternative hypotheses were tested.
H0: β1 = 0
H1: β1 > 0
The 95% confidence infterval for β1 is (0.30, 0.71), which does not include 0. The
t-value for the β1 estimate was equal to 4.83 with an associated p-value of 2.97 × 10-6.
The p-value is less than the critical value of 0.05; therefore the null hypothesis is rejected.
A similar test was performed on the cell phone data in Figure 18 and no statistically
significant relationship was found between the number of keywords in a cell phone query
and the subject’s precision rating of that query.
The data in Figure 19 was statistically analyzed to detect any statistically
significant relationships between the percentage of a query that appears in the search task
description and the subject’s precision rating of the query. A description of that analysis
follows Figure 19.
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Figure 19. Percentage of query keywords in the search task description vs. subjects’
precision ratings of their queries, by search task.
Figure 19 gives some indication that, with both tasks, subjects tended to decrease
the percentage of their query keywords that appear in the search task description as they
tried to achieve more precision with those queries. To analyze statistically whether, for
the weather/economy task, subjects decreased the percentage of their query keywords that
appeared in the search task description as they tried to achieve more precision with those
queries, regression analysis was performed on the following model.
y = βo + β1x1
In the model, y is the percentage of a query’s keywords that appear in the
weather/economy search task description and x1 is the subject’s precision rating of that
weather/economy query, where x1 takes on values 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5. Regression analysis
resulted in βo and β1 estimates of 85.01 and -3.46, respectively, indicating that the
percentage of a query’s keywords that appear in the weather/economy search task
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description decreased by 3.46 with each increase in a query’s precision rating. To test the
statistical significance of the β1 estimate, the following null and alternative hypotheses
were tested.
H0: β1 = 0
H1: β1 < 0
The 95% confidence interval for β1 is (-6.27, -0.65), which does not include 0.
The t-value for the β1 estimate was equal to -2.43 with an associated p-value of 0.0160.
The p-value is less than the critical value of 0.05; therefore the null hypothesis is rejected.
However, the estimated value of β1, i.e. 3.46, is so small that it is arguably trivial and of
little practical significance. A similar test was performed on the cell phone data in Figure
19 and no statistically significant relationship was found between the percentage of query
keywords that appeared in the cell phone search task description and the precision ratings
of those cell phone queries.
In summary with regards to Figure 18 and Figure 19, for the weather/economy
task, subjects demonstrated a strategy to increase precision by increasing the number of
keywords in their queries. For the cell phone task, subjects did not try to increase
precision by increasing the number of keywords in their queries. Instead, for the cell
phone task, subjects demonstrated a strategy to increase precision by substituting words.
With the cell phone task, which was the task on which subjects had more background, a
number of subjects clearly believed they could achieve more precision by substituting
keywords without it being necessary to increase the number of keywords in the query.
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Figure 20 indicates that the difference between subjects’ recall and precision
ratings for their first queries was almost twice as much as that for their subsequent
queries. Statistical tests on the data represented in Figure 20 follow Figure 20.
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Figure 20. Subjects’ average recall rating of their queries – their average precision rating
of their queries vs. the subject’s query number.
To test the significance of the data illustrated in Figure 20 across both search
tasks, the following were defined. In the definitions, Recall – Precision is the difference
between a query’s recall and precision ratings as supplied by the subject who composed
the query.
µA = the average value of Recall – Precision for all subjects’ first queries
µB = the average value of Recall – Precision for all subjects’ second queries
µC = the average value of Recall – Precision for all subjects’ third queries
µD = the average value of Recall – Precision for all subjects’ fourth queries
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µE = the average value of Recall – Precision for all subjects’ fifth queries
From Figure 20, it appears that µB = µC = µD = µE. To test the statistical
significance of this data, the following hypothesis test was performed:
H0: µB = µC = µD = µE
H1: µB < µC
H2: µB < µD
H3: µB < µE.
H4: µC < µD
H5: µC < µE
H6: µD < µE
For all six alternative hypotheses, one-sided tests assuming unequal variances
resulted in p-values greater than the critical value of 0.05. For example, for H3, a t-value
of 0.4103 was found with a p-value equal to 0.3411. Therefore, the null hypothesis is not
rejected.
The final statistical test performed on the data in Figure 20 was to analyze
whether µB, µC, µD, and µE are less than µA. Since H0 was not rejected in the previous
test, the data for queries 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 were pooled together. Letting µF be the average
value of Recall – Precision for all subjects’ second through fifth queries, the following
hypothesis test was performed:
H0: µF = µA
H1: µF > µA.
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A one-sided t-test assuming unequal variances resulted in a t-value of 2.7292 (98
degrees of freedom) with a p-value equal to 0.0038. The p-value is less than the critical
value of 0.05; therefore the null hypothesis is rejected.
In conclusion, when composing their five queries for each search task, subjects
tended to place more emphasis on recall than precision with their first query as compared
to their subsequent queries.

6.6. QUERY DESCRIPTIONS
The subjects’ descriptions of their queries did not reveal any insights into user
beliefs or intentions. When writing descriptions about their queries, subjects did not
expand very much on their queries, with the exception of a few subjects who wrote
lengthier explanations about how one of their queries compared to another. To learn
more about how a person composes queries, it would be necessary to know more about
the person’s domain knowledge with respect to the search task. For example, with
regards to the weather/economy search task it would help to know if a subject is familiar
with the magnitude of the effects that rising national fuel prices have on transportation
costs. However, surveying a subject on various aspects of a search task would not be
possible without clueing the subject on possible keywords to use in a query, thus
inadvertently biasing the subject towards including a particular set of keywords in their
queries. It is concluded that the more one attempts to restrict and define the information
need, or desire, of a person the less one learns about how that information need affects
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their query intentions. One possible explanation is that desire cannot be so easily
controlled.

6.7. QUERY DISTANCE STATISTICS
Subjects returned their surveys after completing them and without being allowed
to submit their queries to a search engine. Afterwards, data from the surveys were
entered into a spreadsheet. Each query was submitted to the Google search engine and
the first three pages of the search results were saved, i.e. the top 30 ranked web pages
were saved. According to [92], an internet search engine user views an average of 1.39
search results screens per query, so there is justification in saving only the top 30 ranked
web pages for each query. Using the distance measure, distances were calculated
between all 165 unique queries from the cell phone task and all 169 queries from the
weather/economy task. In the algorithm, the maximum number of chain links was set
equal to five. If no connecting chain of five links or less existed between two queries, the
distance between them was set equal to the total number of web pages retrieved by all
queries. For the cell phone task, 4778 web pages were retrieved. For the
weather/economy task, 4538 web pages were retrieved.
For each query q, all other queries were sorted according to their distance from q.
All queries that were closest to query q, with the exception of q itself, received a distance
rank equal to 1; the second closest queries received a distance rank equal to 2, etc.
Average distances were taken across clusters of 10 consecutive distance rankings. For
example, for each query, an average distance was calculated for all queries with distance
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rankings 1 through 10, an average distance was calculated for all queries with distance
rankings 11 through 20, etc., up to distance rankings 91 through 100. The average
distance between query q and the queries in cluster k is denoted as d(qK), for K = 1 to 10.
Those 10 clusters of queries and their distances are listed in Table 16 and plotted in
Figure 21. The distances are plotted against the maximum ranking in each cluster. Note
that if a reference query was not connected by a chain to any other query, then all other
queries appeared in cluster 1 for that reference query with distances equal to 4538 or
4778 for the weather/economy and cell phone tasks, respectively. Such cases were not
included when calculating d(q1) averages. There were 20 such cases for the
weather/economy search task and 5 such cases for the cell phone search task.

Cluster

d(qK) (Weather/Econ Task)

d(qK) (Cell Phone Task)

1

50.72

47.05

2

65.48

56.06

3

72.41

61.03

4

78.85

89.14

5

84.56

70.41

6

89.30

74.40

7

94.41

139.63

8

297.45

224.93

9

1265.56

1108.23

10

3013.68

1618.34

Table 16. Average distances to ranked query distance clusters.
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Avg d(qK) vs. Query Distance Rank
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Figure 21. Average distance between a subject query and other queries vs. query distance
rank.
Figure 22 indicates a linear trend in clusters 1 through 7, although no statistical
tests were performed to test for linearity. The linear trend appears stronger for the
weather/economy task than for the cell phone task. The reason behind this is that for the
cell phone task there were queries in more distant clusters, e.g. cluster 4, that were
theoretically infinitely distant from one or more reference queries. For the
weather/economy task, no queries that were clustered in clusters 2 through 7 were
infinitely distant from a reference query. In other words, with regards to
weather/economy clusters 1 through 7, if a query was infinitely distant from a reference
query, it was infinitely distant from all other queries in those clusters.
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Avg d(qK) vs. Query Distance Rank
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Figure 22. Average distance between a subject query and other queries vs. query distance
rank for clusters 1 through 7.
For each query q in a subject’s group of 5 queries, an average distance between
query q and the subject’s other queries was calculated. That distance is denoted as d(qS).
The difference between d(qK) and d(qS) is equal to d(qK) − d(qS). Averages for d(qK) −
d(qS) for each task are listed in Table 17 and plotted in Figure 23. In the figure, the
points where graphs cross the horizontal axis are the points where, on average with
respect to distance for each task, a subject’s query is as similar to the subject’s other
queries as it is to queries in the cluster at that point on the horizontal axis.
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Cluster

Avg d(qK) − d(qS)
(Weather/Econ)

Avg d(qK) − d(qS)
(Cell Phone)

1

-400.32

-174.70

2

-433.22

-170.37

3

-426.29

-165.40

4

-419.85

-137.28

5

-414.14

-156.94

6

-409.40

-152.95

7

-404.29

-87.72

8

-201.25

-6.18

9

782.44

881.08

10

2544.32

1450.65

Table 17. Cluster averages for d(qK) − d(qS) for each search task.
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Figure 23. Average d(qK) − d(qS) vs. the distance ranking of other queries.
Of particular interest in Figure 23 is the difference between the weather/economy
and cell phone graphs. Compared to the weather/economy task, the difference between a
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subject’s own queries and other subjects’ queries is not as great for the cell phone task,
i.e. subjects’ own queries are clustered closer together for the cell phone task than for the
weather/economy task. To test the statistical significance of the data for clusters 1
through 9, let µE be the mean d(qK) – d(qS) for all weather/economy queries and let µC be
the mean d(qK) – d(qS) for all cell phone queries. The following hypothesis test was
performed.
H0: µC = µE
H1: µC > µE
The estimated values of µE and µC were -267.19 and -27.35, respectively. A onesided t-test assuming unequal variances resulted in a t-value of -7.3215 (2737 degrees of
freedom) with a p-value equal to 1.6 × 10-13. The p-value is less than the critical value of
0.05; therefore the null hypothesis is rejected.
To test further the statistical significance of the data independently for each
cluster 1 through 9, let µEj be the mean d(qj) – d(qS) for all weather/economy queries and
let µCj be the mean d(qj) – d(qS) for all cell phone queries, where j = 1 to 9. The
following hypothesis test was performed.
H0: µCj = µEj, for j = 1 to 9
H1: µCj > µEj, for j = 1 to 9
One-sided t-tests assuming unequal variances resulted in p-values less than 0.05
for all j (> 253 degrees of freedom), except for j = 9. For j = 9, the resulting t-value was 0.5345 (300 degrees of freedom) with a p-value equal to 0.2967. Therefore, for j = 1 to
8, the null hypothesis is rejected, but for j = 9, the null hypothesis is not rejected.
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The trend illustrated in Figure 23 might be related to different levels of expertise
that subjects had on the two search tasks. If so, then a person that has less expertise on an
area of interest might submit unintentionally queries that give more varied search results
than if the person had more expertise. To look for more evidence of this, d(qK) − d(qS) is
plotted against each distance cluster by search task background. The data is listed in
Table 18. Only data from the cell phone task was plotted, because only one subject
claimed to have some background in the weather/economy task. The data is plotted in
Figure 24 and the graph is consistent with Figure 23. A statistical test of the data follows
Figure 24.

Cluster

Avg d(qK) − d(qS)
(No Background)

Avg d(qK) − d(qS)
(Some Background)

1

-228.02

-138.22

2

-225.00

-132.96

3

-220.36

-127.76

4

-215.17

-83.96

5

-210.60

-119.87

6

-206.89

-115.68

7

-202.81

-8.20

8

-103.69

63.73

9

1050.90

755.86

10

1679.34

1306.04

Table 18. Cluster averages for d(qK) − d(qS) for the cell phone search task. Averages
divide according to subject search task background.
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Avg d(qK) − d(qS) vs. Query Distance Rank
(Cell Phone Task)
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Figure 24. Average d(qK) − d(qS) vs. the distance ranking of other queries by background
for the cell phone search task.
To test the statistical significance of the data in Figure 24 for clusters 1 through 9,
let µN be the mean d(qK) – d(qS) for all cell phone queries composed by subjects with no
task background and let µB be the mean d(qK) – d(qS) for all cell phone queries composed
by subjects with some task background. The following hypothesis test was performed.
H0: µB = µN
H1: µB > µN
The estimated values of µN and µB were -49.9 and 0.77, respectively. A one-sided
t-test assuming unequal variances resulted in a t-value of -1.2333 (1121 degrees of
freedom) with a p-value equal to 0.1089. The p-value is greater than the critical value of
0.05; therefore the null hypothesis is not rejected.
To test further the statistical significance of the data in Figure 24 independently
for each cluster 1 through 9, let µNj be the mean d(qj) – d(qS) for all cell phone queries
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composed by subjects with no task background and let µBj be the mean d(qj) – d(qS) for
all cell phone queries composed by subjects with some task background, where j = 1 to 9.
The following hypothesis test was performed.
H0: µBj = µNj, for j = 1 to 9
H1: µBj > µNj, for j = 1 to 9
One-sided t-tests assuming unequal variances resulted in p-values ranging from
0.01487 for k = 7 to 0.1008 for k = 5, with the p-value for k = 7 being the only p-value
less than 0.05 (180 degrees of freedom). Therefore, the null hypothesis is not rejected for
j = 1 to 6 and for j = 8 and 9. For j = 7, the null hypothesis is rejected. In conclusion,
although Figure 24 does not provide statistically significant evidence that a person with
less expertise on an area of interest might submit unintentionally queries that give more
varied search results than if the person had more expertise, the evidence is very close to
being statistically significant and further study is warranted.
In Figure 23 and Figure 24, both graphs cross the x-axis at approximately the 8th
cluster. As pointed out earlier, where the graphs cross the x-axis is the point where, on
average with respect to distance, a subject’s query is as similar to the subject’s other
queries as it is to queries in the cluster at that point. Up to that point, Figure 23 and
Figure 24 indicate that subjects generated variety in their own queries relative to other
queries regardless of task or task background.
As further illustration of the variety in user queries, d(qS) was plotted for each
subject for each task. The plot is in Figure 25. A query pair distance was not used in
calculating d(qS) if the two queries did not have intersecting topics and were not
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connected by a chain of topics. There were 68 such query pairs out of 366 total pairs in
the weather/economy task and 23 such query pairs out of 377 total pairs in the cell phone
task. Average d(qS) for the weather/economy task was 78.32. Average d(qS) for the cell
phone task was 63.11.
It’s unknown what caused the variety in subject queries. A larger study into
subjects’ desires is necessary to clarify the reasons behind the variety.
d(qS) vs. Subject
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Figure 25. Average distance between a subject’s own queries for all subjects. Averages
do not include query pair distances for queries that are not connect by a chain of topics.
Shared keywords data was also plotted and the data is listed in Table 19. The
average number of shared keywords between a query and each query in cluster k is
denoted as w(qK). Table 19 also includes d(qK) for each cluster. Inspecting the data in
Table 19 reveals an apparently linearly decreasing w(qK) coinciding with an apparently
linearly increasing d(qK).
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Weather/Economy Task

Cell Phone Task

Cluster

w(qK)

d(qK)

w(qK)

d(qK)

1

2.12

50.72

1.80

47.05

2

1.89

65.48

1.69

56.06

3

1.73

72.41

1.59

61.03

4

1.63

78.85

1.49

89.14

5

1.53

84.56

1.40

70.41

6

1.44

89.30

1.29

74.40

7

1.22

94.41

1.21

139.63

8

1.07

297.45

1.00

224.93

9

1.08

1265.56

0.95

1108.23

10

1.31

3013.68

0.98

1618.34

Table 19. Average number of shared keywords between a query and the queries in each
cluster of ranked queries.
The data from Table 19 is plotted in Figure 26. The graph in Figure 26 shows that
as the distance between queries increases, the number of shared keywords between those
queries decreases. Towards the tail ends of the plots at around cluster 8, there is a slight
increase in the number of shared keywords between queries. According to the distance
plots in Figure 23, cluster 8 is about where some of a subject’s own queries should
appear. If a subject uses a set of keywords repeatedly in their queries, then that would
cause the increase in shared keywords at the tail ends of the plots in Figure 26.
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Avg w(qK) vs. Query Distance Rank
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Figure 26. Average number of share keywords between a subject’s query and other
queries vs. the distance ranking of other queries.
The number of shared keywords between a query and all other queries was next
compared to w(qK), the number of shared keywords between a query and each query in
cluster k. The average number of shared keywords between a query and all other queries
is denoted as w(qS). The difference between w(qK) and w(qS) is w(qK) − w(qS). Data for
w(qK) − w(qS) is listed in Table 20. The data from Table 20 is plotted in Figure 27.
From the plot in Figure 27 it can be seen that, on average for both tasks, a
subject’s query shares the same number of keywords with queries in cluster 5 as it does
with all other queries. Referring to Figure 26, it can be seen that a query shares an
average of approximately 1.5 keywords with other queries in cluster 5.
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Cluster

Avg w(qK) − w(qS)
Weather/Econ Task

Avg w(qK) − w(qS)
Cell Phone Task

1

0.58

0.38

2

0.35

0.26

3

0.19

0.16

4

0.09

0.06

5

-0.01

-0.03

6

-0.10

-0.15

7

-0.32

-0.22

8

-0.47

-0.43

9

-0.46

-0.49

10

-0.27

-0.47

Table 20. Cluster averages for w(qK) − w(qS) for each cluster.
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Figure 27. Average number of shared keywords between a subject’s query and other
cluster queries – the average number of shared keywords between a query and all
other own queries vs. query distance rank.
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6.8. SUMMARY
For this survey, subjects were assigned a search task, so they were not defining
the information need themselves and their motivations did not come from personal
interest. Self-defining an information need might have some influence on query
formulation and on a subject’s articulation of query motives and intentions. However,
specifying an information need was necessary in order to obtain a consistent and
comparable sample of queries from multiple subjects.
Judging from Figure 12, subjects showed a tendency to reduce the percentage of
search task description words in their queries as they composed more queries. However,
out of 380 total queries for the two search tasks, 370 queries contained at least one
keyword from the search task description. Increasing the number of queries required
from each subject, e.g. 10 instead of only 5, might result in subjects using more of their
own words in their last few queries and possibly expose a subject’s level of knowledge
with regards to subtopics related to the search task. Subsequent studies could examine
the relationships of a subject’s query keywords to the task description as the demands to
think of more keywords becomes greater, either after exhausting the use of task
description words or after being forbidden from using keywords from the task
description. On open question is whether use of terms with high co-occurrence varies
relative to use of semantically related terms with topic and/or search engine experience.
From the data represented in Figures 6 through 27, it appears that subjects’ beliefs
about their information needs were reflected in their recall and precision ratings of their
own queries. Beliefs about information needs also appear to have been reflected in the
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strategies subjects employed to achieve higher precision for their queries when they did
not have knowledge about the search results their queries would retrieve.
The distance measure shows potential for differentiating between search tasks
whose relevant information is well known among a population of search engine users and
search tasks whose relevant information is not well known among a population of search
engine users. The data displayed in Figures 21 through 27 indicate that the distance
characteristics and keyword characteristics of user queries, e.g. the number of shared
keywords with other queries, may give some indication of the user’s level of expertise
relative to the general population. The survey results presented in this thesis were
obtained with only two specific search tasks and one popular internet search engine.
These results can be extended by applying the distance measure to other search tasks and
possibly other search engines.
A summary of survey findings is listed in Table 21. For each item in Table 21,
inferences are interpretations of the alternative hypothesis defined in the hypothesis test
that was performed on the data in the item’s figure. Each item’s figure is listed in the
“Figure” column. Included in some inference descriptions is a p-value, which is the
probability of a Type I error, i.e. the probability of rejecting the null hypothesis when the
null hypothesis is true. When the null hypothesis was not rejected, no p-value is given.
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Item

Item Description

Inference

Figure

Avg % of Query in Task
Description vs. Subject
Query Number

Both tasks: Subjects use a smaller percentage
of task words in their query with each
-7
successive query. p-value: 2.7 × 10

Figure 12

Avg Query Keywords vs.
Precision Rating

Weather/Econ: Subjects use more keywords to
-6
achieve higher precision p-value: 2.97 × 10
Cell Phone: Subjects do not change the
number of query keywords to achieve higher
precision

Figure 18

3

Avg % of Query in Task
Description vs. Precision
Rating

Weather/Econ: Subjects add their own words
to task words to achieve higher precision,
although those words may be accompanied by
other task words. p-value: 0.0160
Figure 19
Cell Phone: Subjects substitute either their
own words with their own words or task words
with other task words to achieve higher
precision.

4

Both Tasks: Subjects place much more
emphasis on recall than precision with their
Avg Recall – Precision vs. initial queries. Subjects place only slightly
Subject Query Number
more emphasis on recall with successive
queries. p-value: 0.0038

1

2

5

Avg d(qK) – d(qs) vs.
Query Distance Rank

Figure 20

Both Tasks: Subjects’ queries are clustered
closer together for the cell phone task than for
Figure 23
the weather/econ task, suggesting an effect due
-13
to task expertise. p-value: 1.6 × 10

Table 21. A summary of survey findings. Where p-values are given, they represent
the probability of a Type I error. Where p-values are not given, the null hypothesis
was not rejected.
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CHAPTER 7:

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this thesis a measure was formulated and investigated for calculating distances
between queries that users submit to internet search engines. The goal in developing the
distance measure is to increase the efficiency of information searches by enhancing the
dialogue nature of interactions between search engines and search engine users.
To better characterize what users bring to this dialogue, the distance measure was
developed in the context of Belief, Desire, and Intention Theory. The distance measure is
intuitive and relatively simple to understand, so that it might bring search engine users
closer to understanding the search results that their queries obtain and improve users’
understanding of the information space in which they are navigating.
The dialogue concept also motivated another goal of the distance measure: to help
a search engine better understand its population of users and, consequently, better
understand any particular user relative to the population. To test the distance measure, a
survey was given to look for correlations between user beliefs, desires, intentions, user
queries, and the search results of queries as reflected in the calculated distances between
those search results. Key findings from the survey include those listed below.
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1. Results of the survey indicate that people’s beliefs about their information
needs are reflected in the strategies they employ to achieve higher
precision for their queries. In particular, subjects in this study showed a
tendency to use more query keywords to achieve higher precision when
they believed their information need to be greater.
2. The distance measure shows potential for differentiating between search
tasks about which a population has differing beliefs with regards to their
own knowledge of those tasks. To obtain search results for subjects’
queries, the queries were submitted to the Google search engine. After
applying the proposed distance measure to the search results, clustering
queries based on calculated distances resulted in data plots that differed
according to search task. The differing data plots are an indication that the
distance measure is sensitive to user search task knowledge and to user
beliefs about their knowledge.

Subsequent research should include more surveys, both similar and different to
the survey conducted for this thesis. One simple extension would be to administer the
survey to a new group of subjects and count how many new unique queries are collected.
This could give some insight into how many unique queries related to the search tasks are
in the total population. It might also provide evidence of query distributions across
domains of user knowledge. Increasing the number of queries required from each
subject, e.g. 10 instead of only 5, might result in subjects using more of their own words
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in their last few queries and possibly expose a subject’s level of knowledge with regards
to subtopics related to the search task. Another line of inquiry is to examine the cognitive
source of a subject’s query keywords as the demand to think of more keywords is
increased. The level of demand required to inspire greater variety of keywords may be
dependent on user characteristics such as background knowledge and search behavior.
Future work should also include applying the distance measure to different search
engines. The distance measure might serve as a tool for comparing one search engine’s
performance to others.
Another use of the distance measure is to create a metric topology on the space of
queries and to use that topology to help users visualize and navigate the information
space. If the area surrounding a search engine user’s current position is defined as those
queries that are within some distance from the user’s current position, then the search
engine could give clues as to how much of that area the user has covered or not covered.
The distance measure provides the basis for an information visualization tool and a
mathematical technique for finding or forming queries that locate a centroid to a user’s
queries.
Implementing such a query suggestion tool would require a database of historical
user queries and an index of the search results they obtain. The desired fidelity of query
distances would determine the number of search results pages for each query to index in
the database. An alternative criterion to desired fidelity would be to index only those
search results pages that have actually been viewed by past users. A query’s search
results pages could be automatically updated each time the query is submitted by a user.
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Each query could also have an expiration date at which time the query record would be
either automatically updated by the search engine or deleted from the database.
Calculating the distances between all queries from the weather/economy task took
three days on a Dell Precision 360 personal computer with and Intel Pentium 4 processor.
Calculating distances for the cell phone task took seven days. Due to the computational
intensity involved with calculating query distances and in absence of a faster algorithm,
implementing in real time a query suggestion tool based on the distance measure would
require a pre-calculated database of query distances made readily accessible to the search
engine. Independent and perhaps distributed computational resources could be dedicated
to the task of calculating distances and query clusters.
When implementing a query suggestion tool in real time, a user’s search tactic
could be monitored and, as implied by survey results, analyzed in comparison with past
users that have submitted similar queries to determine the user’s probably expertise level
and/or information need. The analysis could be performed either by the search engine or
by a software agent on the user’s own computer that communicates with the search
engine to retrieve population statistics. The results of the analysis could narrow down the
list of queries that the user might find useful.
One way for a query suggestion tool to be useful would be to guide the user to
relevant queries in such a way that the user submits the same or less number of queries
during their search session than they would otherwise submit. The second way for a
query suggestion tool to be useful would be to guide the user to relevant queries in such a
way that the user submits more queries during their search session than they would
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otherwise submit, but the query suggestion tool would decrease the cognitive load
associated with formulating queries and/or reduce the amount of time it takes to
formulate and submit a query to the search engine. Full automation of query refinement
is the ultimate end of this line of inquiry.
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APPENDIX A:

QUERY SURVEY

This survey will ask you to formulate search engine queries that you would
submit to an internet search engine, e.g. Google. The form of this survey is as follows.
On each of the next two pages you will see a short description of a search task, for a total
of two search tasks. For each task, after reading the description and answering some
brief questions on your background, formulate five queries that you would submit to an
internet search engine if you were to search the internet for web pages relevant to the
search topic. To include a phrase in a query, surround the phrase with quotes (“…”).
You are not limited to using keywords that appear in the search task description or in the
number of keywords per query.
For example, a search task may be: Find out about possible links between allergic
reactions and indoor carpets. Five possible queries are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

carpets allergies
“indoor carpeting” allergens
“hepa filters” pets
vacuum cleaners allergy
allergy prevention indoor carpets

The survey begins on the next page.
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Here is your first search task description:
Find out what yearly weather trends do to the performance of the United States’
economy.

Before supplying your queries, please answer the following four questions.
1. Have you ever performed an internet search on this topic or similar topics?
Yes

No

2. Do you have any background on the topic described in the task description, e.g.
personal experience, independent reading, or college coursework?
Yes

No

If “Yes”, what type of background?
3. On a scale of 1 to 5, with 1 being “very little additional information, I’m already an
expert” and 5 being “all possible information, I don’t know much”, how much
information on the given topic would you need to learn in order to become an expert on
the topic?
1

2

3

4

5

4. Assume that a “search session” consists of one or more queries on the same topic.
Approximately how many search sessions per week do you perform on the internet with a
search engine?
0 to 5

6 to 10

Greater than 10

Please list five possible queries related to the search task:
1.________________________________________________________________
2.________________________________________________________________
3.________________________________________________________________
4.________________________________________________________________
5.________________________________________________________________
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Here is your second search task description:
Find information on selecting a cell phone plan based on expected cell phone usage.

Before supplying your queries, please answer the following four questions.
1. Have you ever performed an internet search on this topic or similar topics?
Yes

No

2. Do you have any background on the topic described in the task description, e.g.
personal experience, independent reading, or college coursework?
Yes

No

If “Yes”, what type of background?

3. On a scale of 1 to 5, with 1 being “very little additional information, I’m an expert”
and 5 being “all possible information, I don’t know much”, how much information on the
given topic would you need to learn in order to become an expert on the topic?
1

2

3

4

5

Please list five possible queries related to the search task:
1.________________________________________________________________
2.________________________________________________________________
3.________________________________________________________________
4.________________________________________________________________
5.________________________________________________________________
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As a follow up to listing your queries, for each of your queries please write one
sentence, either a statement or a question, describing the meaning of each query. For
instance, for the query “allergy prevention indoor carpets” that was given in the
carpet/allergy example, one possible sentence description is “How do I eliminate
allergens from my indoor carpets to help reduce my allergies?” You are not required to
use any keywords in a particular query when writing a sentence description of that query.

Please write your query descriptions/meanings for the weather/US economy search
topic:
1.________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________

2.________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________

3.________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________

4.________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________

5.________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
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Please write your query descriptions/meanings for the cell phone search topic:
1.________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________

2.________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________

3.________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________

4.________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________

5.________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
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On a scale of 1 to 5, with 1 being “weak” and 5 being “strong”, for each of your queries
rate the search results you intend to retrieve with your query with respect to
a) retrieving all relevant webpages and
b) retrieving relevant webpages while excluding irrelevant webpages
Please circle your ratings below for your five queries for the weather/US economy
search topic.
Query 1 ratings:

Query 2 ratings:

a)

1

2

3

4

5

a)

1

2

3

4

5

b)

1

2

3

4

5

b)

1

2

3

4

5

Query 3 ratings:

Query 4 ratings:

a)

1

2

3

4

5

a)

1

2

3

4

5

b)

1

2

3

4

5

b)

1

2

3

4

5

Query 5 ratings:
a)

1

2

3

4

5

b)

1

2

3

4

5

Please circle your ratings below for your five queries for the cell phone search topic.
Query 1 ratings:

Query 2 ratings:

a)

1

2

3

4

5

a)

1

2

3

4

5

b)

1

2

3

4

5

b)

1

2

3

4

5

Query 3 ratings:

Query 4 ratings:

a)

1

2

3

4

5

a)

1

2

3

4

5

b)

1

2

3

4

5

b)

1

2

3

4

5

Query 5 ratings:
a)

1

2

3

4

5

b)

1

2

3

4

5
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APPENDIX B:

SIMULATION

B.1. SIMULATION PURPOSE
The simulation’s purpose is to act as a tool for comparing user search
performance with and without query guidance by modeling a user submitting queries to
an internet search engine. The simulation is not meant as a substitute for an actual
human-search engine experiment or as a validation of the usefulness of these methods in
an actual human-search engine environment. Instead, it is meant as a tool for
investigating any effects on an internet search that the topology created by the distance
measure proposed in this thesis might have.

B.2. SIMULATION DESCRIPTION
B.2.1. OVERVIEW
At the outset of each simulated user search, the user has an information goal. The
simulation then generates sequences of queries selected from a database of queries
generated by the simulation. Each query in the sequence is selected one at a time and the
next query selected in the sequence depends on simulated user characteristics and, if a
guided search is being simulated, the calculated distance from the previous submitted
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query. If a guided search is not being simulated, each query in the sequence is randomly
selected.
Each query in the sequence potentially generates information that will be
available to the simulated user. If the search results retrieved by a query do not contain
any documents relevant to the user’s information need, then the query will not generate
any information for the user. The amount of information gleaned from the search results
by the simulated user will depend on simulated user characteristics. Before submitting
another simulated query, the total amount of information accrued by the user over the
sequence of all previous queries is evaluated. If the user’s information goal has been
achieved, then the user submits no more queries and the search ends. If the user’s
information goal has not been achieved, then another query is selected and added to the
sequence.

B.2.2. MODELING INFORMATION AND LINGUISTIC ABILITIES
It is assumed that a topic can be divided into discrete sub-topics. Therefore,
simulated information is bundled into discrete packets and represented as entities.
Although this greatly simplifies the representation of information, for purposes here it is
not an over-simplification when one considers that information in the real world is
bundled into packets that take the form of words, paragraphs, chapters, web pages, etc.
In an attempt to approximate associations between packets of information, statistical cooccurrences between information are randomly generated with each hypothetical
database that is built during the simulation.
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In modeling a user’s search behavior on the internet, a user’s linguistic abilities, e.g.
vocabulary, are not modeled in the simulation. Instead, they are contained in the
randomness of the simulation. Without any controlled linguistic abilities to guide the
user in the simulation, the only query guidance available to the user is from the proposed
methods. The guidance takes the form of suggested queries that result from the
information structure supplied by mathematical constructs developed in this thesis.

B.2.3. GENERATING ARTIFICIAL QUERIES AND DOCUMENTS
Before simulating a user submitting queries to an internet search engine, there
must exist artificial documents, queries, and query distances. Therefore, a model was
built that creates the documents and queries as inputs into the user simulation. Both
simulation models are built using the Arena simulation package.
Simulations typically model real world systems or potential real world systems,
but generating artificial documents and queries is not really a model of a system.
However, because Arena was chosen for modeling a user submitting queries to an
internet search engine and because of the probability distributions and other features
available in Arena, Arena was the software package of choice for generating artificial
documents and queries.
The artificial queries are meant to represent all possible queries that a typical user
might submit when researching the artificial user’s subject of interest. A user would not
necessarily submit all possible queries during a single search session, but would submit
some of them until an information need is satisfied or until the user quits the search for
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some other reason. Any number of artificial queries can be created in the simulation,
although increasing the number of queries increases the computational expense. A total
of 50 queries were created for the simulation. A series of array variables in the model
represent the queries and each variable array holds information for all the queries in the
database, e.g. the size of a query’s search results list and the number of relevant
documents in a query’s search results list. Each query is assigned a unique index into the
array variables.
In addition to setting the total number of artificial queries in the simulation,
another step was to set the total number of artificial documents, or web pages, to create in
the simulation. Each document in the simulation appears in at least one query’s search
results list. According to [92], an internet search engine user views an average of 1.39
search results screens per query. Since a user views an average of between one and two
search results screens per query and search engines commonly display 10 documents per
search results screen, a total of (50 queries)*(10 web pages/screen)*(2 screens/query) =
1000 unique artificial documents were created for the simulation. This creates search
results lists that average more than 20 documents, because some documents are retrieved
by more than one query in the simulation.
Each query was assigned a relevance level and a search results list. For each
query, with a probability of 0.20 the query was assigned a relevance level between 0.001
and 0.050 according to a triangular distribution with a mean of 0.010. With a probability
of (1 - 0.20) = 0.80, the query was assigned a relevance level equal to 0. Similarly, with a
probability of 0.10 each document was assigned a relevance level between 0.001 and
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0.050 according to a triangular distribution with a mean of 0.010. With a probability of
(1 - 0.10) = 0.90, a document was assigned a relevance level equal to 0.
To create search results lists, each of the 1000 documents was initially assigned to
the single query that had the most similar relevance level to the document’s relevance
level. Irrelevant documents initially were assigned randomly to irrelevant queries. After
a document was initially assigned to a query, a document was assigned to another query
with a probability based on the total number of queries and the difference between the
relevance of the document and the relevance of the query. Therefore, it was possible for
any artificial document to appear in the search results lists of two or more artificial
queries.
The resultant set of artificial queries and documents was then assigned
information. A document was assigned an amount of information dependent on the
document’s level of relevance. Documents in the same search results list usually,
although not always, shared the same particular pieces of information. The whole
process of creating artificial queries, documents, and search results lists generated
random statistical co-occurrences of information among the documents. Upon
completion of a set of artificial queries and their associated search results lists, distances
between queries were calculated in the simulation using the distance measure developed
in Method 2. A 2-dimensional variable array holds the distances between queries. For
experimental purposes, 15 artificial databases were created as inputs to the user model.
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B.2.4. THE USER MODEL
Each run of the simulation models 100 users submitting queries from each of the
15 artificial databases that were created as inputs into the user model, i.e. a total of 1500
search sessions, or users, are simulated. Running the model simulates a user that is
submitting queries to a search engine. If an unguided search is being performed, then the
simulated user selects queries at random. If a guided search is being performed, then the
simulated user selects queries based on query distances. If the guided search criteria
alone defined the user, then the user would be quite simple. However, at the risk of
making the search behavior more complicated, the simulated user was made more
interesting by adding some simulated human characteristics to the simulated user.

B.2.4.1. USER CHARACTERISTICS
Listed below are potential characteristics to be included in a user model. Each
characteristic is described in terms of one or more key questions about the user.

Characteristics of a user model:

1. Type of search. Is the user performing a comprehensive search or are they
looking for something specific? E.g. is the user trying to find one particular
document or is the user trying to find at least one document from each set in a
collection of sets of documents?
2. Knowledge. How much does the user know about their subject of interest?
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The user’s knowledge about their subject of interest could affect their search
behavior. For example, a relevant document in a search results list could impact
an expert’s beliefs about the quality of their query.
3. Stubbornness. When the user finds a relevant document, will the user continue
searching for other documents? I.e. how many times does the user need to see
information before the user believes the information?
A user might exhibit this characteristic as a way to validate the relevance and/or
authenticity of a document by comparing it to other documents, thus convincing
the user that the relevant document is indeed relevant and/or contains all needed
information.
4. Conservativeness. How does the user respond to familiar documents in a search
results list and/or to familiar performance, e.g. performance as measured by the
relevance of a search results list? Will the user continue to make small changes to
query terms or is the user willing to make larger changes when he begins to see
familiar documents that were retrieved by previous queries and/or to see familiar
performance?
Conservativeness is similar to Stubbornness, but the difference between the two is
that Conservativeness is in regards to actions and intentions whereas
Stubbornness is in regards to beliefs.
5. Thoroughness. Will the user evaluate each and every document in a search
results list? How many pages of a search results list will the user examine? How
averse is the user to formulating multiple queries?
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Thoroughness is reflected in the probability that a user will find a relevant
document in a search results list conditioned on the ranking of the relevant
document in the list. Thoroughness might appear to be affected by Knowledge.
For example, a knowledgeable user more than a novice user might recognize a
relevant document in a search results list from the short description of the
document that is presented in the list.
6. Memory. How much of a search will the user remember? For example, if a user
submits 10 queries over the course of a search, how many of the previous 10
search results will the user remember?
A search results list might be made more memorable if it contains relevant
documents.
7. Patience. How likely will the user give up on a search if their initial queries are
not fruitful?

B.2.4.2. MODEL PARAMETERS
Parameters were defined in the simulation model to capture some of the above
user characteristics. The parameters defined in the simulation are listed below.
1. Detection Probability. This parameter is assigned a value in the interval [0, 1]
and it is the probability that the user identifies a document in a search results list
as being relevant, given that the document is relevant. Detection Probability is
intended to model the user’s thoroughness and possibly knowledge and patience.
For example, familiarity with orthopedics might increase the probability that a
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user will recognize the word “orthopedics” in a search results page for the query
“achilles tendonitis”. Given that orthopedic surgeons specialize in such injuries,
an orthopedic website is likely to be relevant to the query.
2. Information Fraction. This parameter is assigned a value in the interval [0, 1]
and it defines the amount of accrued information that will end the user’s search.
For example, if Information Fraction is assigned the value 0.50, then the user’s
search will end when the user accrues 50% or more of the available information.
Information Fraction is a simplistic attempt to model the type of search and the
user’s stubbornness.
3. Patience Level. This parameter is assigned a value greater than or equal to 1 and
it equals the maximum number of queries that the user will submit in any given
search session. Obviously, Patience Level is intended to model the user’s
patience.
4. Relevant Query Recognition Probability. This parameter is assigned a value in
the interval [0, 1] and it is the probability that the user will recognize a relevant
query in a list of queries and submit the query to the search engine. Relevant
Query Recognition Probability is intended to model the user’s thoroughness and
knowledge.

B.2.4.3. USER SEARCH STEPS
Listed below are the search steps taken by an artificial user in the simulation.
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1. For each user, the first query in the user’s search is randomly chosen from among
the 50 artificial queries. No query is submitted more than once by the same user.
2. When a query is submitted by a user in the model, the query’s search results list is
retrieved and reviewed by the user.
3. For each relevant document in the search results list, with probability “Detection
Probability” the user views the document and accrues any new information
contained in the document.
4. If the user’s information goal has not been achieved and the user has not run out
of patience, the user will submit another query. If the user is performing a
random search, then the next query is selected at random. Otherwise, the next
query is selected from a list of queries. The list of queries is based on query
distances and a relevant query on the list is selected based on the “Relevant Query
Recognition Probability”.

B.2.4.4. QUERY SELECTION POLICIES
In User Search Step 4, if a guided search is being performed, then the user selects
a query from a list of queries. The list of queries does not include all queries that have
not been submitted up to that point in the search, but includes non-submitted queries that
are closest to the last submitted query. The next query is selected from the list based on
some query selection policy. Below are some example query selection policies.
1. Closest query
2. Farthest query
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3. Distance of next selected query is conditioned on the relevance of previous search
results
4. Random distance policy
5. Alternating distance
6. Periodic randomness
Statistical analysis could compare the different query selection policies based on
different performance measures. For example, let’s say that out of all the documents
retrieved by the 50 queries, there are K relevant documents. Comparisons between query
selection policies could be based on the following.
1. The average number of queries it takes to retrieve all K relevant documents.
2. The average number of queries it takes to retrieve any one of the K relevant
documents.
3. The average number of queries it takes to retrieve some proportion of the K
relevant documents.
4. The average number of queries it takes to retrieve either one “magic bullet”
document or all documents in some subset of the K relevant documents.
5. Given S subsets of the K relevant documents, the average number of queries it
takes to retrieve at least one document from each of the S subsets.
6. Assuming the amount of relevant information contained in any document is
measured by some number, the average number of queries it takes to accumulate a
level of information that is greater than or equal to some threshold value.
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B.2.4.5. ALTERNATIVES TO RANDOM SEARCH
An alternative to using random query selection as a baseline for comparison is to
use the “best” set of queries as a baseline for comparison. The best set of queries would
be the set of queries that best achieves the goal of the search. Below is a list of possible
criteria for judging the best set of queries for a search.
1. The minimum number of queries that retrieves all relevant documents.
2. For a fixed number N, the N queries that retrieve the most number of relevant
documents.
3. For a fixed number N, the N queries that retrieve the set of documents with the
most information relevant to the search.

B.2.5. OTHER CONTROL FACTORS
Other possible simulation control factors are listed below.
1. Computational power. The greater the computational power of the search engine,
the greater the ability to calculate the true distances between queries.
2. The quality of the initial query.
3. The number of relevant documents, K.
4. The distribution of the K relevant documents throughout the query system, e.g. all
relevant documents in one query, no more than some quantity D of relevant
documents per query, etc.
5. The relationship between documents from different search results, e.g. degree of
similarity, subcategories, supplements, complements, etc.
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B.3. VALIDATION AND FUTURE USE
The difficulty with validating the simulation model lies in the difficulty in
capturing cognitive processes within users and in capturing semantic meaning within and
between bundles of information. People construct linguistic expressions, such as queries,
based on their own knowledge of the information need and based on their own
inferences. Different people have different levels of knowledge, they make different
inferences, and they also exhibit different search behaviors on the internet, e.g. using
multiple search engines, following links, using directories, etc. Differences in inferencemaking abilities between users are the most difficult characteristics to capture and
validate, especially with regards to modeling an agent that generates linguistic
expressions, e.g. queries, from the agent’s own beliefs, desires, and intentions. To
capture such abilities would require something akin to artificial intelligence. For
example, given a user’s linguistic abilities, subject knowledge, intellectual abilities,
internet experience, etc., it would be necessary to predict the search engine queries that
the user would generate and submit during a search session.
To capture via simulation any benefits from the proposed query distance measure,
it would first need to be shown or assumed with justification that there are correlations
between linguistic phenomena and the topology generated by the distance measure. In
particular, it would need to be shown that the calculated distance between search results
corresponds to the semantic distance between the queries that retrieved those search
results. Perhaps more appropriately, the semantic distance between two queries could be
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described as the semantic distance between the meanings or intentions behind those
queries. An algorithm would then need to be developed based on the distance measure
for suggesting queries to search engine users. Finally, it would be necessary to develop a
query suggestion tool and test it on human subjects to study how people would use such a
tool. The simulation could then be run to show the possible benefits of a guided search
over an unguided search.
Despite the difficulties associated with modeling search engine users with
simulation, using simulation to improve search engines is still worth pursuing. For
instance, instead of modeling a user, a search engine developer could model query
submission patterns, such as with the number of queries users submit during a search
session, the number of search results pages that users view, or the degree of changes in
queries that users make between successive queries in an attempt to find relevant
information during their search session. Such patterns would vary from user to user due
to not only individual search habits, but perhaps also to the type of search a person is
doing. For example, studies might indicate that people in general demonstrate more or
less significant changes between successive queries if they are searching for product
prices, e.g. computer printer prices, as opposed to if they are searching for something like
a journal article. Since internet search engines rely heavily on marketing fees for
revenue, a search engine developer might wish to investigate such patterns and how those
patterns might be affected by the implementation of a query suggestion tool before
actually implementing the query suggestion tool.
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APPENDIX C:

SURVEY ANALYSIS TASKS

A number of labor intensive tasks were required to obtain statistics from the survey
data. For some tasks, computer programming code was written to perform the task. In
the list of tasks below, the notation “-VB(Procedure)” indicates that a Visual Basic
procedure by the name Procedure performs the task. The code for all Visual Basic
procedures is given at the end of the task list.
Survey Analysis Task List:
1. Enter survey data into Excel
An Excel workbook was created for each search task. Queries were entered by
row into a worksheet and each query was entered exactly as it was written in the
survey by its author.
2. Parse queries -VB(ParseQueries)
Parsing a query only included splitting the query into its component keywords
and extracting any phrases in quotation marks from the query. Although phrases in
quotation marks were identified and extracted from queries, quotation marks were
ignored when extracting all individual keywords and when counting the number of
keywords in queries. For example, for the query “cell phone” plans, the phrase “cell
phone” was extracted and output to its own column in the “Queries” spreadsheet.
However, the three keywords “cell” “phone”, and “plans” were each extracted from
the query and each word was output to its own cell in the “Queries” spreadsheet.
3. Parse query descriptions -VB(ParseDescriptions)
Parsing a query description only included splitting the description into its
component keywords and extracting any phrases in quotation marks from the
description.
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4. Count query words in the task description -VB(QueryWordsInTask)
For each keyword in each query, the search task description was searched to
find the keyword. If a keyword was found in the task description, the querykeywords-in-the-task-description count was incremented by one. If a keyword
appeared twice in the query and appeared only once in the task description, then the
count was incremented by two.
5. Count query words in the query description -VB(QueryWordsInDesc)
Similar to Task 4 above.
6. Count unique shared keywords between queries -VB(QuerySharedWords)
7. Calculate keyword data averages -VB(GetWordAverages)
For each subject, averages were calculated on the data collected in Steps 2, 3,
4, 5, and 6.
8. Assign a unique number to each unique query -VB(AssignQueryNumbers)
A total of 188 queries were collected for the weather/economy search task and
192 queries for the cell phone search task. 169 of the 188 weather/economy queries
were unique and 165 of the 192 cell phone queries were unique. Each unique query
was assigned a unique number from 1 to 169 and 1 to 165 for the weather/economy
task and the cell phone task, respectively.
9. Submit queries to the Google search engine
Each unique query was submitted manually to the Google search engine. The
form of each submitted query was exactly as the subject had written it. Quotation
marks were not ignored when counting the number of unique queries. Hence, a
query was submitted with quotation marks to the search engine if the subject
included quotation marks in their query.
The source codes of the first three search results pages, i.e. the top 30 ranked
web pages, were saved as text files. In cases where less than 21 web pages were
retrieved, the pages of source code saved was only one or two, depending on the
number of web pages retrieved.
10. Import search results into the Excel workbook -VB(GetSearchResults)
Within each query’s search results source code file or files, the URLs were
found for each web page in the search results list and the URLs were entered into the
Excel workbook.
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11. Import search results into the Arena simulation and calculate distances
For each search task, the search results for all queries were saved to a single
text file and that text file was imported into the Arena simulation. The Arena
simulation then calculated query distances using the distance measure and the
imported search results.
12. Import query distances into the Excel workbook -VB(GetDistancesFromFile)
13. Find distance statistics for each subject’s own queries -VB(SubjectDistanceStats)
For each subject, the average distance between the subject’s own queries was
calculated. The minimum and maximum distances between any two of the subject’s
own queries were also found.
14. Sort queries by distance -VB(SortDistances)
For each query, all other queries were sorted by distance in ascending order.
Distances were those calculated by the distance measure.
15. Find average distances to subject’s own queries -VB(SubjectAvgQueryDistances)
For each query, the average distance between it and all the subject’s other
queries was calculated.
16. Find cluster statistics -VB(GetClosestQueriesStats)
For each query, cluster averages were calculated for such properties as distance
between the query and a query in the cluster, number of shared keywords between
the query and a query in the cluster, etc.
17. Statistical formulas used for survey analysis.
When performing regression analysis, the least squares fit method was used. In
the least squares fit method, β1 is estimated with the following [71]:
cov( x, y ) ss xy
=
βˆ 1 =
ss xx
σ x2
where
n

ss xx = ∑ ( xi − x) 2
i =1

n

ss xy = ∑ ( xi − x)( yi − y )
i =1

n = the number of data points

x = the sample mean of the independent variable X

y = the sample mean of the independent variable Y.
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When performing two sample tests of means assuming unequal variances, the
following formula was used to calculate t-values [4]:
t=

x − y − δ0
s12 + s22
+
m
n

,

where

x = the mean of sample from population 1

y = mean of sample from population 2

δ 0 = hypothesized difference in population means
s12 = variance of sample from population 1
s 22 = variance of sample from population 2
m = size of sample from population 1
n = size of sample from population 2

Code for each Visual Basic procedure is given next.
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Task 2: ParseQueries Procedure
Private Sub OKButton_Click()
Dim sQuery As String
Dim sWord As String
Dim phraseChr As String
Dim wordStart As Integer
Dim wordEnd As Integer
Dim qIndex As Integer
Dim wIndex As Integer
Dim queryPosition As Integer
Dim endOfQuery As Boolean
Dim endOfPhrase As Boolean
Dim queryEndChr As String
Dim querySheet As String
Dim sPhrase As String
Dim sPhraseWord As String
Dim phrasePosition As Integer
Dim phraseWordStart As Integer
Dim phraseWordEnd As Integer
Const nHeaderRows As Integer = 3
Const phraseColumn As Integer = 7
queryEndChr = "@"
phraseChr = "%"
querySheet = "Queries"
For qIndex = 1 To Val(QNumber.Text)
endOfQuery = False
wIndex = 1
queryPosition = 1
sQuery = Worksheets(querySheet).Cells(qIndex + nHeaderRows, 1).Text
Do While endOfQuery = False
wordStart = InStr(queryPosition, sQuery, phraseChr)
If wordStart = queryPosition Then
wordStart = queryPosition + 1
wordEnd = InStr(wordStart, sQuery, phraseChr)
sWord = Mid(sQuery, wordStart, wordEnd - wordStart)
If Application.WorksheetFunction.CountBlank(Cells(qIndex _
+ nHeaderRows, phraseColumn)) > 0 Then
Worksheets(querySheet).Cells(qIndex + _
nHeaderRows, phraseColumn).Value = sWord
Else
Worksheets(querySheet).Cells(qIndex + _
nHeaderRows, phraseColumn).Value = _
Worksheets(querySheet).Cells(qIndex + nHeaderRows, _
phraseColumn).Value & "," & sWord
End If
endOfPhrase = False
sPhrase = sWord
phrasePosition = 1
Do While endOfPhrase = False
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phraseWordStart = phrasePosition
phraseWordEnd = InStr(phraseWordStart, sPhrase, " ")
If phraseWordEnd = 0 Then
phraseWordEnd = Len(sPhrase) + 1
endOfPhrase = True
End If
sPhraseWord = Mid(sPhrase, phraseWordStart, _
phraseWordEnd - phraseWordStart)
phrasePosition = phraseWordEnd + 1
Worksheets(querySheet).Cells(qIndex + nHeaderRows, _
phraseColumn + wIndex).Value = sPhraseWord
wIndex = wIndex + 1
Loop
queryPosition = InStr(wordEnd, sQuery, " ")
If queryPosition = 0 Then
endOfQuery = True
Else
queryPosition = queryPosition + 1
End If
Else
wordStart = queryPosition
wordEnd = InStr(wordStart, sQuery, " ")
If wordEnd = 0 Then
wordEnd = Len(sQuery) + 1
endOfQuery = True
End If
sWord = Mid(sQuery, wordStart, wordEnd - wordStart)
queryPosition = wordEnd + 1
Worksheets(querySheet).Cells(qIndex + nHeaderRows, _
phraseColumn + wIndex).Value = sWord
wIndex = wIndex + 1
End If
Loop
If endOfQuery = True Then
Worksheets(querySheet).Cells(qIndex + nHeaderRows, _
phraseColumn + wIndex).Value = queryEndChr
End If
Next qIndex
End Sub
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Task 3:ParseDescriptions Procedure
Private Sub OKButton_Click()
Dim sDesc As String
Dim sWord As String
Dim phraseChr As String
Dim wordStart As Integer
Dim wordEnd As Integer
Dim dIndex As Integer
Dim wIndex As Integer
Dim descPosition As Integer
Dim endOfDesc As Boolean
Dim endOfPhrase As Boolean
Dim descSheet As String
Dim sPhrase As String
Dim sPhraseWord As String
Dim phrasePosition As Integer
Dim phraseWordStart As Integer
Dim phraseWordEnd As Integer
Dim descEndChr As String
Const nHeaderRows As Integer = 3
Const phraseColumn As Integer = 8
descEndChr = "@"
phraseChr = "%"
descSheet = "Descriptions"
For dIndex = 1 To Val(DNumber.Text)
endOfDesc = False
wIndex = 1
descPosition = 1
sDesc = Worksheets(descSheet).Cells(dIndex + nHeaderRows, 2).Text
Do While endOfDesc = False
wordStart = InStr(descPosition, sDesc, phraseChr)
If wordStart = descPosition Then
wordStart = descPosition + 1
wordEnd = InStr(wordStart, sDesc, phraseChr)
sWord = Mid(sDesc, wordStart, wordEnd - wordStart)
If Application.WorksheetFunction.CountBlank(Cells(dIndex _
+ nHeaderRows, phraseColumn)) > 0 Then
Worksheets(descSheet).Cells(dIndex + nHeaderRows, _
phraseColumn).Value = sWord
Else
Worksheets(descSheet).Cells(dIndex + nHeaderRows, _
phraseColumn).Value = _
Worksheets(descSheet).Cells(dIndex + _
nHeaderRows, phraseColumn).Value & "," & _
sWord
End If
endOfPhrase = False
sPhrase = sWord
phrasePosition = 1
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Do While endOfPhrase = False
phraseWordStart = phrasePosition
phraseWordEnd = InStr(phraseWordStart, sPhrase, " ")
If phraseWordEnd = 0 Then
phraseWordEnd = Len(sPhrase) + 1
endOfPhrase = True
End If
sPhraseWord = Mid(sPhrase, phraseWordStart, _
phraseWordEnd - phraseWordStart)
phrasePosition = phraseWordEnd + 1
Worksheets(descSheet).Cells(dIndex + nHeaderRows, _
phraseColumn + wIndex).Value = sPhraseWord
wIndex = wIndex + 1
Loop
descPosition = InStr(wordEnd, sDesc, " ")
If descPosition = 0 Then
endOfDesc = True
Else
descPosition = descPosition + 1
End If
Else
wordStart = descPosition
wordEnd = InStr(wordStart, sDesc, " ")
If wordEnd = 0 Then
wordEnd = Len(sDesc) + 1
endOfDesc = True
End If
sWord = Mid(sDesc, wordStart, wordEnd - wordStart)
descPosition = wordEnd + 1
Worksheets(descSheet).Cells(dIndex + nHeaderRows, _
phraseColumn + wIndex).Value = sWord
wIndex = wIndex + 1
End If
Loop
If endOfDesc = True Then
Worksheets(descSheet).Cells(dIndex + nHeaderRows, _
phraseColumn + wIndex).Value = descEndChr
End If
Next dIndex
End Sub
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Task 4:QueryWordsInTask Procedure
Private Sub OKButton_Click()
Dim queryIndex As Integer
Dim queryWordIndex As Integer
Dim weightCheckIndex As Integer
Dim taskWordIndex As Integer
Dim queryTaskWords As Integer
Dim queryWordCount As Integer
Dim totalWordCount As Integer
Dim queryWord As String
Dim taskWord As String
Dim weightCheckWord As String
Dim wordWeight As Integer
Dim querySheet As String
Dim wordSheet As String
Dim keywordColumns As Integer
Dim outputCol As Integer
Dim queryEndChr As String
Dim taskEndChr As String
Dim doubleWeight As Boolean
Dim endWeightCheck As Boolean
Dim wordMatchFound As Boolean
Dim endOfQuery As Boolean
Dim endOfTask As Boolean
Dim totalTaskWords As Integer
Const queryHeaderRows As Integer = 3
Const wordHeaderRows As Integer = 1
Const taskRow As Integer = 1
Const taskCol As Integer = 1
Const qSubjectCol As Integer = 3
Const qQueryCol As Integer = 4
Const phraseCol As Integer = 7
Const weightCheckRow = 22
Const wordWordCol As Integer = 9
Const wordInTaskCol As Integer = 10
Const wSubjectCol As Integer = 11
Const wQueryCol As Integer = 12
totalWordCount = 0
queryEndChr = "@"
taskEndChr = "@"
querySheet = "Queries"
wordSheet = "WordData"
If CellOptionButton.Value = True Then
keywordColumns = 10
totalTaskWords = 14
Else
keywordColumns = 9
totalTaskWords = 15
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End If
outputCol = phraseCol + keywordColumns + 3
For queryIndex = 1 To Val(QueriesText.Text)
queryWordIndex = 1
queryWord = Worksheets(querySheet).Cells(queryHeaderRows + _
queryIndex, phraseCol + queryWordIndex).Text
queryWordCount = 0
totalWordCount = totalWordCount + 1
queryTaskWords = 0
endOfQuery = False
Do While endOfQuery = False
weightCheckIndex = weightCheckRow
endWeightCheck = False
weightCheckWord = Worksheets(wordSheet). _
Cells(weightCheckIndex, 1).Value
doubleWeight = False
If EconOptionButton.Value = True Then
Do While endWeightCheck = False
If StrComp(queryWord, weightCheckWord, vbTextCompare) _
= 0 Then
doubleWeight = True
endWeightCheck = True
Else
weightCheckIndex = weightCheckIndex + 1
weightCheckWord = _
Worksheets(wordSheet).Cells(weightCheckIndex, _
1).Value
If StrComp(weightCheckWord, taskEndChr, _
vbTextCompare) = 0 Then
endWeightCheck = True
End If
End If
Loop
End If
If doubleWeight = True Then
wordWeight = 2
Else
wordWeight = 1
End If
queryWordCount = queryWordCount + wordWeight
Worksheets(wordSheet).Cells(wordHeaderRows + totalWordCount, _
wordWordCol).Value = queryWord
taskWordIndex = 1
wordMatchFound = False
endOfTask = False
Do While endOfTask = False
taskWord = Worksheets(wordSheet).Cells(wordHeaderRows + _
taskWordIndex, 1).Text
If StrComp(taskWord, queryWord, vbTextCompare) = 0 Then
wordMatchFound = True
endOfTask = True
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Else
taskWordIndex = taskWordIndex + 1
taskWord = Worksheets(wordSheet).Cells(wordHeaderRows _
+ taskWordIndex, 1).Text
If StrComp(taskWord, taskEndChr, vbTextCompare) _
= 0 Then
endOfTask = True
End If
End If
Loop
If wordMatchFound = True Then
queryTaskWords = queryTaskWords + wordWeight
Worksheets(wordSheet).Cells(wordHeaderRows + _
totalWordCount, wordInTaskCol).Value = 1
Else
Worksheets(wordSheet).Cells(wordHeaderRows + _
totalWordCount, wordInTaskCol).Value = 0
End If
Worksheets(wordSheet).Cells(wordHeaderRows + _
totalWordCount, wSubjectCol).Value = _
Worksheets(querySheet).Cells(queryHeaderRows + _
queryIndex, qSubjectCol).Value
Worksheets(wordSheet).Cells(wordHeaderRows + totalWordCount, _
wQueryCol).Value = _
Worksheets(querySheet).Cells(queryHeaderRows + _
queryIndex, qQueryCol).Value
queryWordIndex = queryWordIndex + 1
queryWord = Worksheets(querySheet).Cells(queryHeaderRows + _
queryIndex, phraseCol + queryWordIndex).Text
If StrComp(queryWord, queryEndChr, vbTextCompare) = 0 Then
endOfQuery = True
Else
totalWordCount = totalWordCount + 1
End If
Loop
Worksheets(querySheet).Cells(queryHeaderRows + queryIndex, _
outputCol - 1).Value = queryWordCount
Worksheets(querySheet).Cells(queryHeaderRows + queryIndex, _
outputCol).Value = queryTaskWords
Worksheets(querySheet).Cells(queryHeaderRows + queryIndex, _
outputCol + 1).Value = queryTaskWords / queryWordCount * 100
Worksheets(querySheet).Cells(queryHeaderRows + queryIndex, _
outputCol + 2).Value = queryTaskWords / totalTaskWords * 100
Next queryIndex
End Sub
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Task 5: QueryWordsInDesc Procedure
Private Sub OKButton_Click()
Dim kIndex As Integer
Dim qIndex As Integer
Dim wCount As Integer
Dim totalWordCount As Integer
Dim dIndex As Integer
Dim kPrevIndex As Integer
Dim queryWord As String
Dim descWord As String
Dim prevWord As String
Dim querySheet As String
Dim descSheet As String
Dim wordSheet As String
Dim outputCol As Integer
Dim wordWeight As Integer
Dim wordSubject As Integer
Dim wordQuery As Integer
Dim queryAppearances As Integer
Dim descAppearances As Integer
Dim percentOfDesc As Single
Dim percentOfQuery As Single
Dim thisDescWords As Integer
Dim thisQueryWords As Integer
Dim nextCell As String
Dim phraseChr As String
Dim queryEndChr As String
Dim descEndChr As String
Dim wordInDesc As Boolean
Dim endOfQuery As Boolean
Dim endOfQueryScan As Boolean
Dim endOfDesc As Boolean
Dim uniqueCheck As Boolean
Dim uniqueWord As Boolean
Dim descWordsCol As Integer
Dim queryWordsCol As Integer
Const queryPhraseCol As Integer = 7
Const descHeaderRows As Integer = 3
Const descQueryCol As Integer = 1
Const descSubjectCol As Integer = 3
Const descUserQueryCol As Integer = 4
Const descPhraseCol As Integer = 8
Const wordHeaderRows As Integer = 1
Const wordWordCol As Integer = 13
Const wordInQueryCol As Integer = 14
Const wordSubjectCol As Integer = 15
Const wordQueryCol As Integer = 16
phraseChr = "%"
queryEndChr = "@"
descEndChr = "@"
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totalWordCount = wordHeaderRows
querySheet = "Queries"
descSheet = "Descriptions"
wordSheet = "WordData"
If CellOptionButton.Value = True Then
queryWordsCol = 19
descWordsCol = 38
outputCol = 39
Else
queryWordsCol = 18
descWordsCol = 50
outputCol = 51
End If
For qIndex = 1 To Val(QueriesText.Text)
wCount = 0
descAppearances = 0
kIndex = 1
queryWord = Worksheets(querySheet).Cells(descHeaderRows + qIndex, _
queryPhraseCol + kIndex).Value
queryAppearances = 0
endOfQuery = False
Do While endOfQuery = False
uniqueWord = True
If kIndex >= 2 Then
kPrevIndex = 1
uniqueCheck = False
Do While uniqueCheck = False
prevWord = Worksheets(querySheet). _
Cells(descHeaderRows + qIndex, queryPhraseCol + _
kPrevIndex).Value
If StrComp(queryWord, prevWord, vbTextCompare) = 0 Then
uniqueCheck = True
uniqueWord = False
ElseIf kPrevIndex < kIndex - 1 Then
kPrevIndex = kPrevIndex + 1
Else
uniqueCheck = True
End If
Loop
End If
If uniqueWord = True Then
totalWordCount = totalWordCount + 1
dIndex = 1
endOfDesc = False
wordInDesc = False
descWord = Worksheets(descSheet).Cells(descHeaderRows + _
qIndex, descPhraseCol + dIndex).Value
Do While endOfDesc = False
If StrComp(queryWord, descWord, vbTextCompare) = 0 Then
descAppearances = descAppearances + 1
wordInDesc = True
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End If
dIndex = dIndex + 1
descWord = Worksheets(descSheet).Cells(descHeaderRows _
+ qIndex, descPhraseCol + dIndex).Value
If StrComp(descWord, descEndChr, vbTextCompare) _
= 0 Then
endOfDesc = True
End If
Loop
If wordInDesc = True Then
wCount = wCount + 1
Worksheets(wordSheet).Cells(totalWordCount, _
wordInQueryCol).Value = 1
dIndex = 1
endOfQueryScan = False
descWord = Worksheets(querySheet). _
Cells(descHeaderRows + qIndex, queryPhraseCol + _
dIndex).Value
Do While endOfQueryScan = False
If StrComp(queryWord, descWord, vbTextCompare) _
= 0 Then
queryAppearances = queryAppearances + 1
End If
dIndex = dIndex + 1
descWord = _
Worksheets(querySheet).Cells(descHeaderRows + _
qIndex, queryPhraseCol + dIndex).Value
If StrComp(descWord, descEndChr, vbTextCompare) _
= 0 Then
endOfQueryScan = True
End If
Loop
Else
Worksheets(wordSheet).Cells(totalWordCount, _
wordInQueryCol).Value = 0
End If
Worksheets(wordSheet).Cells(totalWordCount, _
wordWordCol).Value = queryWord
wordSubject = Worksheets(descSheet).Cells(descHeaderRows _
+ qIndex, descSubjectCol).Value
Worksheets(wordSheet).Cells(totalWordCount, _
wordSubjectCol).Value = wordSubject
wordQuery = Worksheets(descSheet).Cells(descHeaderRows + _
qIndex, descUserQueryCol).Value
Worksheets(wordSheet).Cells(totalWordCount, _
wordQueryCol).Value = wordQuery
End If
kIndex = kIndex + 1
queryWord = Worksheets(querySheet).Cells(descHeaderRows + _
qIndex, queryPhraseCol + kIndex).Value
If StrComp(queryWord, queryEndChr, vbTextCompare) = 0 Then
endOfQuery = True
End If
Loop
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Worksheets(descSheet).Cells(descHeaderRows + qIndex, _
outputCol).Value = wCount
thisDescWords = Worksheets(descSheet).Cells(descHeaderRows + _
qIndex, descWordsCol).Value
percentOfDesc = descAppearances / thisDescWords * 100
Worksheets(descSheet).Cells(descHeaderRows + qIndex, outputCol + _
1).Value = percentOfDesc
thisQueryWords = Worksheets(querySheet).Cells(descHeaderRows + _
qIndex, queryWordsCol).Value
percentOfQuery = queryAppearances / thisQueryWords * 100
Worksheets(descSheet).Cells(descHeaderRows + qIndex, outputCol + _
2).Value = percentOfQuery
Next qIndex
End Sub
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Task 6: QuerySharedWords Procedure
Private Sub OKButton_Click()
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim

numberOfQueries As Integer
queryIndex1 As Integer
queryIndex2 As Integer
wordIndex1 As Integer
wordIndex2 As Integer
queryWord1 As String
queryWord2 As String
queryEndChr As String
sharedWordsCount As Integer

Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim

wordMatchFound As Boolean
endOfQuery1 As Boolean
endOfQuery2 As Boolean
lastQuery As Boolean
lastQueryPair As Boolean
nextWord1 As Boolean
uniqueCheck As Boolean

Dim querySheet As String
Dim sharedWordsSheet As String
Dim rowIndex As Integer
Dim columnIndex As Integer
Const
Const
Const
Const

queryHeaderRows As Integer = 3
sharedHeaderRows As Integer = 3
sharedLeaderCols As Integer = 3
phraseCol As Integer = 7

numberOfQueries = Val(QueriesText.Text)
sharedWordCount = 0
queryEndChr = "@"
taskEndChr = "@"
sharedWordsSheet = "QuerySharedWords"
querySheet = "Queries"
queryIndex1 = 1
lastQuery = False
Do While lastQuery = False
queryIndex2 = queryIndex1 + 1
lastQueryPair = False
Do While lastQueryPair = False
sharedWordsCount = 0
wordIndex1 = 1
rowIndex = queryHeaderRows + queryIndex1
columnIndex = phraseCol + wordIndex1
queryWord1 = Worksheets(querySheet).Cells(rowIndex, _
columnIndex).Text
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endOfQuery1 = False
Do While endOfQuery1 = False
wordIndex2 = 1
rowIndex = queryHeaderRows + queryIndex2
columnIndex = phraseCol + wordIndex2
queryWord2 = Worksheets(querySheet).Cells(rowIndex, _
columnIndex).Text
endOfQuery2 = False
Do While endOfQuery2 = False
If StrComp(queryWord1, queryWord2) = 0 Then
sharedWordsCount = sharedWordsCount + 1
endOfQuery2 = True
Else
wordIndex2 = wordIndex2 + 1
columnIndex = phraseCol + wordIndex2
queryWord2 = Worksheets(querySheet). _
Cells(rowIndex, columnIndex).Text
If StrComp(queryWord2, queryEndChr) = 0 Then
endOfQuery2 = True
End If
End If
Loop
rowIndex = queryHeaderRows + queryIndex1
wordIndex1 = wordIndex1 + 1
columnIndex = phraseCol + wordIndex1
queryWord1 = Worksheets(querySheet).Cells(rowIndex, _
columnIndex).Text
nextWord1 = False
Do While nextWord1 = False
If StrComp(queryWord1, queryEndChr) = 0 Then
rowIndex = sharedHeaderRows + queryIndex1
columnIndex = sharedLeaderCols + queryIndex2
Worksheets(sharedWordsSheet).Cells(rowIndex, _
columnIndex).Value = sharedWordsCount
Worksheets(sharedWordsSheet).Cells(columnIndex, _
rowIndex).Value = sharedWordsCount
nextWord1 = True
endOfQuery1 = True
Else
wordIndex2 = 1
columnIndex = phraseCol + wordIndex2
queryWord2 = Worksheets(querySheet). _
Cells(rowIndex, columnIndex).Text
uniqueCheck = False
Do While uniqueCheck = False
If StrComp(queryWord1, queryWord2) = 0 Then
uniqueCheck = True
Else
wordIndex2 = wordIndex2 + 1
columnIndex = phraseCol + wordIndex2
queryWord2 = _
Worksheets(querySheet).Cells(rowIndex, _
columnIndex).Text
End If
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Loop
If wordIndex1 = wordIndex2 Then
nextWord1 = True
Else
wordIndex1 = wordIndex1 + 1
columnIndex = phraseCol + wordIndex1
queryWord1 = Worksheets(querySheet). _
Cells(rowIndex, columnIndex).Text
End If
End If
Loop
Loop
queryIndex2 = queryIndex2 + 1
If queryIndex2 > numberOfQueries Then
lastQueryPair = True
End If
Loop
rowIndex = sharedHeaderRows + queryIndex1
columnIndex = sharedLeaderCols + queryIndex1
Worksheets(sharedWordsSheet).Cells(rowIndex, columnIndex).Value _
= wordIndex1 - 1
queryIndex1 = queryIndex1 + 1
If queryIndex1 = numberOfQueries Then
lastQuery = True
End If
Loop
End Sub
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Task 7: GetWordAverages Procedure
Private Sub OKButton_Click()
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim

keywordColQS As Integer
queryWordsInTaskColQS As Integer
percentofQueryColQS As Integer
percentofTaskColQS As Integer
descWordColDS As Integer
queryWordsInDescColDS As Integer
percentofQueryColDS As Integer
percentofDescColDS As Integer
inputDataCols(9) As Integer
avgDataCols(9) As Integer

Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim

distanceStatsSheet As String
inputDataSheet As String
inputDataSheets(2) As String
totalSubjects As Integer
subjectIndex As Integer
subjectFirstRow As Integer
queryIndex As Integer
statIndex As Integer
dataIndex As Integer
dataValue As Single
dataSum As Single
dataAvg As Single
nextQuery As Integer
lastSubjectQuery As Boolean
lastSubject As Boolean
lastAvg As Boolean

Const
Const
Const
Const
Const
Const
Const
Const
Const
Const
Const
Const
Const
Const
Const
Const
Const
Const

numberOfAvgs As Integer = 10
avgsFromQuerySheet = 6
headerRowsQS As Integer = 3
headerRowsDDS As Integer = 1
subjectColQS As Integer = 3
queryNoColQS As Integer = 4
recallColQS As Integer = 5
precisionColQS As Integer = 6
avgRecallColDDS As Integer = 13
avgPrecisionColDDS As Integer = 14
avgQueryWordsColDDS As Integer = 15
avgQueryWordsInTaskColDDS As Integer = 16
avgPercentQWordsInTaskColDDS As Integer =
avgQWordsPercentofTaskColDDS As Integer =
avgDescWordsColDDS As Integer = 19
avgQWordsInDescColDDS As Integer = 20
avgQWordsPercentofDescColDDS As Integer =
avgPercentQWordsInDescColDDS As Integer =

inputDataCols(0) = recallColQS
inputDataCols(1) = precisionColQS

17
18
21
22
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avgDataCols(0)
avgDataCols(1)
avgDataCols(2)
avgDataCols(3)
avgDataCols(4)
avgDataCols(5)
avgDataCols(6)
avgDataCols(7)
avgDataCols(8)
avgDataCols(9)

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

avgRecallColDDS
avgPrecisionColDDS
avgQueryWordsColDDS
avgQueryWordsInTaskColDDS
avgPercentQWordsInTaskColDDS
avgQWordsPercentofTaskColDDS
avgDescWordsColDDS
avgQWordsInDescColDDS
avgQWordsPercentofDescColDDS
avgPercentQWordsInDescColDDS

inputDataSheets(0) = "Queries"
inputDataSheets(1) = "Descriptions"
distanceStatsSheet = "DistanceStats"
If CellOptionButton.Value = True Then
keywordColQS = 19
queryWordsInTaskColQS = 20
percentofQueryColQS = 21
percentofTaskColQS = 22
descWordColDS = 38
queryWordsInDescColDS = 39
percentofDescColDS = 40
percentofQueryColDS = 41
inputDataCols(2) = keywordColQS
inputDataCols(3) = queryWordsInTaskColQS
inputDataCols(4) = percentofQueryColQS
inputDataCols(5) = percentofTaskColQS
inputDataCols(6) = descWordColDS
inputDataCols(7) = queryWordsInDescColDS
inputDataCols(8) = percentofDescColDS
inputDataCols(9) = percentofQueryColDS
Else
keywordColQS = 18
queryWordsInTaskColQS = 19
percentofQueryColQS = 20
percentofTaskColQS = 21
descWordColDS = 50
queryWordsInDescColDS = 51
percentofDescColDS = 52
percentofQueryColDS = 53
inputDataCols(2) = keywordColQS
inputDataCols(3) = queryWordsInTaskColQS
inputDataCols(4) = percentofQueryColQS
inputDataCols(5) = percentofTaskColQS
inputDataCols(6) = descWordColDS
inputDataCols(7) = queryWordsInDescColDS
inputDataCols(8) = percentofDescColDS
inputDataCols(9) = percentofQueryColDS
End If
totalSubjects = Val(SNumber.Text)
subjectIndex = 1
subjectFirstRow = headerRowsQS + 1
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lastSubject = False
Do While lastSubject = False
queryIndex = 1
lastSubjectQuery = False
Do While lastSubjectQuery = False
nextQuery = Worksheets(inputDataSheets(0)). _
Cells(subjectFirstRow + queryIndex, queryNoColQS).Value
If nextQuery > queryIndex Then
queryIndex = queryIndex + 1
Else
lastSubjectQuery = True
End If
Loop
statIndex = 1
lastAvg = False
Do While lastAvg = False
If statIndex <= avgsFromQuerySheet Then
inputDataSheet = inputDataSheets(0)
Else
inputDataSheet = inputDataSheets(1)
End If
dataSum = 0
dataIndex = 1
Do While dataIndex <= queryIndex
dataValue = Worksheets(inputDataSheet). _
Cells(subjectFirstRow + dataIndex - 1, _
inputDataCols(statIndex - 1)).Value
dataSum = dataSum + dataValue
dataIndex = dataIndex + 1
Loop
dataAvg = dataSum / queryIndex
Worksheets(distanceStatsSheet).Cells(headerRowsDDS + _
subjectIndex, avgDataCols(statIndex - 1)).Value = dataAvg
statIndex = statIndex + 1
If statIndex > numberOfAvgs Then
lastAvg = True
End If
Loop
If subjectIndex < totalSubjects Then
subjectIndex = subjectIndex + 1
subjectFirstRow = subjectFirstRow + queryIndex
Else
lastSubject = True
End If
Loop
End Sub
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Task 8: AssignQueryNumbers Procedure
Private Sub OKButton_Click()
Dim querySheet As String
Dim uniqueQuerySheet As String
Dim distanceStatsSheet As String
Dim thisQuery As String
Dim thatQuery As String
Dim thisQueryIndex As Integer
Dim thatQueryIndex As Integer
Dim totalQueries As Integer
Dim queryMatch As Boolean
Dim lastQuery As Boolean
Const headerRowsQS = 3
Const queryRowUQS = 3
Const leaderColsUQS = 1
Const headerRowsDDS = 1
Const leaderColsDDS = 1
Const queryColDDS = 2
querySheet = "Queries"
uniqueQuerySheet = "SearchResults1"
distanceStatsSheet = "DistanceStats"
totalQueries = Val(QNumber.Text)
thisQueryIndex = 1
lastQuery = False
Do While lastQuery = False
thisQuery = Worksheets(querySheet).Cells(headerRowsQS + _
thisQueryIndex, 1).Value
thatQueryIndex = 1
queryMatch = False
Do While queryMatch = False
thatQuery = Worksheets(uniqueQuerySheet).Cells(queryRowUQS, _
leaderColsUQS + thatQueryIndex).Value
If StrComp(thisQuery, thatQuery, vbTextCompare) = 0 Then
Worksheets(distanceStatsSheet).Cells(headerRowsDDS + _
thisQueryIndex, queryColDDS).Value = thatQueryIndex
queryMatch = True
Else
thatQueryIndex = thatQueryIndex + 1
End If
Loop
thisQueryIndex = thisQueryIndex + 1
If thisQueryIndex > totalQueries Then
lastQuery = True
End If
Loop
End Sub
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Task 10: GetSearchResults Procedure
Private Sub OKButton_Click()
Dim sTemp As String
Dim sLength As String
Dim sRight As String
Dim url As String
Dim htmlCode As String
Dim startFound As Integer
Dim startFound1 As Integer
Dim startFound2 As Integer
Dim httpFound As Integer
Dim urlLength As Integer
Dim nextFound As Integer
Dim rankCount As Integer
Dim nextSiteFound As Integer
Dim rankMaxStart As Integer
Dim rankMaxEnd As Integer
Dim rankMaxText As String
Dim rankMax As Integer
Dim urlRank As Integer
Dim qIndex As Integer
Dim htmlSheetRow As Integer
Const nHeaderRows As Integer = 3
Const nLeaderColumns As Integer = 1
htmlSheetRow = nHeaderRows + 1
For qIndex = 1 To Val(QNumber.Text)
If CellOptionButton.Value = True Then
Open "C:\Documents and Settings\craig.LB233G\My _
Documents\GradSchool\Dissertation\SearchResultsData\ _
CellPhoneQueries\SR" & qIndex & "1.txt" For Input As #1
Else
Open "C:\Documents and Settings\craig.LB233G\My _
Documents\GradSchool\Dissertation\SearchResultsData\ _
EconomyQueries\SR" & qIndex & "1.txt" For Input As #1
End If
htmlCode = Input(LOF(1), 1)
'Read source code for 1st search results page.
rankMaxEnd = InStr(htmlCode, "* of about")
If rankMaxEnd = 0 Then
Close #1
GoTo Line100
'Search Results list empty; No websites returned with query
End If
rankMaxStart = InStr(rankMaxEnd - 4, htmlCode, "*") + 1
rankMaxText = Mid(htmlCode, rankMaxStart, rankMaxEnd _
- rankMaxStart)
rankMax = Val(rankMaxText)
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startFound1 = InStrRev(htmlCode, "</url?sa")
'Find last sponsored link.
startFound2 = InStrRev(htmlCode, "</pagead")
'Find last sponsored link.
If startFound1 < startFound2 Then
startFound = startFound2
Else
startFound = startFound1
End If
If startFound = 0 Then
startFound = InStr(htmlCode, "seconds)")
End If
Seek #1, startFound
Do While rankCount < rankMax
nextSiteFound = 1
Do While nextSiteFound > 0
Line Input #1, sTemp
nextSiteFound = Len(sTemp)
Loop
Do While httpFound = 0
Line Input #1, sTemp
httpFound = InStr(sTemp, "<http")
Loop
urlLength = InStr(httpFound, sTemp, ">") - httpFound
url = Mid(sTemp, httpFound + 1, urlLength - 1)
rankCount = rankCount + 1
urlRank = urlRank + 1
Worksheets("SRNew1").Cells(htmlSheetRow, 1).Value = url
Worksheets("SRNew1").Cells(htmlSheetRow, qIndex + _
nLeaderColumns).Value = urlRank
Worksheets("SRNew2").Cells(htmlSheetRow, 1).Value = url
Worksheets("SRNew2").Cells(htmlSheetRow, qIndex + _
nLeaderColumns).Value = 1
Worksheets("TopicData").Cells(htmlSheetRow - nHeaderRows, _
1).Value = url
Worksheets("TopicData").Cells(htmlSheetRow - nHeaderRows, _
2).Value = qIndex
Worksheets("TopicData").Cells(htmlSheetRow - nHeaderRows, _
3).Value = urlRank
htmlSheetRow = htmlSheetRow + 1
httpFound = 0
Loop
Close #1
nextFound = InStrRev(htmlCode, "20&sa=N>")
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'Check for more search results
If nextFound = 0 Then GoTo Line100
startFound = 0
If CellOptionButton.Value = True Then
Open "C:\Documents and Settings\craig.LB233G\My _
Documents\GradSchool\Dissertation\SearchResultsData\ _
CellPhoneQueries\SR" & qIndex & "2.txt" For Input As #2
Else
Open "C:\Documents and Settings\craig.LB233G\My _
Documents\GradSchool\Dissertation\SearchResultsData\ _
EconomyQueries\SR" & qIndex & "2.txt" For Input As #2
End If
htmlCode = Input(LOF(2), 2)
'Read source code for 2nd search results page.
rankMaxEnd = InStr(htmlCode, "* of about")
rankMaxStart = InStr(rankMaxEnd - 4, htmlCode, "*") + 1
rankMaxText = Mid(htmlCode, rankMaxStart, rankMaxEnd _
- rankMaxStart)
rankMax = Val(rankMaxText)
startFound1 = InStrRev(htmlCode, "</url?sa")
startFound2 = InStrRev(htmlCode, "</pagead")
'Find last sponsored link.
If startFound1 < startFound2 Then
startFound = startFound2
Else
startFound = startFound1
End If
If startFound = 0 Then
startFound = InStr(htmlCode, "seconds)")
End If
Seek #2, startFound
Do While rankCount < rankMax
nextSiteFound = 1
Do While nextSiteFound > 0
Line Input #2, sTemp
nextSiteFound = Len(sTemp)
Loop
Do While httpFound = 0
Line Input #2, sTemp
httpFound = InStr(sTemp, "<http")
Loop
urlLength = InStr(httpFound, sTemp, ">") - httpFound
url = Mid(sTemp, httpFound + 1, urlLength - 1)
rankCount = rankCount + 1
urlRank = urlRank + 1
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Worksheets("SRNew1").Cells(htmlSheetRow, 1).Value = url
Worksheets("SRNew1").Cells(htmlSheetRow, qIndex + _
nLeaderColumns).Value = urlRank
Worksheets("SRNew2").Cells(htmlSheetRow, 1).Value = url
Worksheets("SRNew2").Cells(htmlSheetRow, qIndex + _
nLeaderColumns).Value = 1
Worksheets("TopicData").Cells(htmlSheetRow - nHeaderRows, _
1).Value = url
Worksheets("TopicData").Cells(htmlSheetRow - nHeaderRows, _
2).Value = qIndex
Worksheets("TopicData").Cells(htmlSheetRow - nHeaderRows, _
3).Value = urlRank
htmlSheetRow = htmlSheetRow + 1
httpFound = 0
Loop
Close #2
nextFound = InStrRev(htmlCode, "30&sa=N>")
'Check for more search results
If nextFound = 0 Then GoTo Line100
startFound = 0
If CellOptionButton.Value = True Then
Open "C:\Documents and Settings\craig.LB233G\My _
Documents\GradSchool\Dissertation\SearchResultsData\ _
CellPhoneQueries\SR" & qIndex & "3.txt" For Input As #3
Else
Open "C:\Documents and Settings\craig.LB233G\My _
Documents\GradSchool\Dissertation\SearchResultsData\ _
EconomyQueries\SR" & qIndex & "3.txt" For Input As #3
End If
htmlCode = Input(LOF(3), 3)
rankMaxEnd = InStr(htmlCode, "* of about")
rankMaxStart = InStr(rankMaxEnd - 4, htmlCode, "*") + 1
rankMaxText = Mid(htmlCode, rankMaxStart, rankMaxEnd _
- rankMaxStart)
rankMax = Val(rankMaxText)
startFound1 = InStrRev(htmlCode, "</url?sa")
startFound2 = InStrRev(htmlCode, "</pagead")
'Find last sponsored link.
If startFound1 < startFound2 Then
startFound = startFound2
Else
startFound = startFound1
End If
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If startFound = 0 Then
startFound = InStr(htmlCode, "seconds)")
End If
Seek #3, startFound
Do While rankCount < rankMax
nextSiteFound = 1
Do While nextSiteFound > 0
Line Input #3, sTemp
nextSiteFound = Len(sTemp)
Loop
Do While httpFound = 0
Line Input #3, sTemp
httpFound = InStr(sTemp, "<http")
Loop
urlLength = InStr(httpFound, sTemp, ">") - httpFound
url = Mid(sTemp, httpFound + 1, urlLength - 1)
rankCount = rankCount + 1
urlRank = urlRank + 1
Worksheets("SRNew1").Cells(htmlSheetRow, 1).Value = url
Worksheets("SRNew1").Cells(htmlSheetRow, qIndex + _
nLeaderColumns).Value = urlRank
Worksheets("SRNew2").Cells(htmlSheetRow, 1).Value = url
Worksheets("SRNew2").Cells(htmlSheetRow, qIndex + _
nLeaderColumns).Value = 1
Worksheets("TopicData").Cells(htmlSheetRow - nHeaderRows, _
1).Value = url
Worksheets("TopicData").Cells(htmlSheetRow - nHeaderRows, _
2).Value = qIndex
Worksheets("TopicData").Cells(htmlSheetRow - nHeaderRows, _
3).Value = urlRank
htmlSheetRow = htmlSheetRow + 1
httpFound = 0
Loop
Close #3
Line100:
startFound = 0
rankCount = 0
urlRank = 0
Next qIndex
End Sub
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Task 12: GetDistancesFromFile Procedure
Private Sub OKButton_Click()
Dim qRow As Integer
Dim qColumn As Integer
Dim queryDistance As Integer
Dim queryDistancesSum As Double
Dim finiteDistancesSum As Double
Dim queryPairs As Integer
Dim finiteDistanceQueryPairs As Integer
Dim avgDistances As Double
Dim avgFiniteDistances As Double
Dim sTemp As String
Const nLeaderColumns As Integer = 3
Const nHeaderRows As Integer = 3
If CellOptionButton.Value = True Then
Open "C:\Documents and Settings\craig.LB233G\My _
Documents\GradSchool\Dissertation\Simulation\CellSearchResults\ _
calculated distances " & QNumber.Text & ".txt" For Input As #1
Else
Open "C:\Documents and Settings\craig.LB233G\My _
Documents\GradSchool\Dissertation\Simulation\EconSearchResults\ _
calculated distances " & QNumber.Text & ".txt" For Input As #1
End If
For qRow = 1 To Val(QNumber.Text)
For qColumn = 1 To Val(QNumber.Text)
Line Input #1, sTemp
queryDistance = Val(sTemp)
Worksheets("Distances").Cells(qRow + nHeaderRows, qColumn + _
nLeaderColumns).Value = queryDistance
If qColumn < qRow Then
queryDistancesSum = queryDistancesSum + queryDistance
queryPairs = queryPairs + 1
If queryDistance < Val(DNumber.Text) Then
finiteDistancesSum = finiteDistancesSum + queryDistance
finiteDistanceQueryPairs = finiteDistanceQueryPairs + 1
End If
End If
Next qColumn
Next qRow
Close #1
avgDistances = queryDistancesSum / queryPairs
avgFiniteDistances = finiteDistancesSum / finiteDistanceQueryPairs
Worksheets("Distances").Cells(nHeaderRows + 1, nLeaderColumns + _
Val(QNumber.Text) + 1).Value = avgDistances
Worksheets("Distances").Cells(nHeaderRows + 1, nLeaderColumns + _
Val(QNumber.Text) + 2).Value = avgFiniteDistances
End Sub
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Task 13: SubjectDistanceStats Procedure
Private Sub OKButton_Click()
Dim totalSubjects As Integer
Dim subjectIndex As Integer
Dim nextSubject As Integer
Dim subjectFirstRow As Integer
Dim thisQueryIndex As Integer
Dim thatQueryIndex As Integer
Dim firstQueryRow As Integer
Dim firstQueryIndex As Integer
Dim secondQueryIndex As Integer
Dim queryDistance As Integer
Dim minDistance As Integer
Dim maxDistance As Integer
Dim distanceSum As Long
Dim totalDistances As Integer
Dim avgDistance As Single
Dim totalQueries As Integer
Dim lastDistanceThisQuery As Boolean
Dim lastQuery As Boolean
Dim lastSubject As Boolean
Const headerRows As Integer = 1
Const subjectCol As Integer = 1
Const queryCol As Integer = 2
Const headerRowsDS As Integer = 3
Const leaderColsDS As Integer = 3
Const minDistanceCol As Integer = 8
Const maxDistanceCol As Integer = 9
Const avgDistanceCol As Integer = 10
distanceSheet = "Distances"
distanceStatsSheet = "DistanceStats"
totalSubjects = Val(SNumber.Text)
subjectIndex = 1
subjectFirstRow = headerRows + 1
lastSubject = False
Do While lastSubject = False
minDistance = 10000
maxDistance = 0
distanceSum = 0
avgDistance = 0
nextSubject = Worksheets(distanceStatsSheet). _
Cells(subjectFirstRow + 1, subjectCol).Value
If nextSubject > subjectIndex Then
Worksheets(distanceStatsSheet).Cells(subjectFirstRow, _
queryCol + 1).Value = 0
lastQuery = True
Else
firstQueryRow = subjectFirstRow
firstQueryIndex = 1
totalDistances = 0
lastQuery = False
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End If
Do While lastQuery = False
thisQueryIndex = Worksheets(distanceStatsSheet). _
Cells(firstQueryRow, queryCol).Value
secondQueryIndex = 1
lastDistanceThisQuery = False
Do While lastDistanceThisQuery = False
thatQueryIndex = Worksheets(distanceStatsSheet). _
Cells(firstQueryRow + secondQueryIndex, queryCol).Value
queryDistance = Worksheets(distanceSheet). _
Cells(headerRowsDS + thisQueryIndex, leaderColsDS + _
thatQueryIndex).Value
Worksheets(distanceStatsSheet).Cells(firstQueryRow, _
queryCol + firstQueryIndex + secondQueryIndex - 1). _
Value = queryDistance
distanceSum = distanceSum + queryDistance
totalDistances = totalDistances + 1
If queryDistance < minDistance Then
minDistance = queryDistance
End If
If queryDistance > maxDistance Then
maxDistance = queryDistance
End If
secondQueryIndex = secondQueryIndex + 1
nextSubject = Worksheets(distanceStatsSheet). _
Cells(firstQueryRow + secondQueryIndex, subjectCol).Value
If nextSubject > subjectIndex Then
lastDistanceThisQuery = True
End If
Loop
If secondQueryIndex = 2 Then
avgDistance = distanceSum / totalDistances
lastQuery = True
Else
firstQueryIndex = firstQueryIndex + 1
firstQueryRow = firstQueryRow + 1
End If
Loop
Worksheets(distanceStatsSheet).Cells(headerRows + subjectIndex, _
minDistanceCol).Value = minDistance
Worksheets(distanceStatsSheet).Cells(headerRows + subjectIndex, _
maxDistanceCol).Value = maxDistance
Worksheets(distanceStatsSheet).Cells(headerRows + subjectIndex, _
avgDistanceCol).Value = avgDistance
subjectIndex = subjectIndex + 1
If subjectIndex <= totalSubjects Then
subjectFirstRow = firstQueryRow + 2
Else
lastSubject = True
End If
Loop
End Sub
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Task 14: SortDistances Procedure
Private Sub OKButton_Click()
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim

queryDistances() As Integer
queryNumbers() As Integer
querySubjects() As Integer
queryWords() As Integer
querySharedWords() As Integer
distanceTemp As Integer
queryTemp As Integer
subjectTemp As Integer
wordsTemp As Integer
sharedWordsTemp As Integer
placeHolder As Integer
queryIndex1 As Integer
queryIndex2 As Integer
distanceIndex As Integer
queryIndex As Integer
columnIndex As Integer
rowIndex As Integer
numberOfQueries

Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim

lastQuery As Boolean
firstQuery As Boolean
sortComplete As Boolean
lastQuerySorted As Boolean
smallestQuery As Boolean

Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim

distanceSheet As String
sortedSheet As String
querySheet As String
sharedWordsSheet As String

Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim

queryHeaderRowQSD As Integer
subjectHeaderRowQSD As Integer
wordsHeaderRowQSD As Integer
sharedWordsHeaderRowQSD As Integer

Const
Const
Const
Const
Const
Const
Const
Const
Const
Const

headerRowsCDA As Integer = 3
headerRowsQSD As Integer = 4
headerRowsQS As Integer = 3
headerRowsQSW As Integer = 3
leaderColsCDA As Integer = 3
leaderColsQSD As Integer = 1
wordColumnQS As Integer = 19
leaderColsQSW As Integer = 3
queryColumnCDA As Integer = 1
subjectColumnCDA As Integer = 2

numberOfQueries = Val(QNumber.Text)
sortedSheet = "QueriesSortedByDistance"
sharedWordsSheet = "QuerySharedWords"
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queryHeaderRowQSD = headerRowsQSD + numberOfQueries + 5
subjectHeaderRowQSD = queryHeaderRowQSD + numberOfQueries + 5
wordsHeaderRowQSD = subjectHeaderRowQSD + numberOfQueries + 5
sharedWordsHeaderRowQSD = wordsHeaderRowQSD + numberOfQueries + 5
distanceSheet = "DistancesAll"
querySheet = "Queries"
ReDim
ReDim
ReDim
ReDim
ReDim

queryDistances(1 To numberOfQueries)
queryNumbers(1 To numberOfQueries)
querySubjects(1 To numberOfQueries)
queryWords(1 To numberOfQueries)
querySharedWords(1 To numberOfQueries)

queryIndex = 1
lastQuerySorted = False
Do While lastQuerySorted = False
distanceIndex = 1
lastQuery = False
Do While lastQuery = False
rowIndex = headerRowsCDA + distanceIndex
columnIndex = leaderColsCDA + queryIndex
queryDistances(distanceIndex) = Worksheets(distanceSheet). _
Cells(rowIndex, columnIndex).Value
columnIndex = queryColumnCDA
queryNumbers(distanceIndex) = Worksheets(distanceSheet). _
Cells(rowIndex, columnIndex).Value
columnIndex = subjectColumnCDA
querySubjects(distanceIndex) = Worksheets(distanceSheet). _
Cells(rowIndex, columnIndex).Value
rowIndex = headerRowsQS + distanceIndex
columnIndex = wordColumnQS
queryWords(distanceIndex) = Worksheets(querySheet). _
Cells(rowIndex, columnIndex).Value
rowIndex = headerRowsQSW + distanceIndex
columnIndex = leaderColsQSW + queryIndex
querySharedWords(distanceIndex) = _
Worksheets(sharedWordsSheet).Cells(rowIndex, _
columnIndex).Value
If distanceIndex < numberOfQueries Then
distanceIndex = distanceIndex + 1
Else
lastQuery = True
End If
Loop
queryIndex1 = 1
queryIndex2 = 2
placeHolder = queryIndex2
sortComplete = False
Do While sortComplete = False
If queryDistances(queryIndex1) _
> queryDistances(queryIndex2) Then
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placeHolder = queryIndex2
distanceTemp = queryDistances(queryIndex1)
queryTemp = queryNumbers(queryIndex1)
subjectTemp = querySubjects(queryIndex1)
wordsTemp = queryWords(queryIndex1)
sharedWordsTemp = querySharedWords(queryIndex1)
queryDistances(queryIndex1) = queryDistances(queryIndex2)
queryDistances(queryIndex2) = distanceTemp
queryNumbers(queryIndex1) = queryNumbers(queryIndex2)
queryNumbers(queryIndex2) = queryTemp
querySubjects(queryIndex1) = querySubjects(queryIndex2)
querySubjects(queryIndex2) = subjectTemp
queryWords(queryIndex1) = queryWords(queryIndex2)
queryWords(queryIndex2) = wordsTemp
querySharedWords(queryIndex1) = _
querySharedWords(queryIndex2)
querySharedWords(queryIndex2) = sharedWordsTemp
If queryIndex1 > 1 Then
queryIndex2 = queryIndex1
queryIndex1 = queryIndex2 - 1
firstQuery = False
Else
firstQuery = True
End If
Do While firstQuery = False
If queryDistances(queryIndex1) _
> queryDistances(queryIndex2) Then
distanceTemp = queryDistances(queryIndex1)
queryTemp = queryNumbers(queryIndex1)
subjectTemp = querySubjects(queryIndex1)
wordsTemp = queryWords(queryIndex1)
sharedWordsTemp = querySharedWords(queryIndex1)
queryDistances(queryIndex1) = _
queryDistances(queryIndex2)
queryDistances(queryIndex2) = distanceTemp
queryNumbers(queryIndex1) = _
queryNumbers(queryIndex2)
queryNumbers(queryIndex2) = queryTemp
querySubjects(queryIndex1) = _
querySubjects(queryIndex2)
querySubjects(queryIndex2) = subjectTemp
queryWords(queryIndex1) = queryWords(queryIndex2)
queryWords(queryIndex2) = wordsTemp
querySharedWords(queryIndex1) = _
querySharedWords(queryIndex2)
querySharedWords(queryIndex2) = sharedWordsTemp
If queryIndex1 > 1 Then
queryIndex2 = queryIndex1
queryIndex1 = queryIndex2 - 1
Else
firstQuery = True
End If
ElseIf queryDistances(queryIndex1) = _
queryDistances(queryIndex2) Then
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smallestQuery = False
Do While smallestQuery = False
If (queryNumbers(queryIndex1) > _
queryNumbers(queryIndex2) And _
queryDistances(queryIndex1) = _
queryDistances(queryIndex2)) Then
queryTemp = queryNumbers(queryIndex1)
subjectTemp = querySubjects(queryIndex1)
wordsTemp = queryWords(queryIndex1)
sharedWordsTemp = _
querySharedWords(queryIndex1)
queryNumbers(queryIndex1) = _
queryNumbers(queryIndex2)
queryNumbers(queryIndex2) = queryTemp
querySubjects(queryIndex1) = _
querySubjects(queryIndex2)
querySubjects(queryIndex2) = subjectTemp
queryWords(queryIndex1) = _
queryWords(queryIndex2)
queryWords(queryIndex2) = wordsTemp
querySharedWords(queryIndex1) = _
querySharedWords(queryIndex2)
querySharedWords(queryIndex2) = _
sharedWordsTemp
If queryIndex1 > 1 Then
queryIndex2 = queryIndex1
queryIndex1 = queryIndex2 - 1
Else
smallestQuery = True
firstQuery = True
End If
Else
smallestQuery = True
firstQuery = True
End If
Loop
Else
firstQuery = True
End If
Loop
ElseIf queryDistances(queryIndex1) = _
queryDistances(queryIndex2) Then
smallestQuery = False
Do While smallestQuery = False
If (queryNumbers(queryIndex1) > _
queryNumbers(queryIndex2) And _
queryDistances(queryIndex1) = _
queryDistances(queryIndex2)) Then
queryTemp = queryNumbers(queryIndex1)
subjectTemp = querySubjects(queryIndex1)
wordsTemp = queryWords(queryIndex1)
sharedWordsTemp = querySharedWords(queryIndex1)
queryNumbers(queryIndex1) = _
queryNumbers(queryIndex2)
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queryNumbers(queryIndex2) = queryTemp
querySubjects(queryIndex1) = _
querySubjects(queryIndex2)
querySubjects(queryIndex2) = subjectTemp
queryWords(queryIndex1) = queryWords(queryIndex2)
queryWords(queryIndex2) = wordsTemp
querySharedWords(queryIndex1) = _
querySharedWords(queryIndex2)
querySharedWords(queryIndex2) = sharedWordsTemp
If queryIndex1 > 1 Then
queryIndex2 = queryIndex1
queryIndex1 = queryIndex2 - 1
Else
smallestQuery = True
End If
Else
smallestQuery = True
End If
Loop
End If
If placeHolder < numberOfQueries Then
queryIndex1 = placeHolder
queryIndex2 = queryIndex1 + 1
placeHolder = queryIndex2
Else
sortComplete = True
End If
Loop
distanceIndex = 1
lastQuery = False
Do While lastQuery = False
rowIndex = headerRowsQSD + distanceIndex
columnIndex = leaderColsQSD + queryIndex
Worksheets(sortedSheet).Cells(rowIndex, columnIndex).Value
= queryDistances(distanceIndex)
rowIndex = queryHeaderRowQSD + distanceIndex
Worksheets(sortedSheet).Cells(rowIndex, columnIndex).Value
= queryNumbers(distanceIndex)
rowIndex = subjectHeaderRowQSD + distanceIndex
Worksheets(sortedSheet).Cells(rowIndex, columnIndex).Value
= querySubjects(distanceIndex)
rowIndex = wordsHeaderRowQSD + distanceIndex
Worksheets(sortedSheet).Cells(rowIndex, columnIndex).Value
= queryWords(distanceIndex)
rowIndex = sharedWordsHeaderRowQSD + distanceIndex
Worksheets(sortedSheet).Cells(rowIndex, columnIndex).Value
= querySharedWords(distanceIndex)
If distanceIndex < numberOfQueries Then
distanceIndex = distanceIndex + 1
Else
lastQuery = True
End If
Loop

_
_
_
_
_
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If queryIndex < numberOfQueries Then
queryIndex = queryIndex + 1
Else
lastQuerySorted = True
End If
Loop
End Sub
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Task 15: SubjectAvgQueryDistances Procedure
Private Sub OKButton_Click()
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim

numberOfQueries As Integer
queryIndex As Integer
subjectQueryIndex As Integer
rowIndex As Integer
columnIndex As Integer

Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim

subjectNumber As Integer
subjectRow As Integer
prevSubject As Integer
thatSubjectNumber As Integer
queryNumber As Integer
thatQueryNumber As Integer
nextQuery As Integer

Dim queryDistance As Integer
Dim distancesSum As Integer
Dim distancesAvg As Single
Dim distanceStatsSheet As String
Dim allDistancesSheet As String
Dim lastQuery As Boolean
Dim lastSubjectQuery As Boolean
Dim outputHeaderRowDDS As Integer
Const
Const
Const
Const
Const
Const
Const

headerRowsADS As Integer = 3
leaderColsADS As Integer = 3
queryRowADS As Integer = 1
subjectRowADS As Integer = 2
queryColumnADS As Integer = 1
subjectColumnADS As Integer = 2
x3ColumnDDS As Integer = 4

distanceStatsSheet = "DistanceStats"
allDistancesSheet = "DistancesAll"
outputHeaderRowDDS = Val(OutputHeaderRow.Text)
numberOfQueries = Val(QNumber.Text)
queryIndex = 1
prevSubject = 0
lastQuery = False
Do While lastQuery = False
columnIndex = leaderColsADS + queryIndex
queryNumber = Worksheets(allDistancesSheet).Cells(queryRowADS, _
columnIndex).Value
subjectNumber = Worksheets(allDistancesSheet). _
Cells(subjectRowADS, columnIndex).Value
If prevSubject < subjectNumber Then
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subjectRow = headerRowsADS + queryIndex
prevSubject = subjectNumber
End If
subjectQueryIndex = 0
thatQueryNumber = Worksheets(allDistancesSheet).Cells(subjectRow, _
queryColumnADS).Value
rowIndex = subjectRow
distancesSum = 0
lastSubjectQuery = False
Do While lastSubjectQuery = False
If queryNumber = thatQueryNumber Then
rowIndex = rowIndex + 1
Else
subjectQueryIndex = subjectQueryIndex + 1
queryDistance = Worksheets(allDistancesSheet). _
Cells(rowIndex, columnIndex).Value
distancesSum = distancesSum + queryDistance
rowIndex = rowIndex + 1
End If
thatSubjectNumber = Worksheets(allDistancesSheet). _
Cells(rowIndex, subjectColumnADS).Value
If thatSubjectNumber <> subjectNumber Then
lastSubjectQuery = True
Else
thatQueryNumber = Worksheets(allDistancesSheet). _
Cells(rowIndex, queryColumnADS).Value
End If
Loop
If subjectQueryIndex = 0 Then
distancesAvg = 0
Else
distancesAvg = distancesSum / subjectQueryIndex
rowIndex = outputHeaderRowDDS + queryIndex
Worksheets(distanceStatsSheet).Cells(rowIndex, _
x3ColumnDDS).Value = distancesAvg
End If
If queryIndex = numberOfQueries Then
lastQuery = True
Else
queryIndex = queryIndex + 1
End If
Loop
End Sub
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Task Error! Reference source not found.: Error! Reference source not found. Procedure
Private Sub OKButton_Click()
Dim sharedWordsSheet As String
Dim allDistancesSheet As String
Dim distanceStatsSheet As String
Dim numberOfQueries As Integer
Dim numberOfSubjects As Integer
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim

nearQueriesList() As Integer
nearDistancesList() As Integer
nearSubjectsList() As Integer
subjectLists() As Integer
subjectListQueries() As Integer
nearWordsList() As Integer
nearSharedWordsList() As Integer
listItems As Integer
listSet As Integer
queryIndex As Integer
listIndex As Integer
sortedListIndex As Integer
rowIndex As Integer
columnIndex As Integer
outputColumnIndex As Integer

Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim

thisQuery As Integer
queryWords As Integer
thatQuery As Integer
queryNumber As Integer
nextQueryNumber As Integer
thisSubject As Integer
subjectNumber As Integer
thisDistance As Integer
thatDistance As Integer

Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim

queriesCount As Integer
distancesSum As Long
wordsSum As Integer
sharedWordsSum As Integer
avgDistance As Single
x6Deviation As Single
avgWords As Single
x8Deviation As Single
avgSharedWords As Single
x10Deviation As Single
avgSharedWordsAll As Single

Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim

subjectsCount As Integer
minSubjectQueries As Integer
maxSubjectQueries As Integer
subjectQueriesSum As Integer
avgSubjectQueries As Single
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Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim

firstQueryFound As Boolean
listFilled As Boolean
queryWordsFound As Boolean
lastQuery As Boolean
lastSubject As Boolean
lastListSet As Boolean
taskEnd As Boolean

Const sortedDistancesRowSDS As Integer = 4
Dim sortedNumbersRowSDS As Integer
Dim sortedSubjectsRowSDS As Integer
Dim sortedWordsRowSDS As Integer
Dim sortedSharedWordsRowSDS As Integer
Dim outputRowDDS As Integer
Const
Const
Const
Const
Const
Const
Const
Const
Const
Const
Const
Const
Const
Const
Const
Const
Const

listSize As Integer = 10
maxLists As Integer = 10
x1Column As Integer = 2
'number of Query keywords column
x2Column As Integer = 3
x3Column As Integer = 4
x4Column As Integer = 5
x5Column As Integer = 6
x6Column As Integer = 7
x7Column As Integer = 8
x8Column As Integer = 9
x9Column As Integer = 10
x10Column As Integer = 11
x11Column As Integer = 12
x12Column As Integer = 13
x13Column As Integer = 14
x14Column As Integer = 15
x15Column As Integer = 16

Const
Const
Const
Const
Const
Const

allDistancesSubjectCol As Integer = 2
sortedDistancesSheet As String = "QueriesSortedByDistance"
leaderColsSDS As Integer = 1
subjectRowSDS As Integer = 2
queryColumnSWS As Integer = 3
queryRowSWS As Integer = 3

numberOfSubjects = Val(SNumber.Text)
numberOfQueries = Val(QNumber.Text)
ReDim
ReDim
ReDim
ReDim
ReDim
ReDim
ReDim

nearQueriesList(1 To numberOfQueries)
nearDistancesList(1 To numberOfQueries)
nearSubjectsList(1 To numberOfSubjects)
subjectLists(1 To numberOfSubjects)
subjectListQueries(1 To numberOfSubjects)
nearWordsList(1 To numberOfQueries)
nearSharedWordsList(1 To numberOfQueries)

sharedWordsSheet = "QuerySharedWords"
distanceStatsSheet = "DistanceStats"
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allDistancesSheet = "DistancesAll"
If CellOptionButton.Value = True Then
sortedNumbersRowSDS = 201
sortedSubjectsRowSDS = 398
sortedWordsRowSDS = 595
sortedSharedWordsRowSDS = 792
outputRowDDS = 214
Else
sortedNumbersRowSDS = 197
sortedSubjectsRowSDS = 390
sortedWordsRowSDS = 583
sortedSharedWordsRowSDS = 776
outputRowDDS = 210
End If
queryIndex = 1
taskEnd = False
Do While taskEnd = False
listSet = 1
listIndex = 1
sortedListIndex = 1
columnIndex = leaderColsSDS + queryIndex
thisSubject = Worksheets(sortedDistancesSheet). _
Cells(subjectRowSDS, columnIndex).Value
thisQuery = Worksheets(sortedDistancesSheet). _
Cells(sortedNumbersRowSDS, columnIndex).Value
queryNumber = thisQuery
lastListSet = False
Do While lastListSet = False
rowIndex = sortedNumbersRowSDS + sortedListIndex
nextQueryNumber = Worksheets(sortedDistancesSheet). _
Cells(rowIndex, columnIndex).Value
listFilled = False
Do While listFilled = False
If nextQueryNumber = queryNumber Then
rowIndex = sortedSubjectsRowSDS + sortedListIndex
subjectNumber = Worksheets(sortedDistancesSheet). _
Cells(rowIndex, columnIndex).Value
If subjectNumber <> thisSubject Then
nearSubjectsList(subjectNumber) = _
nearSubjectsList(subjectNumber) + 1
End If
If sortedListIndex < numberOfQueries Then
sortedListIndex = sortedListIndex + 1
rowIndex = sortedNumbersRowSDS + sortedListIndex
nextQueryNumber = _
Worksheets(sortedDistancesSheet).Cells _
(rowIndex, columnIndex).Value
Else
listFilled = True
lastListSet = True
End If
Else
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nearQueriesList(listIndex) = nextQueryNumber
rowIndex = sortedDistancesRowSDS + sortedListIndex
nearDistancesList(listIndex) = _
Worksheets(sortedDistancesSheet).Cells(rowIndex, _
columnIndex).Value
rowIndex = sortedSubjectsRowSDS + sortedListIndex
subjectNumber = Worksheets(sortedDistancesSheet). _
Cells(rowIndex, columnIndex).Value
nearSubjectsList(subjectNumber) = _
nearSubjectsList(subjectNumber) + 1
rowIndex = sortedWordsRowSDS + sortedListIndex
nearWordsList(listIndex) = _
Worksheets(sortedDistancesSheet).Cells(rowIndex, _
columnIndex).Value
rowIndex = sortedSharedWordsRowSDS + sortedListIndex
nearSharedWordsList(listIndex) = _
Worksheets(sortedDistancesSheet).Cells(rowIndex, _
columnIndex).Value
If (listIndex = listSize) And _
(sortedListIndex < numberOfQueries) Then
thisDistance = nearDistancesList(listIndex)
sortedListIndex = sortedListIndex + 1
rowIndex = sortedDistancesRowSDS + sortedListIndex
thatDistance = Worksheets(sortedDistancesSheet). _
Cells(rowIndex, columnIndex).Value
Do While listFilled = False
If thisDistance = thatDistance Then
subjectNumber = _
Worksheets(sortedDistancesSheet). _
Cells(sortedSubjectsRowSDS + _
sortedListIndex, columnIndex).Value
nearSubjectsList(subjectNumber) = _
nearSubjectsList(subjectNumber) + 1
queryNumber = nextQueryNumber
rowIndex = sortedNumbersRowSDS + _
sortedListIndex
nextQueryNumber = _
Worksheets(sortedDistancesSheet). _
Cells(rowIndex, columnIndex).Value
If nextQueryNumber <> queryNumber Then
listIndex = listIndex + 1
nearQueriesList(listIndex) = _
nextQueryNumber
rowIndex = sortedDistancesRowSDS + _
sortedListIndex
nearDistancesList(listIndex) = _
Worksheets(sortedDistancesSheet) _
.Cells(rowIndex, _
columnIndex).Value
rowIndex = sortedWordsRowSDS + _
sortedListIndex
nearWordsList(listIndex) = _
Worksheets(sortedDistancesSheet) _
.Cells(rowIndex, _
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columnIndex).Value
rowIndex = sortedSharedWordsRowSDS + _
sortedListIndex
nearSharedWordsList(listIndex) = _
Worksheets(sortedDistancesSheet) _
.Cells(rowIndex, _
columnIndex).Value
End If
If sortedListIndex < numberOfQueries Then
sortedListIndex = sortedListIndex + 1
rowIndex = sortedDistancesRowSDS + _
sortedListIndex
thatDistance = _
Worksheets(sortedDistancesSheet) _
.Cells(rowIndex, _
columnIndex).Value
Else
listFilled = True
lastListSet = True
End If
Else
listFilled = True
End If
Loop
Else
If sortedListIndex < numberOfQueries Then
listIndex = listIndex + 1
queryNumber = nextQueryNumber
sortedListIndex = sortedListIndex + 1
rowIndex = sortedNumbersRowSDS + _
sortedListIndex
nextQueryNumber = _
Worksheets(sortedDistancesSheet). _
Cells(rowIndex, columnIndex).Value
Else
listFilled = True
lastListSet = True
End If
End If
End If
Loop
listIndex = 1
queriesCount = 0
distancesSum = 0
wordsSum = 0
sharedWordsSum = 0
lastQuery = False
Do While lastQuery = False
queriesCount = queriesCount + 1
distancesSum = distancesSum + nearDistancesList(listIndex)
wordsSum = wordsSum + nearWordsList(listIndex)
sharedWordsSum = sharedWordsSum + _
nearSharedWordsList(listIndex)
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nearQueriesList(listIndex) = 0
nearDistancesList(listIndex) = 0
nearWordsList(listIndex) = 0
nearSharedWordsList(listIndex) = 0
If nearQueriesList(listIndex + 1) = 0 Then
lastQuery = True
Else
listIndex = listIndex + 1
End If
Loop
rowIndex = outputRowDDS + queryIndex
avgDistance = distancesSum / listIndex
avgWords = wordsSum / listIndex
avgSharedWords = sharedWordsSum / listIndex
avgSharedWordsAll = _
Worksheets(distanceStatsSheet).Cells(rowIndex, _
x5Column).Value
x6Deviation = avgDistance - _
Worksheets(distanceStatsSheet).Cells(rowIndex, _
x3Column).Value
x8Deviation = avgWords - Worksheets(distanceStatsSheet). _
Cells(rowIndex, x4Column).Value
x10Deviation = avgSharedWords - avgSharedWordsAll
outputColumnIndex = x6Column + (listSet - 1) * 10
Worksheets(distanceStatsSheet).Cells(rowIndex, _
outputColumnIndex).Value = avgDistance
outputColumnIndex = x7Column + (listSet - 1) * 10
Worksheets(distanceStatsSheet).Cells(rowIndex, _
outputColumnIndex).Value = x6Deviation
queryWords = Worksheets(distanceStatsSheet).Cells(rowIndex, _
x1Column).Value
outputColumnIndex = x8Column + (listSet - 1) * 10
Worksheets(distanceStatsSheet).Cells(rowIndex, _
outputColumnIndex).Value = queryWords - avgWords
outputColumnIndex = x9Column + (listSet - 1) * 10
Worksheets(distanceStatsSheet).Cells(rowIndex, _
outputColumnIndex).Value = x8Deviation
outputColumnIndex = x10Column + (listSet - 1) * 10
Worksheets(distanceStatsSheet).Cells(rowIndex, _
outputColumnIndex).Value = avgSharedWords
outputColumnIndex = x11Column + (listSet - 1) * 10
Worksheets(distanceStatsSheet).Cells(rowIndex, _
outputColumnIndex).Value = x10Deviation
subjectsCount = 0
minSubjectQueries = 5
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maxSubjectQueries = 1
subjectQueriesSum = 0
subjectNumber = 1
lastSubject = False
Do While lastSubject = False
If nearSubjectsList(subjectNumber) > 0 Then
subjectsCount = subjectsCount + 1
If nearSubjectsList(subjectNumber) _
< minSubjectQueries Then
minSubjectQueries = nearSubjectsList(subjectNumber)
End If
If nearSubjectsList(subjectNumber) _
> maxSubjectQueries Then
maxSubjectQueries = nearSubjectsList(subjectNumber)
End If
subjectQueriesSum = subjectQueriesSum + _
nearSubjectsList(subjectNumber)
subjectLists(subjectNumber) = _
subjectLists(subjectNumber) + 1
subjectListQueries(subjectNumber) = _
subjectListQueries(subjectNumber) + _
nearSubjectsList(subjectNumber)
End If
nearSubjectsList(subjectNumber) = 0
If subjectNumber < numberOfSubjects Then
subjectNumber = subjectNumber + 1
Else
lastSubject = True
End If
Loop
avgSubjectQueries = subjectQueriesSum / subjectsCount
outputColumnIndex = x12Column + (listSet - 1) * 10
Worksheets(distanceStatsSheet).Cells(rowIndex, _
outputColumnIndex).Value = subjectsCount
outputColumnIndex = x13Column + (listSet - 1) * 10
Worksheets(distanceStatsSheet).Cells(rowIndex, _
outputColumnIndex).Value = minSubjectQueries
outputColumnIndex = x14Column + (listSet - 1) * 10
Worksheets(distanceStatsSheet).Cells(rowIndex, _
outputColumnIndex).Value = maxSubjectQueries
outputColumnIndex = x15Column + (listSet - 1) * 10
Worksheets(distanceStatsSheet).Cells(rowIndex, _
outputColumnIndex).Value = avgSubjectQueries
If lastListSet = False Then
If listSet < maxLists Then
listSet = listSet + 1
listIndex = 1
rowIndex = sortedNumbersRowSDS + sortedListIndex
queryNumber = Worksheets(sortedDistancesSheet). _
Cells(rowIndex, columnIndex).Value
sortedListIndex = sortedListIndex + 1
Else
lastListSet = True
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End If
End If
Loop
If queryIndex < numberOfQueries Then
queryIndex = queryIndex + 1
Else
taskEnd = True
End If
Loop
End Sub
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